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Ai Weiwei, “Dropping a Han Dynasty Vase” (1995)

Introduction

END TIMES

OR, FROM HERE TO ETERNITY
Pornography, n. the prurient display of normalisation,
commodification & collective narcissism.

Naked hegemonies display themselves at every turn, like
Greek statues in a wing of the British Museum complacently
flaunting their dildos at an audience of Aisha-like schoolgirls.
It could easily be a scene in some panto/puppet theatre,
with evil dwarfs in balaclavas pulling strings – unemployed
IRA hitmen, ex-News Corp spin doctors, or disillusioned
wage slaves of the middle-management Open Office Plan.
Perhaps it isn’t the British Museum but the ruins of Palmyra,
2015. Perhaps it’s Ai Weiwei, “Dropping a Han Dynasty
Vase” (1995) – “among the most famous works of the
age” (it “challenges observers to question the relationship
between contemporary culture and traditional sculptures,
art and authority, creation and destruction, the present and
the past”) according to the author of Art Since 1989. The
spectacle, Guy Debord famously said, epitomises the
prevailing model of social life, above all the triteness of
what passes for critical consciousness, above all in those
institutions devoted, as they say, to learning. To culture.
Meaning, the embellishment of capital, the pornography of
the Organisation Men, the autistic conscience of the
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children of Marx and Coca-Cola. Breton described the
ultimate surrealist act as going out into the street and firing
a gun randomly into a crowd. In America, which is the Land
of Opportunity, they have these surrealist actions all the
time, except they’re performed by idiots bereft of any sense
of History, not to speak of “humanity.” Elsewhere, the New
Surrealists openly despise both. (The term “terrorist”
regularly applies to only one of these groups.) Is it true the
entirety of the Western Cultural Project hinges upon the
invocation to Love thy enemy? What unspeakable
gratifications did we derive in secret from the execution of
Saddam Hussein? In the age of hyperreality, and in the
wake of a war “which will not have taken place” other than
as a media event, those supposedly qualified to speak
about “performance art” have precious little to say. They
speak instead of recycled museum fodder, the endless neoavant-garde whose sole raison d’être, seemingly, is to
prove a dictum that even Francis Fukuyama only intended
“ironically.” If David Černý’s Saddam Hussein Shark (2005)
evokes Damien Hirst rather than a state of affairs of which
Hirst was already an unwitting parody, are we left to
conclude that its overall tenor is that of tragedy or farce?
And if History insists that there’s nothing in fact satirical
about Černý’s Saddam-shark, does it belong in a museum
of art or a mausoleum of political enlightenment? Art,
needless to say, had long ago ceased being able to pretend
that it could upstage politics, which from the time of
humanity’s first walk-on role was already that atrocity
exhibition we might otherwise be so vain as to believe
could only exist in a diseased imagination (if not our own,
someone else’s: psychiatry’s always there to assure us of
these little things). The mass mind being the most diseased
of all: that great pornographic moral majority forever
creeping around under your toilet seat. And if art is but
atrocity’s poor cousin? Not poor at all, of course. As Žižek
says, “Fukuyama’s dream of liberal democracy is at an
end” (amen), replaced by a triumphalist corporate capitalism

David Černý’s Saddam Hussein Shark (2005)

which, like every other puerile little ego, longs to express
itself. (Or if not to express, to see itself replicated in all
things: on the backs of coins, on the sides of subway
trains.) But like Heliogabalus, it reckons to do so on a global
scale. How better (in the absence of any admissible
revolutionary terror of its own) than by way of this “violence
without qualities” that calls itself avant-garde and lives
rough inside the packing crates of the Guggenheim, MoMA,
the Tate Modern, and Charles Saatchi’s private warehouse?
The violence, that is to say, of an entire array of preapproved attitudes, poses, lifestyle choices and
disaffections. Whatever your longing, the Ideal Commodity
has already expressed it for you, even this. It is everything
and nothing and is just as naked. As naked as any
“passionate intensity” that “bears witness to a lack of true
conviction” (from Soft Commodity to Commodity Hardcore,
simply dial the number). Of course the world existed all
along just for you, for this unique moment. Yes, I love you,
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it said, 24 times a second, so often you gave up seeing it
and instead dreamt of it in your sleep. Then the collective
cinema of the Mind’s Eye died and there was no need even
to picture those Vaseline-misted seraphim at all anymore,
Commodity’s Love became infinitely more unconditional
than any other dream you could buy. All you need, it
whispered, is the Faith and an open-ended mortgage plan.
(And what good’s trying to read the small print if you don’t
have eyes left in your head?) Being born-again, it pays, too,
no longer to be burdened by ideology. As the State’s orgy
of mourning for Hans Martin Schleyer only went to show
for a previous generation, the Capitalist West was and will
forever remain a classless paradise, a Land Unpolluted by
anything but the One-True. (Is that Walt Disney in the
photograph with Wernher von Braun? Stupid question.) In
his regular column-inches in the respectable press, Žižek
tells us he believes that capitalism’s simulation of democracy
is really a veneer for deep-rooted fascistic impulses which,
despite best intentions, do from time to time surface in
Europe and the United States, though it’s advised not to
say so. (We have no reason to doubt him, unless like that
most accomplished English conservative since Edmund
Burke, Professor Scruton, you think he’s an idiot.) Is
tolerance (intellectual, cultural, sexual, racial) the new
appeasement, or just the old collaboration in a change of
underwear? After the recent suicide bombings and mass
shooting in Paris (following in the wake of the attack on the
Charlie Hebdo offices), Žižek wrote of the perpetrators that
they represented “the Islamo-Fascist counterpart of the
European anti-immigration racists – the two are the two
sides of the same coin?” And these coins, do they grow on
trees? Cast your video memory back to Goebbels at the
Berlin Sportpalast. That heaving mass of lockstep hysteria:
social media at its pre-electric apotheosis. “The true
winners,” Žižek concluded (the dour intellectual), “behind
the platitudes in the style of Je suis Paris, will be simply the
partisans of total war on both sides.” Some have had the

bad taste to speak of recent events in the manner of
Malcolm X in the aftermath of the first Kennedy
assassination, about chickens coming home to roost. But
home, as they say, is where History is. While recycling the
old rhetoric about neocolonialism, the self-proclaimed (and
how otherwise ought it to be proclaimed?) Daesh caliphate
reminds of that still recent elephant on the world stage
called Arab Imperialism (political, linguistic, religious, with
all the attendant chauvenisms) whose internecine strife
bewilders a Western “world” habituated to occupying
History’s centre ground (yet what a convenient antidote to
that dirty secret of the West’s own resurrection from its
dark ages, the Arab Renaissance – among all the other
renaissances?). Terrorism, socalled, affirms this public
mystification by reaffirming market confidence in the
familiar Euro-American-Commonwealth narratives of
“eurocentriscm,” “fascism,” “neocolonialism,” etc., if only
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Members of FEME protesting in Milan against Russian annexation in
Eastern Ukrain (2014)
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to maintain a certain status quo, a certain productive
entropy. Since, truth be told, the West is already the great
anachronism of the twenty-first century, the holding pattern
of “in our time” (the abstract Commodity Time it gave birth
to and which has long since devoured it from within). The
plethora of corporate deities, to whom the masses pray as
once they did to Isis in Rome, have clearly ceased any but
lip-service need for the preciousness of Western Culture
(wherever or whenever this doesn’t yet coincide with the
social permissiveness of consumption itself and its
representations – which is to say, as a commodity in turn
to franchise further eastward, southward, etc: an opt-in/
opt-out prestige Occidental lifestyle choice with none of
the strings attached: you get to have your oil well, your
Maserati, your twelve wives, your Sharia and Chivas Regal,
your (male) kids at Harrow-on-the-Hill, and your chair on
the Board, all for the asking – You, too, the Puritan God-ofAll-Commodities says, can be a Pilgrim Father of this Brave
New World). All the while, the orientalising of the socalled
West continues apace (one day we’ll all wash up in
California), just as it was wont to do – though they didn’t
have maps of it then – back in the time of Marcus Antonius,
with a higher premium now too (higher, certainly, than at

Alia al-Mahdi & FEMEN protesting against the Marsi government’s proposed constitution outside the Egyptian embassy in Stockholm (2012)

any point since the Industrial Revolution, whose Final End
it surely presages) on Heaven and other unseen categories
of (an)aesthetic experience. Meanwhile, in the eyes of the
righteous, emancipation remains off the table when it
comes to the litany of justifiables for the invasion of rogue
oil- and opium- producing states (the abolition of gender
slavery? racial exploitation? absolute monarchy? theocratic
extremism?). Jesus may’ve been the only one not in it for
the dollars or property rights, and look where that got him.
Of course you could argue that though the Son of God’s
red rag brigade booted the hedge fund operators out of the
Temple, like Lenin they didn’t abolish The Veil (shooting a
nest of Romanovs doesn’t add up to sexual emancipation,
comrade), but their followers did erect a cult of the Holy
Whore (one hand, as they say, washes the other). Would
such a thing amount to the crime of militant secularism?
Not to deny it its dues, the Catholic Church was debatably
the single greatest purveyor of corporatised pornography
between the Fall of Rome and the Reformation (and never
at risk of being outdone by Socialist Realism and other
lesser religions of the Aestheticisation of Disempowerment):
quite a legacy. Philosophy for its part only ever managed to
play second fiddle, from Socrates bibbing Alcibiades’s wine
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to Seneca stomaching Nero’s bile, to Sartre’s Stammheim
pilgrimage for an audience with Saint Andreas Baader (how
benevolent the Police State to grant such freedoms). A
minor philosopher once complained that the world was
being destroyed by those who didn’t take Reason seriously
(and so set about concocting his own toy bureaucracy of
Right Reason in philosophy’s most enlightened image).
Today we might say that the world is being destroyed
precisely by those who take Reason at its word. (What can
be more persuasive than holy writ enforced by the
inescapable logic of the marketplace?) For like those statues
of antiquity – with their sombre dismemberments and even
more sombre genitalia, their defaced beatitudes, their
petrific earnestness – ideology flaunts its nudity whenever
we cannot see that it is in fact naked. Like Archimedes in
his bathtub, when he wasn’t building war machines for the
Tyrant of Syracuse. The pornography of Reason is nothing
but a raison pornographique viewed from a different vantage
of power. Is it any wonder that the first, idolised portrait of
Truth took the form of an impossible seduction, an
unpossessable secret, an original sin, to be replayed from
here to eternity?
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Note: This volume is a companion to the intermedia Pornoterrorism
exhibition curated by the editors for VLAK magazine.

Vanessa Place

Why I am a literary terrorist
Why am I a literary terrorist
(Part one of two)

The official American definition of terrorism (18 U.S.C. §
2331) requires the activities in question: (1) involve violent
and illegal acts/acts dangerous to human life; (2) intend
to intimidate/coerce a civilian population or governmental
policy or conduct; and (3) occur either outside (“international
terrorism”) or within (“domestic terrorism”) official American
jurisdiction. Note that the acts proscribed must be “violent
and illegal,” a conjunctive that assumes these factors are
otherwise separate, or not otherwise tautological.
The other elements to tuck away are the notions of
coercion and intimidation, and the question whether
these two things are separate, and the fact that there is
nowhere that cannot be governed, being either inside or
outside official American jurisdiction. This is not a question
of approval or disapproval for such a position, just the
acknowledgement that this is the positivist position of
United States law. The presumption being that all areas
are governable, which presumes a predicate knowledge
of all areas: i.e., what is wanted or needed both at home
and abroad. A plot, in other words, against a society that
interferes with the American plot of and for that society.
The idea of illegality is typically considered close to the
idea of “outlaw”; but, as noted, where there is no distinction
between “in” and “out” in the above, there is no “out” of the
law’s reach. Just as there is no outside of language itself,
regardless of one’s position as to its legitimacy—even such
an objection must be rendered linguistically. We come into
being I through language, we identify we in language, and
we die when someone pronounces us dead. I may consider
myself dead well before such time, but cannot state as a
matter of fact that “I am dead.” I can, however, state it as
a matter of language. To be dead may mean, in law, that I
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no longer enjoy the rights and privileges afforded the living.
I could be banished from the city or state, excommunicated
from the congregation, or turned out from the family. I
am dead, and I am correct in saying so as a matter of
fact. Fact, in law, is that which is recognized as having
the force of law: a “fact” was originally a legal misdeed,
as determined by the sovereign. This returns us to the
question of jurisdiction
To the analogous point: law, like literature, is made
of language. Law prescribes and proscribes what may be
done in terms of being legal or illegal. Il is a Latin variant of
in, meaning “not” or “in opposition to”. A circular move:
what is illegal is that which is in opposition to what is legal.
A positivist approach would be to understand all that is
not lawfully sanctioned is thus against the law; a realist
approach would note that the law has not considered all.
More generally, we see how law depends on the recognition
and understanding of its language for its enforcement—and
enforcement is the only proof of existence of the law. One
objection to a law may be that it is “overbroad”, meaning
that it also prohibits lawful conduct. One objection to a
literary work is that it too is “overbroad”, meaning that it
contains too much that is not literary. A mirror move: these
are ways that language defines its proper parameters,
or the scope of its various laws. To come to the literary
via the law, as I have done, is to come to literature from
another jurisdiction. I do not rely upon the traditions of the
literary to identify its proper parameters, as a good criminal
defence lawyer relies upon a rule’s exception to challenge
a conviction.
To extend our legal-linguistic analogy: literary terrorism
is an act or acts of violence to and within language that is
coercive/intimidating to the practice or reception of literature
that occurs either within or outside what is deemed literary.
Hidden in this are the facts that (1) language is what makes
something illegal, and is that which (2) demarks jurisdiction.
So we have prescribed and proscribed all at once, which

is what the literary is and does: a demarking of what is
properly within the realm of literature, and what may not
be said at any given moment to be literature, which is a
version of what may not be said at any given moment. To
say that which may not be said to be literary, and claim it
and those like it as literary, does a fundamental violence to
the literary. (Let’s make a small distinction for the moment
between what is “literature”, which is an ever-expanding
field, full of target and discoverable markets, and what
is “literary”, which is adjectival quality that, like “art”, is
necessarily and only self-referential.) We are now speaking
of malfeasance versus misfeasance: the difference between
being uninvited versus being un-invited. One means you are
not popular, the other means you may be popular for the
wrong reasons. I have a history of un-invitations: museums,
conferences, panels, and publications. These un-invitations
could be considered as a series of literary work.
Someone once said, relative to one of my un-invitations,
that I enjoyed it. Someone does not understand enjoyment.
Enjoyment is a matter of predicate right: one may only
enjoy what one is permitted to enjoy. This is true in law,
where enjoyment means the possession and fruition of
a right to something (like beach-access), or the right to
exercise one’s right, and in language, where enjoyment
means to delight in. Even our perverse pleasures involve
the exercise of a right or duty to enjoy, particularly a right
or duty to enjoyment itself—I take my pleasure in taking my
pleasure. This is the justification of most thieves, and all
rapists. An invitation is a gift; rescinded, it is a judgment:
one has no right to enjoy another’s judgment. The charge
against me was thus that I enjoyed that to which I had no
right. In this sense, a prisoner may not enjoy his sentence,
regardless of his love of confinement. However, there is a
satisfaction in the cruelty of the linguistic situation, which
includes the un-invitation. The command to silence after
words had been called for, the ex-communication, so to
speak, from a literary community. This satisfaction lies in
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the cruelty of language itself, not in the obvious ways of
this noxious signifier or that odious signification, for surely
we do not (among us who are literary) need to debate the
obvious, but in its placement. What or who is permitted
to take satisfaction from the laws of language, and what
satisfactions are permitted. In other words, satisfaction
here has less to do with content and more to do with
the satisfaction of speaking. This is a question of voice.
Voice is generally supposed to come from where it comes
from. Voice that does not originate where it emanates is
diabolical, treacherous, a voice “thrown”, dispossessed,
i.e., mal-possessed. Dis-satisfaction, in the diabolical
sense. I have a history of speaking in voices that are not
my own, of being nothing more or less than a mouthpiece,
a performance that takes, rather than gives, voice.
Someone once said, relative to my performances, that
I was a sadist. Someone thought they understood sadism.
Sadism done correctly is not concerned with consent. Its
object is not a masochistic (willing) partner, but the larger
law that is to be (unwillingly) broken, using the signifier
of that law for the breaking. Sadism, done properly, is
not about desire, but drive. Desire is skin-deep, capable
of seemingly meaningful repetition. Drive shucks the skin
and cannot be done again no matter how deeply one goes
in. In law, this is the difference between a successful plot
to rob a bank and a successful plot to establish a bank. In
poetry, this is the difference between breaking a line and
breaking wind.
To consider a proper literary sadism apart from literary
terrorism (and is this finally the difference between coercion
and intimidation, as coercion aims at effect and intimidation
only cares about affect), then is the former mooted by the
consent to enter the realm of the literary? In other words,
does the literary have the equivalent of the art gallery/
museum cube in which we know we are within its discursive
jurisdiction? And is entry into this space consent, and
consent to what? To hold language as aesthetic material,

as something other than a shopping cart for content, by
which I refer to communication? Does one consent to
be safeguarded from violent language as such, or to be
detached from the predicate violence of language as such,
as language is that which keeps one, like skin, within and
without its jurisdiction? Just as death makes life bearable,
the violence of language within the realm of the literary may
make it tenable to consider the violence of language outside
its generally understood frontiers. (See Bataille, Artaud,
Sade.) Otherwise our literary lives are as many other lives,
producing at best dull pats of satisfaction, symbolically
organized for easy communication and communion, that is
to say, pre-consecrated, pre-masticated and spat warmly
into another mouth by some priest or shaman. Put another
way, why should I respect your gods any more than my
own? Sade was a dull rapist, but a terrific terrorist. He
knew that one must ravish theism itself.
Someone once said that my work harmed people.
Someone does not believe in the need for dreams, proper
dreams, the ones that shoot you straight up out of bed,
chest heaving, heart pounding towards what might be its
final pop, head in a lather that’s not entirely your own.
A dream, in sum, worth having. A literary language that
calls into question the very chaos that language itself,
in its spare functional terms, is called upon to moderate.
And literary language has to date been set to mitigate, to
shackle into something like a sensibility. “Transgression”,
like “subversion”, is a fantasy genre. Butterballs lobbed
by and towards those that want only a thumbs up, that
is to say, a clean getaway. The real harm is in rendering
language like fat, revealing only its bones, wresting it raw
from its perch of statis, which is to say, of the conceit that
it says what it seems to be saying. But into what? More to
the analogous point: a position of radical statis, in which
it must be saying something else. Something obscene,
something off stage.
Someone once said my work was only sensationalistic.
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Someone was altogether too feeble. Something is
sensational when it appeals to what is deemed a vulgar
sense of sensation, particularly excessive sensation.
Sensationalism is a matter of opinion. Terrorism is a matter
of style. Style is not subject to opinion, but infliction, as
matter of some violence. To kill one person is an opinion,
to kill one million, a politics. But to kill a representative
sample—there is a style. The point points elsewhere, the
sensation is excessive not because of the violence (already,
as noted, proscribed), but because the violence is and is not
directed towards its obvious target. Unlike politics, literary
terrorism is not aimed at either persuasion or coercion, for
there’s no one to be conquered or converted. Though there
does appear to be some intimidation. The question is then,
what is its purpose?
Statis, as Agamben reminds us, was the term for civil
war in ancient Greece. The rule of statis was that one
had to declare one’s alliance: there was an affirmative
duty to identify oneself as other or brother. There could
be no neutrality because that would allow one to evade
one’s fundamental civil responsibility, that one was
not recognizing oneself as a cohesive political agent, as
“citizen”, come what may. The American literary state is
the same, with the same belief that one may not speak as
an other one, or as other than one somehow fundamentally
“is”, according to the law of language as voice. A law, it
could be noted, reinforced in the workshop exhortation to
find and refine one’s voice, in the group’s approbation of
totemic ventriloquisms, and in the mirror-desire to speak
one’s truth without laughing. But the endless shagging of
self is not, strictly speaking, anything more than business
as usual: the literary will pimp their prized publications
alongside and within their voice-patented politics, just as
cops are cops because of their uniforms. Literary terrorism
begins with language is voice, false hope, and, most
definitively, false friend. Playing roulette (just one spin, just
this once) with language that has no other purpose but to

produce the tone of affect like a doctor’s hammer to the
knee–you react not because you think you believe or would
see yourself believing, but because you do—or perhaps you
do not know what to think. And so you may see, there’s
something seriously wrong with you, or me, as you would
have me be. To put it another way, there is farting in the
wind and farting in the lift. Only one is truly bothersome,
though both settle the bowels.
For the law that governs the literary is not merely the
marketing and merch of writing, though this law includes
the law of copyright, which is the explicit recognition and
protection of ownership (the granting of enjoyment) of the
voice, and the unspoken (so to speak) law of finding one’s
proper voice, which may then be so licensed. (This is why
clichés are not copyright protected, and why curriculum
vitae include publications.) For the agoraphilia runs deeper
than even the temptations of royalties and tenure. Rather,
the law here is as the law elsewhere: a fiction. While this is
understood in a nodding kind of way, this nodding is generally
aimed at characters and a bit asleep, chez Homer, when it
comes to plot. Plot, as you know, has many motivations.
Not the least of which is to get you to finish the book. Plot,
as you remember, is also a parcel of earth suitable for tilling
and entombing; the literary law champions both, but mostly
plots a routine Bildungsroman from belief to disbelief to
belief again, either through the saline supplement of irony
or the au juste of identity. Finish the book with a burp.
Foucault once asked what would happen if we organized
our sexualities around acts of pleasure versus statements
of identity, a common enough phenomenon in fetish clubs
of a certain variety. The law of literature happily fetishizes,
but not around pleasure: the partial object is the voice.
The voice, once more, as patented signature of self. This
is why copyright extends to performance and not to ideas:
the performance is a form of expropriated voice, whereas
the idea has no corporeal or labor-bound makeweight.
As others have noted, contemporary American copyright
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laws evolved from the evolution of slavery laws, which
went from considering the body of the slave as pure
chattel to considering the body of the slave as the owner’s
expropriated labor. (A fugitive slave was judged a thief by
way of appropriation labor that legally belonged to another.)
Similarly, the literary has value as a unique vocal imprint
of one’s fictional self. Whereas the stereotype is simply
another in a series of all too functional fictional selves.
The law, as is known by all cops and robbers, conflates
one’s social existence with one’s social utility. This can
be seen whenever someone drags someone else from a
desk for insolence or someone shares a video of someone
being dragged from a desk for insolence to those who
also share this video. Note that insolence is not a thing,
but is a verdict—a “fact” based on a fiction. It should be
underscored that what the law calls a “fact” has its genesis
in a distinction between “fact” and “facticity”, a legal
difference that escapes most considerations of fiction. A
fact under the law was a wrongful deed, the stress falling
on wrongful (like an act of terrorism), i.e., an il-legality.
Facticity has to do with deeds in deed (like bombs bursting
mid-marketplace), i.e., a real materiality. We should always
understand a statement of fact as a kind of verdict. And,
like Alice’s Red Queen, one that follows its sentence.
Literary terrorism is an offense in fact. Good for nothing
as good for nothing in particular, or in general. Literary
terrorism is a crime against the fiction of the literary law,
against its particular way of ordering chaos and digesting
the indigestible (the subject-making of the sobject). It does
not subvert because there is no sous-where to go. It sits
within the fat limits of belief, blooming and bursting with
the muck of one’s own dis-ordered drives. It provokes a
measure of outrage, typically based on the violation of the
pact of signifying, including that of the artist’s corporeal
form and presumptive experience. When all there is is
signage, and no star to sail her by, i.e., when we are
left with the excess of language itself, or what it might

mean to have a literary that serves as a verb—a parole in
deed. It appears when language comes whole and infrathick with its own dumb derivations, its words deceptively
transparent, as inert as slabs of glass. Like the last words of
the condemned, sentence first, ventriloquism afterwards. It
seems sensational because it cannot remain conceptual,
because it is no longer consensual. Because there is no
longer any possibility of agreement as to what the idea may
be, or whether the idea is otherwise acceptable. It is as
sadistic as the thoughts it provokes, and un-invites.
Someone once said that I am a bad poet because my
work does not generate pleasure. Someone does not
understand pleasure.
I once overheard a young boy call his mother fat. The
boy, objecting to something or another, was about four or
so years old, and the mother, who was not only not fat,
but was an actor, and thus had taken some pains not to
be fat, was very upset by her son’s behavior. She said to
her son, “James, it is not nice to call someone fat.” James
looked at her and nodded—understood. But for the mother,
there needed to be more: “James, it made me sad when
you called me fat.” James again nodded; again there is his
understanding. The mother was still unsatisfied: “James,
what do you say when you make someone sad?” James
thought about this for a minute. The mother broadened
her position, as this was a moment, strictly speaking,
for veridiction: “James, what do you say when you hurt
someone’s feelings?” James, now looking rather relieved,
smiled and said to his mother, “I love you.”
I love you.
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Dominique Hecq

TRANSGRESSION

& OTHER CRIMES OF ART & TERROR
…artistic work cannot serve the revolution, and I claim that
it rejects all values and all authority
– Jean Genet

Art and life collided dramatically on January 7th, 2015,
when cartoonists, editors, and friends of Charlie Hebdo
were gunned down by ISIS-affiliated terrorists in Paris
while French author’s Michel Houellebecq’ s new novel,
Soumission, which imagines a France ruled by Islamists, hit
the bookstores.1 A strange coincidence. Yet, there was a
sense of déjà vu in both instances. Did Houellebecq mean
to provoke the world as Salman Rushdie had done in 1988
upon the publication of The Satanic Verses? There is no
doubt about it. And this, of course, parallel commentators
on both sides of the Channel didn’t miss.2 In France, the
immediate aftermath of the Charlie Hebdo massacre took
the shape of a massive global response in honour of the
republican legacy of the French Revolution of 1789. Many
defended Charlie Hebdo’s practice, including the publication
of ‘obscene’ cartoons of Mohammed, in the name of free
speech3 and in defence of the right to denounce a culture of
oppression and ideological certitude. If it is true that such
sentiments were initiated by the French Revolution and
revived later in the uprisings of May 1968, they died quickly
in the silent protests that trickled through the streets of
Europe in winter 2015. With refugees fleeing oppressive
regimes and the Right vociferating a so-called ‘return to
order’ just about everywhere on the planet, I can think of no
better place to begin a chapter on literature and terrorism.
Michel Houellebecq, Soumission (Paris: Flammarion, 2015).
See Kauffmann 2015; Preston 2015; Stollarz 2015.
3
Jean-Marie Rouart, ‘C’est Voltaire que l’on assassine,’ Paris Match 13
Jan (2015): <http://www.parismatch.com/Actu/Societe/C-est-Voltairequ-on-assassine-Attentat-Charlie-Hebdo-688782>.
1
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The proximity of the impulse to create transgressive
art and the impulse to commit violence was theorised for
modernity by Viktor Shklovsky’s 1917 ‘Art as Device.’
However, it may have been foreshadowed by Marinetti’s
Le manifeste du futurisme, first published on the front page
of France’s most conservative newspaper, Le Figaro, on
February 20th 1909. Whether works of rupture are events
in a long struggle against the established system that can
only bear fruit at a time when tradition is already being
challenged would be an interesting question to pursue. This
is in fact what Frank Lentricchia and Jody McAuliffe have
done in their book Crimes of Art + Terror.4 Moving between
the registers of art and life, high and popular culture, fiction
and real crime, they show that the desire at the root of
Romantic artistic vision ‘is for a terrifying awakening
that would undo the West’s economic and cultural order
… whose goal is global saturation, the obliteration of
difference’5. This, they argue, is also the desire of terrorism.
They describe a contemporary culture akin to Romanticism
where literary creativity and destruction co-exist, indeed
depend upon each other. Curiously, though, in the ‘Coda’
to their book, they ask the reader to conceive a dialogue
between Heinrich von Kleist and Mohamed Atta so as:
to imagine an understanding (because we cannot truly
understand) as to why and how the impulse to create
transgressive art and the impulse to commit violence lie so
perilously close to each other.6
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The question remains open. In the context of literary
terrorism the answer is unpredictable – as it is in life –
because the impact of works of rupture can only be verified
après-coup. In what follows, I re-examine transgression
and other crimes of art and terror. But first, I’d like to stress
that the word ‘transgression’ denotes a passing beyond a
Frank Lentricchia & Jody McAuliffe, Crimes of Art + Terror (Chicago:
University Chicago Press, 2002).
5
Lentricchia & McAuliffe, Crimes of Art + Terror, 2.
6
Lentricchia & McAuliffe, Crimes of Art + Terror, 167, my emphasis.

4

limit, drawn naturally or by convention. As such, it bears
the sense of a violation of law. And yet there is a deep
complicity between the two, as my epigraph by real criminal
and literary terrorist Jean Genet suggests, for transgression
suspends the law without suppressing it. One of the most
influential theoreticians of transgression is Georges Bataille,
whose name may have predestined him to the task. In his
book Death and Sensuality, for example, he examines a
number of taboos associated with death and sex such as
murder, orgies and prostitution to argue that the distinction
between taboo and transgression is never sharp and simple7.
Bataille insists that there is always an exchange between
transgression and taboo – there could be no such thing
as a taboo if it could never be transgressed. Conversely,
there would be no point in transgressing a taboo that had
no substance. Indeed, ‘where there are laws, injunctions,
formal rules, it seems there is always implicit within the
symbolic system the ludic rehearsal of law-breaking  –  or
not so ludic.’8
It may be no accident that one of Virginia Woolf’s most
famous essays, ‘Modern Fiction,’ was published after
the First World War. In it, she voices her dissatisfaction
with the fiction of her elder contemporaries, the novelists
Arnold Bennett, H.G. Wells, and John Galsworthy. Woolf
has no quarrel with the general purpose of realist fiction,
to represent life, or reality, but finds the techniques of
these writers singularly inadequate for doing just that.
Labelling them ‘materialists,’ she claims that they write
of ‘unimportant   things,’ and spend ‘immense skill and
immense industry making the trivial and the transitory
appear the true and the enduring.’9 Woolf maintains that
the conventional structures of the realist novel, which had
Georges Bataille, Death and Sensuality: A Study of Eroticism and the
Taboo (New York: Walker & Company, 1962).
8
M.M. Campbell, D. Hecq, J. Keane & A. Pont, ‘Art as parodic practise,’
TEXT 19.2, Special Issue 33 Art as Parodic Practise (2015).
9
Virginia Woolf, ‘Modern Fiction,’ The Common Reader (London: Hogarth
Press, 1925) 184-95.
7
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proved perfectly adequate in the hands of the Victorians,
then failed to capture the reality of the modern world:
Whatever we call it, life or spirit, truth or reality, this, the
essential thing, has moved off, or on, and refuses to be
contained any longer in such ill-fitting vestments as we
provide.10

This essay might be called Woolf’s impressionistic manifesto
for modernism, one that would seek ‘to eliminate all waste,
deadness, superfluity’11 as she puts it aggressively in her
diary on November 28th 1928. At the time, it seemed
evident to Woolf and to those who shared her view, the
‘moderns’ as she calls them, that the conventions of the
realist novel would prove inadequate to convey life’s ‘myriad
impressions.’12 Curiously, Woolf’s words and sentiments
are echoed in Eugene Jolas’s proclamation ‘The Revolution
of the Word,’ which appeared in a double issue of his avantgarde journal transition the following year. It begins:
Tired of the spectacle of short stories, novels, poems
and plays still under the hegemony of the banal word,
monotonous syntax, static psychology, descriptive
naturalism, and desirous of crystallizing a viewpoint...
Narrative is not mere anecdote, but the projection of a
metamorphosis of reality.13
28

However, Jolas’s revolution focuses on the word as basic
unit of composition. He adds: ‘The literary creator has the
right to disintegrate the primal matter of words imposed on
him by textbooks and dictionaries.14 I will return to Jolas’s
project later, but for now, let’s resume our elucidation, or
exploration, of transgression.
In the wake of May 1968, French novelist and critic
Woolf, ‘Modern Fiction,’ 188.
Woolf, ‘Modern Fiction,’ 138.
12
Woolf, ‘Modern Fiction,’ 190, my emphasis.
13
Eugene Jolas: Critical Writings, 1924-1951, eds. Klaus Kiefer & Rumold
Rainer (Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 2009) 111.
14
Eugene Jolas: Critical Writings, 111, my emphasis.
10
11

Philippe Sollers reflects on the fate of the avant-garde novel
in his Writing and the Experience of Limits.15 Sollers writes:
A permanent division seems to be established; we have
a dogma and its heresies-but above all an ecumenicism
that enables both parties to pursue a by and large peaceful
coexistence. The law tolerates transgressions that recognise
it and require it in order to manifest themselves. This critic
defends eternal classical values; that writer denies them
with equal sincerity-at which point both sit down at the
same round table, and the gratified listener may confidently
assume that an assembly like this one establishes the
problem’s true dimensions, that this confrontation is a fine
example of democracy, that literature has finally become
synthesis and self-consciousness itself. Surely these
enemies are using an identical language if they can oppose
and yet hear one another so well-and indeed, avant-garde
already contains the word garde. Strange combat, strange
complicity.16

Drawing on the war metaphor embedded in the term
‘avant-garde,’ Sollers addresses here the relationship
between opposed literary groups, those who wish to
conserve traditional values (the dernière-garde) and those
who promote experimentation (the avant-garde). His main
point is that literary conservatism thrives upon writers who
violate literary norms. However, it is possible to think of
transgression not as a relationship between two values
but, rather, as a value in itself – indeed, as the prime value
of literature. In his searching examination of authorship and
private property Michel Foucault does precisely that:
In our culture-undoubtedly in others as well-discourse  was
not originally a thing, a product, or a possession, but an
action situated in a bipolar field of sacred and profane,
lawful and unlawful, religious and blasphemous. It was
a gesture charged with risks long before it became a
possession caught in a circuit of property values. But it
  Philippe Sollers, ‘The Novel and the Experience of Limits,’ Writing and
the Experience of Limits, ed. David Hayman, trans. Philip Barnard & David
Hayman (New York: Columbia University Press, 1983 [1968]) 186-98.
16
Sollers, ‘The Novel and the Experience of Limits,’ 186.
15
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was at the moment when a system of ownership and strict
copyright rules were established (toward the end of the
eighteenth and the beginning of the nineteenth century)
that the transgressive properties always intrinsic to the act
of writing became the forceful imperative of literature. It is
as if the author, at the moment he was accepted into the
social order of property which governs our culture, was
compensating for his new status by reviving the older bipolar
field of discourse in a systematic practice of transgression
and by restoring the danger of writing which, on another
side, had been conferred the benefits of property.17
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Foucault contends that there is something inherently
transgressive in the act of writing, and that this quality
became determinative of literature in the Romantic period,
an idea also underpinning Crimes of Art + Terror. But
Foucault construes creativity and imagination in terms of
the very act of writing. A writer finds himself or herself
in a field of structured oppositions and, in writing, is
always negotiating the divisions between them. Writing,
then, is an inherently transgressive activity; it contests
the fundamental structures of society and culture. Indeed,
it is this transgressive element which, for the past two
centuries at least, has constituted, Foucault argues, writing
as literature. However, one might say that the full force of
transgression occurs outside the parameters of the text.
After the First World War, the influence of Marinetti’s Le
manifeste du futurism – and of Futurism as a movement
– could be felt well beyond the written text, which was
disassembled as early as 1910. From this point on, no
one could write like Zola, paint like David or sculpt like
Rodin. Further, no one could look at women or speak of
sex and sexuality as one could before Futurism exploded
onto the world stage. After the fake ‘return to order’ of the
Twenties, the art world would benefit from the lessons that
Futurism had imparted.
17
Michel Foucault, ‘What is an Author,’ Language, Counter-Memory,
Practice: Selected Essays and Interviews, ed. Donald F. Bouchard (Ithaca:
Cornell University Press, 1977) 124-5.

At this point it should be pointed out that a manifesto
is a literary form that explicitly crosses the terrain between
the inner world of thought and the outer world of social
action. Although it may begin as a personal attempt to
use language as thought to make sense of the world, it is
first of all a form of social and communicative action and
discourse. Like the essay, it works through argument and
persuasion with the purpose of influencing the worldview of
others and contributing to the broader consensus of shared
social meaning. Jean-Pierre De Villers in ‘Du Manifeste aux
manifestes’ lists six characteristics that would become, after
Marinetti, the basic criteria for the future composition of
manifestoes. Incidentally, the sixth characteristic concerns
transgression: reacting against a particular type of reality,
a manifesto must be violent in nature. Verbal violence is in
fact a means to achieve its mission. Further, this violence
allows the author to rid himself of the existential frustration
experienced in a society he rejected.
The beneficiaries of Marinetti’s manifesto would be
André Breton, whose 1924 Manifeste du surréalisme never
enjoyed the impact of its predecessor, and such authors as
Antonin Artaud, Samuel Beckett, Eugène Ionesco, Gertrude
Stein, James Joyce, and Eugene Jolas who, in turn, would
influence others intent on literary innovation, revolution or
terrorism.
Let’s take three extreme elite examples of literary
terrorists who share this legacy: Antonin Artaud, James
Joyce and Marguerite Duras. All three did violence to
language. All three, through their particular, even peculiar,
uses of language pushed literature to its then limit. Artaud
revolutionised the history of the theatre, Joyce ruptured
and transformed the history of the novel, and Duras
invented a style that destabilises divisions between the
autobiographical, the fictional and the poetic, offering
an unprecedented performative and corporeal practice of
writing. Significantly, all three writers entertained a hostile
relationship with the literary establishment. Artaud, one of
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the most shocking voices of the twentieth century worked
at an elite level across a multitude of disciplines and his
genre-defying stance has influenced the creative arts across
the board. Best known for his ‘premier manifeste’ in which
he argues for a ‘theatre of cruelty,’ his legacy is to have
redefined the possibilities of performance.18 Joyce famously
declared war on the English language, a stance incipient in
A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man (1916), elaborated
in Ulysses (1922) and consummated in Finnegans Wake
(1939). The latter was written to suit the aesthetic of a
dream, or drunkenness, or both. In it, Joyce invented a
new language and with it, he irrevocably changed the face
of the Western canon. Like Artaud, Duras worked across
disciplines and defied genres. Like Joyce, she is said to have
invented a particular language that blends fact and fiction,
sense and non-sense, poetry and prose. Her imaginative
world challenges literary criticism’s preferred paradigm that
an author’s work and life ought to be studied separately.
Significantly, it is through transgressing the laws of
grammar and syntax that all three have had a phenomenal
impact beyond the creative arts, especially in the fields of
philosophy and psychoanalysis.
Moreover, through their transgressive artistry, all three
fostered social subversion: Artaud via a disembodied cry that
called for re-embodiment, Joyce via an excess that spoke of
the sublime, Duras via a minimalism that underscored the
position of perdition. What is intriguing is that it is the less
overtly politically committed literary terrorist, namely Joyce,
who has had the highest impact beyond literary borders. Not
only has his transgressive practice revolutionised literature,
it has also empowered minor literatures and, furthermore,
the dispossessed in postcolonial societies. The work of
Eugene Jolas (France & US), Kamau Braithwaite (Barbados),
Alfred Arteaga (Mexico), Theresa Hak Kyung Cha (Korea)
and Ania Walwicz (Australia) undeniably share both his
polylinguistic aspiration and translinguistic terrorism. Such
18

Antonin Artaud, Le théâtre et son double (Paris: Gallimard, 1964).

projects radically subvert the ‘law of genre’ beyond Derrida’s
understanding of the term.19
In light of the above discussion, I’d like to re-examine the
transgressive impulse itself as regards polylinguistic texts,
which by definition intend to do violence to language and
terrorise the literary establishment. James Joyce and Eugen
Jolas, whose phrase and eponymous manifesto ‘Revolution
of the Word’ irrevocably bind their names après-coup,
come to mind.20 Of course, Joyce now outshines Jolas on
the scene of literary terrorism and Jolas’s ‘Revolution of
the Word’ remains a curious manifesto advocating some
form of linguistic cannibalism meant to feed an ideal dream
for American English. But Jolas’s project is interesting to
reconsider because it reveals how transgression and the
law, as well as (self)-creation and (self)-destruction, are
enmeshed.
Born in New Jersey, Eugene Jolas was of German and
French descent. He spoke three languages and spent periods
of his adult life in both the United States and France. He is
remembered today for having set up the avant-garde journal
transition in Paris in which he published, among others,
Beckett, Stein and Joyce whose transgressive stances he
encouraged. His editorials and commentaries reveal that he
longed to extend the boundaries of language rather than
shrink them, especially at the locus of the word. He longed
for Joycean expansion rather than Beckettian minimalism,
or Steinian stutter. He gave himself to ‘disintegrate the
primal matter of words imposed on him by text-books and
dictionaries’ as he stated in ‘The Revolution of the Word.’
The reality he was attempting to escape from was T.S.
Eliot’s perceived dogmatism, as the February 1929 issue
of transition had proffered. As far as he was concerned,
Fascism was on the Right and Communism on the Left, but
both conspired against the ‘new art’ and made transgression
Jacques Derrida, ‘The Law of Genre,’ trans. Avital Ronell, Glyph 7
(1980): 202-232.
20
Eugene Jolas: Critical Writings, 111.
19
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‘imperative.’ Even more so: ‘The new vocabulary and the
new syntax must help destroy the ideology of a rotting
civilization.’ It was going to be a revolution.
But how exactly could the ‘disregard’ of ‘existing
grammatical and syntactical laws’ contribute to the making
of the revolution of the word? In Jolas’s scheme of things,
polylingualism was the way to go. In February1933, he
argues for a ‘Revolution of Language’ in terms that echo
his 1929 manifesto, but here he states that such revolution
‘envisages creative language as a pre-rational language.’21
In other words, he is looking for a language that would
transgress the very idea of the symbolic. And yet Jolas
has a symbolic agenda. It is at once (self)-creative and
(self)-destructive. In a text called ‘Logos,’ published the
same year, he specifically addresses the issue of language
borrowing and deformation:
Throughout history we have the example of the
deformations which English, French and Spanish words
underwent in America, as in the case of Creole French in
Mauritius, Guyana, Martinique, Hayti [sic], Louisiana, and
Colonial Spanish.22
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Later that year, when he returns to the United States, Jolas
wanders the streets of New York, recording the ‘inter-racial
philology,’ the ‘fantasia of many-tongued words’ he hears.23
His ‘embryonic language of the future’ is both creative
and destructive. Jolas hesitates between two terms: the
‘Atlantic, or Crucible language,’ which underscores the
paradoxical all-encompassing and reductive aspect of the
project at its very core. The dream is one of a universal
language that would eradicate racial and ethnic difference
in the United States:
the result of the interracial synthesis that was going on
in the United States, Latin America and Canada. It was
Eugene Jolas: Critical Writings, 111.
Eugene Jolas: Critical Writings, 179.
23
Eugene Jolas, Man from Babel, ed. Andreas Krames & Rainer Rumold
(New Haven & London: Yale University Press, 1998) 147.
21
22

American English, with an Anglo-Saxon basis, including
many grammatical and lexical additions from more than
one hundred tongues. All these, together with the Indian
“subsoil” languages, are now being spoken in America.24

After the Second World War, however, Jolas reconceives
‘Atlantica’ as a universal language that ‘might bridge the
continents and neutralize the curse of Babel,’ not through
being ‘an invention like Esperanto or Interglossa’25, but
rather through ‘absorbing’ all languages.26 Jolas’s dream,
then, is not for an Ur-language, a pure language; on the
contrary, his dream is for an all-inclusive one. What he
is proposing is logophagy and ethnophagy. One can see
how the impulse to transgress is here perilously close to
the impulse to rule, to establish a new law. Was this a
maniac’s dream? A paranoid delusion, this dream of a
common language that transcends all national borders and
knows no linguistic limits?
It is most ironic that the navel of this dream is tied to
the most creative and destructive of literary compositions:
Joyce’s Finnegans Wake, which was serialised in transition
under the title Work in Progress. Jolas is clearly in awe
of Joyce’s linguistic virtuosity. He writes: of Joyce’s
‘excellent knowledge of French, German, Greek and Italian’
with effusion:
stood him in good stead, and he was constantly adding
to his stock of linguistic information by studying Hebrew,
Russian, Japanese, Chinese, Finnish and other tongues. At
the basis of his vocabulary was also an immense command
of Anglo-Irish words that only seem to be neologisms to
us today, because they have for the most part become
obsolete.27

Although Samuel Beckett, whose essay ‘Dante … Bruno.
Vico …Joyce,’ appeared in the Summer 1929 issue of
24
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transition along the ‘Revolution of the Word’ shares Jolas’s
enthusiasm, he is more critical:
Here form is content, content is form. You complain that
this stuff is not written in English. It is not written at all.
It is not to be read - or rather it is not only to be read. It
is to be looked at and listened to. His writing is not about
something; it is that something itself... When the sense is
dancing, the words dance. The language is drunk. The very
words are tilted and effervescent.

And further:
Joyce has desophisticated language... It is abstracted to
death. Take the word ‘doubt’: it gives us hardly any sensuous
suggestion of hesitancy, of the necessity for choice, of
static irresolution. Whereas the German ‘Zweifel’ does, and,
in lesser degree, the Italian ‘dubitare.’ Mr. Joyce recognizes
how inadequate ‘doubt’ is to express a state of extreme
uncertainty, and replaces it by ‘intwosome twiminds.’28

Beckett’s own early poems and stories do reflect this
interest in polylingual acts of transgression and linguistic
pyrotechnics. Witness ‘Sedendo et Quiesciendo’:
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Well really you know and in spite of the haricot skull and
a tendency to use up any odds and ends of pigment that
might possibly be left over she was the living spit he
thought of Madonna Lucrezia del Fede. Ne suis-je point
pale? Suis-je belle? Certainly pale and belle my pale belle
Braut with a witer skin like an old sail in the wind... For
many years he polished his glasses ecstasy of attrition!)
or suffered the shakes and gracenote strangulations and
enthrottlements of the Winkelmusik of Szopen or Pichon
or Chopinek or Chopinett or whoever it was embraced her
heartily as sure my name is Fred, dying all my life (thank
you Mr. Auber) on a sickroom talent (thank you Mr Field)
and a Kleinmeister’s Leidenschaftsucherei.29

28
Samuel Beckett, ‘Dante… Bruno. Vico… Joyce,’ Diswjecta: Miscellaneous
Wiritngs and a Dramatic Fragment (New York: Groove, 1984) 27-28.
29
Eugene Jolas: Critical Writings, 199.

Belacqua’s mix of fantasy and memory, prompted by the
encounter with the astonishing Smeralda-Rima, gives rise to
all sorts of foreign words and grammatical de-constructions
and re-constructions: haricot skull (with its play on ‘bean’),
Lucrezia del Fede (Italian for ‘Faith’), Ne suis-je point pâle?
Suis-je belle? (French for ‘Am I not pale? Am I beautiful?’),
pale, belle, Braut (English and French and German for ‘pale
beautiful bride’), Winkelmusic (literally ‘corner music,’
evocative of corner-store music or muzak, here a play on
‘chamber music’ and ‘chamber pot’), the phonetic plays and
anagrams on Chopin’s name and the parodic compounding
of Kleinmeister’s Leidenschaftsucherei (‘Small master,’ on
the analogy of Bürgomeister, HauBmeister, Meistersinger,
and perhaps Mozart, etc., combined with the neologism
Leidenschaftsucherei (lust-searching). Such contrived
word-play and crossing from one language to another
are ultimately distracting. And Beckett soon abandoned
the technique. In a letter to Charles Prentice at Chatto &
Windus in 1931, he admits that ‘of course [‘Sedendo et
Quiesciendo’] stinks of Joyce in spite of earnest endeavours
to endow it with my own odours.’30
As Hannah Sullivan intimates in The Work of Revision,
Joyce’s own polylingualism had its own very special
parameters. Consider, for example, how the opening
conversation of the washerwomen in the section ‘Anna
Livia Plurabelle’ from Finnegans Wake takes on a hilarious
turn due to Joyce’s polylingual excess:
Do you tell me that now? O do in throth. Orara por Orbe
and poor Las Animas! Ussa, Ulla, we’re umbas all! Mezha,
didn’t you hear it a deluge of times, ufer and ufer, respund
to spond? You did, you deed! I need, I need! It’s that
irrawaddying I’ve stoke in my aars. It all but husheth the
lithest sound. Oronoko.31

Cited in James Knowlson, Damned to Fame: The Life of Samuel Beckett
(New York: Grove, 1996) 156.
31
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Although the conversation begins in realistic fashion, it
then parodically and blasphemously alludes to the Spanish
prayer ‘orar por Orbe y por Las Animas’ / ‘pray for the
Earth and the Souls of the Dead,’ into which Joyce has
managed to insert the names of three rivers, namely the
Orb in France, the Orba in Italy and the Orara in New
South Wales. The Spanish ‘Por’ / ‘for’ becomes ‘poor’ so
that, comically, the women seem to be talking about a
friend or relative. In the next sentence, Ussa and Ulla are
names of Russian rivers. Further, the portmanteau word
Umbas fuses umbra / ‘shade’ or ‘ghost,’ and the African
river Umba. Besides, ‘Mezha’ combines the Italian mezza,
arguably for mezza voce, with the name of the Indian river
Meza and the exclamation ‘ha!’ which leads to the women
crying out in childish fashion ‘you deed, you deed! I need, I
need!’ Equivocally, these repeated cries suggest that in the
shadows or in the after-life (umbra), it has become harder
and harder to understand one another.
Thematically, ‘a deluge of times’ underlines the flood
allusion, and the repetition of the German ‘ufer’ merges
Ufer / river bank and Ufa, conjuring up the notion of
return (over and over again). The next portmanteau word,
‘irrawadding’ fuses the Irrawaddy river, wadding, ear and
irrational whilst the final word refers to the Orinoko river that
runs from Venezuela into Colombia, as well as to a slave
in an Aphra Behn novel and a type of tobacco originating
from Virginia. The parodic paradigm at work is clearly one
of absorption of foreign words and morphemes into oral
Anglo-Irish language, adding complexity and depth to its
very fabric. The effect is of a dense tissue of inter-linguistic
and intertextual references that undoes the taxonomies of
the language itself. Jean-Michel Rabaté suggests that such
process of linguistic denaturalisation was Joyce’s way of
declaring war against English, ‘against a mother tongue used
to the limit, mimed, mimicked, exploded, ruined’32. What
32
Jean-Michel Rabaté, James Joyce, Authorized Reader (Baltimore: Johns
Hopkins, 1991) 120.

holds it together, however is the rhythm. This passage, like
all of Finnegans Wake, in fact, scans like a long poem in
iambic pentameters.
For Jolas, however, the basic unit of composition is
not the scene, not the sentence, not even the punning
possibility at the heart of each, but rather the word as
such. His ‘Revolution of the Word Dictionary’ in particular,
testifies to a passion for the word as basic unit or segment.
In the Dictionary, the list of neologisms, begins with six
items from Joyce: constatation (French for ‘statement of
a concrete fact’), couchmare (nightmare... cauchemar),
mielodorus (honeyed emphasis of odorous), Dance McCaper
(An Irish danse macabre), and Besterfarther Zeuts33. Joyce
is here the preferred source of the Dictionary. However,
Jolas also includes writers from Leo Frobenius to Bob
Brown (readie, machine for reading), from Stuart Gilbert to
Jolas’s herotonym, the poet Rutra, whose contribution is
flir (to glitter), often to great punning effect.34
Jolas has been working toward the ‘revolution of the
word’ from his early poems onwards in which neologisms,
archaisms and awkward or cryptic, perhaps even private
portmanteau words are a challenge for the reader. Too
often this kind of literary terrorism, falls short of dada. Yet,
gradually, in the late Twenties experiments with sound
play in the form of alliteration, assonance, onomatopoeia,
metathesis, or echolalia appear. Here, it is the word
itself that is made violence to through some minimalist
‘segmentivity.’35 These experiments are more convincing
than Jolas’s early experiments due to the psychological
distance enabled by the adoption of a persona. Still, Jolas
is intent on emulating rather than divorcing himself from
him, as Beckett succeeds to do. Consider, for example
Thea Rutra’s prose poem ‘Faula and Fiona’:
Eugene Jolas: Critical Writings, 183.
Eugene Jolas: Critical Writings, 184.
35
Maurice DuPlessis, Blue Studios (Alabama: The University of Alabama
Press, 2006).
33
34
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The lilygushes ring and ting the bilbels in the ivilley.
Lilools sart slinslongdang into the clish of sun. The pool
dries must. The morrowlei loors in the meaves. The
sardinewungs flir flar and meere. A flishflashfling hoohoos
and haas. Long shill the mellohoolooloos. The rangomane
clanks jungling flight. The elegoat mickmecks and crools.
A rabotick ringrangs the stam. A plutocrass with throat
of steel. Then woor of meadcalif’s rout.   The hedgeking
gloos. And matemaids click for dartalays.36

It is the distance of the heteronym that permits Jolas,
it seems, to both fully emulate his master and create
more convincing neologisms. Words like ‘ivilley,’ which
amalgamates ivy and valley,  and ‘plutocrass,’ which fuses
the French ‘plutôt’ and the English ‘crass’ clearly ‘stink of
Joyce.’37 So does the ‘flishflashfling hoohoos and haas’ and
the hilarious ‘elegoat mickmecks.’ But however inventive
the language games of ‘Faula and Fiona,’ it is doubtful that,
in these polylingual poems, Jolas manages to ‘expand’
language as we know it.’38 For all his inventiveness, Jolas,
unlike Joyce, rigidly adheres to the rules of syntax. Even
‘The pool dries must’ respects standard syntactical order.
This is also the case in later works, despite the fact that
the syntax becomes more relaxed, as for example in ‘MotsFrontiere: Polyvocables,’ published in 1935. It begins:
malade de peacock-feathers
le sein blue des montagnes and the house strangled by
rooks the
tender entêtement des trees
the clouds sybilfly and the neumond brûleglisters ein
wunder stuert
ins tal with
eruptions of the abendfoehren et le torrentbruit qui
charrie les
gestes des enfants.39
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Jolas 1928b: 34.
Beckett cited in James R. Knowlson, Damned to Fame: The Life of
Samuel Beckett (New York: Simon & Schutser, 1996) 156.
38
Jolas, Man from Babel, 109.
39
Eugene Jolas, ‘Mots Frontiere,’ transition 23 (Jan, 1935): 34.
36
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Jolas’s ‘Mots-Frontiere’ implies that if only polylinguistic
creations could contain French, German and English in equal
additive measure, the treacherous frontiers increasingly
separating the nations of Europe might be crossed. So
the German neumond (new moon) bruleglisters (burns
and glistens) in both French and English, and the German
wunder stuerzt / ins tal (a wonder rushes into the valley)
with English ‘eruptions.’ The ‘tender entêtement’ (French
for ‘stubbornness’), moreover, belongs not to des arbres but
to ‘des trees,’ thus enhancing not only Jolas’s polylingual
segmentativity, but also their stubborn rhythm. However,
the compound ‘Mots-Frontiere’ contradicts this: the
second term, ‘Frontiere’ (fem. sg.) does not grammatically
agree with the first (masc. pl.) and the French ‘Frontière’
has no accent. Is Jolas here pointing to some paradox,
namely that polylinguistic play both opens up and closes
frontiers? I don’t think so. With the rise of Facism, Jolas’s
revolutionary project takes on a sinister ring.
The Second World War over, Jolas’s dream of a prelinguistic language isn’t over. Although Post-War Germany,
where Jolas is briefly stationed, is swept by a ‘vague-NeoRomanticism.’ Jolas explains: ‘a good deal of poetry was
being written and published, but the ferment and audacity of
French, British, and American poetic creation was obviously
lacking.’ 40 It is less Jolas’s disappointment that’s surprising
here, than his lack of self-awareness. Indeed, he doesn’t
seem to realise the full import of his utopian dream of a
common language: a paranoid dream whose transgressive
impulse aimed at some form of literary terrorism paired with
linguistic totalitarianism. Jolas writes: ‘We tried to give voice
to the sufferings of man by applying a liturgical exorcism in
a mad verbalism.’41 Conflicted, he adds:
now that the greatest war in history is over, and the nations
are trying to construct a troubled peace in an atomic era,
we realize that the international migrations which the
40
41

Jolas, Man from Babel, 252
Jolas, Man from Babel, 172.
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apocalyptic decade has unleashed bring in their wake a
metamorphosis of communication.’42

The solution, however, he is quick to add,
will not be invented by philologists–we have seen
their inventions: Idiom Neutral, Ido, Esperanto, Novial,
Interglossa. These were pedantic, unimaginative creations
without any life in them. Rather, one must take one’s own
language – [and English, Jolas knew, was now the most
prominent, used as it was by seven hundred million people
around the world] ‘and bring into this medium elements
from all the other languages spoken today.’43
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The new language ‘should not number several hundred
thousand words, but millions of words. It will not be an
artificial language, but one that has its roots in organic life
itself.’ Jolas’s dream, his manifesto for a revolution of the
word changed over the years, and so does the way it is
perceived après-coup. It began as a manifesto of opposition,
violent in its declarations and proposing fresh ideas, aiming
at changing art and life. As a proponent of change, though,
he was not aware that his proclamations contained the
seeds of his own creation, destruction and oblivion.
I began this essay on literature and terrorism with the
Charlie Hebdo massacre, and so I want to return to it, only
too aware that Michel Houellebecq is faring well in a parallel
universe – even under 24 hour police protection – as a
recent review published in the New York Times reveals.
The immediate aftermath of the January 2015 terrorist
attack in Paris of cartoonists and editors of the French
satirical weekly, Charlie Hebdo, which arguably continued
aspects of the legacy of May 1968, and, earlier, of the
French Revolution, has spawned transgressive responses
which range from satire to parody, bearing witness to the
transgressive impulse in defence of free speech, with its
Romantic overtones.
42
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Jolas, Man from Babel, 272.
Jolas, Man from Babel, 273.

Paradoxically, this defence has often come from sources
where censorship reigns and state repression is routine. It
has led many, such as Lacanian psychoanalyst JacquesAlain Miller, to point ironically to the realignment of the
68 ‘revolutionaries’ with the forces of power.44 Miller
may only have been reiterating what Jacques Lacan said
in 1968 when he invited his audience to consider the
limits of psychoanalysis, that is when he suggested that
transgression springs from the impossibility of mastery
rather than from the hysterical demand for a new master
characteristic of political revolution45. While terror and the
repressive responses it provokes are an extreme reaction
to the coexistence of the impulse to create and destroy
inherent in the act of writing, it is itself deeply embedded
in the paradoxical complicity between transgression and
the law.
However, the law must have been acknowledged as such
for transgressive desire to occur. Woolf, Marinetti, Beckett,
Joyce, Bataille, Sollers, Foucault, and even Jolas seem to
agree on this point. Lacan only points out that the desire
to transgress is pointless, subjected as it is to the master’s
discourse. If the effects of literary terrorism are often felt
beyond the bounds of texts and literary movements, as I
suggest, following Bataille and Foucault, who do in their
own distinct fashion, perpetuate a post-Romantic paradigm
which is validated by Lentricchia and McAuliffe and, in real
life by the surge of ISIS terrorist attacks on the West, it
seems Lacan’s 1968 statement provides a clearer, if not
more fundamental articulation of transgression and the law.
Transgression is but calling for a new master. However,
when the symbolic law is not even acknowledged, there is
no space for transgression, imaginary as it might be as a
‘dream.’ There is only elegoat mickmeckry, to mimic Jolas,
or terror.
Jacques-Alain Miller, ‘Charlie’s Secret’: <http://www.lacan.com/
actuality/?page_id=734>.
45
Jacques Lacan, The seminar of Jacques Lacan, Book XVII: The other
side of psychoanalysis (2007) [1969-70] 24, my emphasis.
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Richard Marshall

PARIS 13 / 11

J.G. BALLARD & SAM BECKETT
The atrocities of Paris remind us that we’re on Earth. Culling
merciless lines from two of the writers we’re missing most
maybe we can find things to pivot off…
JG Ballard: People aren’t ennobled by suffering… At the
same time, it does strip away a lot of illusions. One pays a
terrible price for that, but at least one glimpses some kind
of truth. Conrad once said that it’s necessary to immerse
yourself in the most destructive elements of the times, and
then attempt to swim.
Sam Beckett: We are all born mad. Some remain so.
JGB: We tolerate everything, but we know that liberal
values are designed to make us passive.
SB: Let me go to hell, that’s all I ask, and go on cursing
them there, and them look down and hear me, that might
take some of the shine off their bliss.
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JGB: We are swayed powerfully by forces that suddenly
erupt in our plans. Too many of us would rather be involved
in a sex crime than in sex.
SB: I have my faults, but changing my tune is not one of
them. We are no longer the same, you wiser but not sadder,
and I sadder but not wiser, for wiser I could hardly become
without grave personal inconvenience, whereas sorrow is
a thing you can keep adding to all your life long, is it not,
like a stamp or an egg collection, without feeling very much
the worse for it, is it not.
JGB: Obsessions are as close to reality as you can get.
The most prudent and effective method of dealing with the

world around us is to assume that it is a complete fiction.
Freud’s classic distinction between the latent and manifest
content of the dream, between the apparent and the real,
now needs to be applied to the external world of so-called
reality. My advice to anyone in any field is to be faithful to
your obsessions. Identify them and be faithful to them, let
them guide you like a sleepwalker.
SB: To contrive a little kingdom, in the midst of the universal
muck, then shit on it, ah that was me all over. (Pause) The
only way one can speak of nothing is to speak of it as
though it were something, just as the only way one can
speak of God is to speak of him as though he were a man,
which to be sure he was, in a sense, for a time, and as the
only way one can speak of man, even our anthropologists
have realized that, is to speak of him as though he were a
termite. God is a witness that cannot be sworn.
JGB: My fear is that in a totally sane society, madness is
the only freedom. The urge for destruction as a way of
redefining oneself is very strong. We believe in progress and
the power of reason, but are haunted by the darker sides of
human nature. We’re obsessed with sex, but fear the sexual
imagination and have to be protected by huge taboos. We
believe in equality but hate the underclass. We fear our
bodies and, above all, we fear death. We’re a few steps
from oblivion, but we hope we’re somehow immortal.
SB: The earth makes a sound as of sighs and the last drops
fall from the emptied cloudless sky. A small boy, stretching
out his hands and looking up at the blue sky, asked his
mother how such a thing was possible. Fuck off, she said.
(Pause) There is something… more important in life than
punctuality, and that is decorum. Don’t wait to be hunted
to hide, that’s always been my motto. To him who has
nothing it is forbidden not to relish filth.
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JGB: Violence is like a brush fire, it destroys a lot of trees but
refreshes the forest, clears away the stifling undergrowth,
so more trees spring up. Surrender to a logic more powerful
than reason. Life isn’t an avant-garde movie!
SB: My life, my life, now I speak of it as of something
over, now as of a joke which still goes on, and it is neither,
for at the same time it is over and it goes on, and is
there any tense for that? Watch wound and buried by the
watchmaker, before he died, whose ruined works will one
day speak of God, to the worms. (Silence) All the things
you would do gladly, oh without enthusiasm, but gladly, all
the things there seems no reason for your not doing, and
that you do not do! Can it be we are not free? It might be
worth looking into.
JGB: Freedom has no barcode. Freedom: the last great
illusion of the twentieth century. These days one needed a
full-scale emergency kit built into one’s brain, plus a crash
course in disaster survival, real and imagined.
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SB: In me there have always been two fools, among others,
one asking nothing better than to stay where he is and the
other imagining that life might be slightly less horrible a
little further on. Let me say before I go any further that I
forgive nobody. I wish them all an atrocious life and then
the fires and ice of hell and in the execrable generations to
come an honoured name.
JGB: The planet is turning into a gigantic Disneyland. A
gigantic theme park where Japan equals the future, Europe
is the past and Africa is a giant apocalyptic disaster area,
a continental disaster movie screened for the Western
benefit. The human body’s capacity for painkillers is almost
unlimited. Despair erodes everything: courage, hope, selfdiscipline, all the better qualities. It’s so damned difficult
to sustain that impersonal attitude of passive acceptance

implicit in the scientific tradition. I try to think of Galileo
before the Inquisition, Freud surmounting the endless pain of
his jaw cancer surgery. We theme-parked the future just as
we theme-park everything. We theme-parked the past. We
theme-parked the future, and visit it only when we feel we
want some sort of glittery gimmick. The temper of the times
seems to be one of self-love, if of a strange sort: Caliban
asleep across a mirror stained with vomit. But perhaps the
story also illustrates the paradox that the only real freedom
is to be found in a prison. Sometimes it is difficult to tell on
which side of the bars we really are the real gaps between
the bars are the sutures of one’s own skull.
SB: Have you not done tormenting me with your accursed
time! It’s abominable! When! When! One day, is that not
enough for you, one day he went dumb, one day I went
blind, one day we’ll go deaf, one day we were born, one
day we shall die, the same day, the same second, is that
not enough for you? (Calmer.) They give birth astride of
a grave, the light gleams an instant, then it’s night once
more.
JGB: The destruction of time: the next evolutionary step
forward?
SB: The essential is to go on squirming forever at the end
of the line, as long as there are waters and banks and
ravening in heaven a sporting god to plague his creatures,
per pro his chosen shits.
JGB: Adaptability is the only real biological qualification
for survival. At the moment a pretty grim form of natural
selection is taking place. Politics is over… it doesn’t touch
the public imagination any longer.
SB: Ah, the old questions, the old answers, there’s nothing
like them!
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JGB: The crime wave is already there. It’s called consumer
capitalism. In a real war no one knew which side he was
on, and there were no flags or commentators or winners.
In a real war there were no enemies. There’s nothing to
believe in now. All ideology is gone. The great churches are
empty; political ideology is finished; there’s just a scramble
for power. There’s a nagging sense of emptiness. So
people look for anything; they believe in any extreme—any
extremist nonsense is better than nothing.
SB: Let us not waste our time in idle discourse! (Pause.
Vehemently.) Let us do something while we have the
chance! It is not every day that we are needed. Not indeed
that we personally are needed. Others would meet the
case equally well, if not better. To all mankind they were
addressed, those cries for help still ringing in our ears! But
at this place, at this moment of time, all mankind is us,
whether we like it or not. Let us make the most of it, before
it is too late! Let us represent worthily for once the foul
brood to which a cruel fate consigned us!
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JGB: All our responses are pre-empted before we have
even made a direct human response. We are reaching a
point in the world today when a direct human response to
practically anything is impossible.
SB: I grow gnomic. It is the last phase.
JGB: The brief span of an individual life is misleading. Each
one of us is as old as the entire biological kingdom, and
our bloodstreams are tributaries of the great sea of its
total memory. The uterine odyssey of the growing foetus
recapitulates the entire evolutionary past, and its central
nervous system is a coded time scale, each nexus of
neurons and each spinal level marking a symbolic station, a
unit of neuronic time.

SB: Consider: the darkening ease, the brightening trouble;
the pleasure pleasure because it was, the pain pain because it
shall be; the glad acts grown proud, the proud acts growing
stubborn; the panting and trembling towards a being gone,
a being to come; and the true true no longer, and the false
true not yet. And to decide not to smile after all, sitting
in the shade, hearing the cicadas, wishing it were night,
wishing it were morning, saying, No, it is not the heart, no,
it is not the liver, no, it is not the prostate, no, it is not the
ovaries, no, it is muscular, it is nervous.
JGB: The only real philosophers left are the police.
SB: They never lynch children, babies, no matter what they
do they are whitewashed in advance.
JGB: The mass media have turned the world into a world
of pop art. From JFK’s assassination to the war in Iraq,
everything is perceived as pop art.
SB: All I say cancels out, I’ll have said nothing.
JGB: The trouble with Marxism is that it is a social philosophy
for the poor: what we need is a social philosophy for the
rich. These people were the first to master a new kind of late
twentieth-century life. They thrived on the rapid turnover
of acquaintances, the lack of involvement with others, and
the total self-sufficiency of lives which, needing nothing,
were never disappointed…
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Penny Anti

RAGS. PETROL. MATCHES.
Set fire to the old hypocrisies. Let the light of the burning
building scare the nightingales and incarnadine the
willows. And let the daughters of educated men dance
around the fire and heap armful upon armful of dead
leaves upon the flames.
– Virginia Woolf, urban terrorist
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The condemnation, though not without reserve, of
eroticism is universal. There is no human society in which
sexual activity is accepted without reaction, the way
animals accept it. It is the object of a taboo everywhere.
It goes without saying that a taboo of this kind provokes
countless transgressions. Marriage itself is, initially, a kind
of ritual transgression of the taboo on sexual contact.
This aspect is not habitually perceived, because a general
taboo on sexual contact appears absurd to the extent
that we rarely see the taboo as essentially a prelude to
the transgression. The entirety of religion is a regulated
harmony of taboo and transgression. The paradox is not
in fact in the taboo. We cannot imagine a society wherein
sexual activity would not be irreconcilable with the attitude
assumed in public life. An aspect of sexuality opposes it
to the fundamental calculation of a human being. Every
human being envisions the future. Every act is a function
of the future. The sexual act, for its part, might have a
meaning in relation to the future, but first this is not in
every case, and eroticism, at least, has lost sight of the
genetic bearing of the desired disorder. Sometimes it even
suppresses it. I insist on this specific point: could a human
being reach the summit of his aspiration if he did not first
abandon the calculation to which the organization of social
life binds him? In other words, wouldn’t a condemnation
pronounced from a practical point of view, precisely from
the point of view of the future, determine the limit beyond
which a supreme value was at stake?
– Georges Bataille, librarian
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Louis Armand

SCIFI DIGI-PORN
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“Unthinkable complexity. Lines of light ranged in the
nonspace of the mind, clusters and constellations of data.
Like city lights, receding…” So the cyberspace “matrix”
first makes its appearance in the 1984 novel Neuromancer,
by William Gibson, who borrowed the term to designate the
new datasphere emerging in tandem with ideas about virtual
reality and global computer networks. This “matrix” was
conceived as a “mass consensual hallucination” (a pun on
VR synaesthesia & the fantasy that you can always opt-out
of the “virtual” back to the “real world”): a kind of metaphor
machine for producing “a graphic representation of data
abstracted from the banks of every computer in the human
system.”1 In Gibson’s version of the “matrix,” at a certain
point the critical mass of accumulated data gives rise to a
kind of quantum weirdness, an autonomous evolutionary
process towards ever-increasingly ubiquitous forms of AI
(artificial intelligence). Like an imploding neutron star, this
process has a certain ineluctable character: it occurs, with
the nominal catalyst of human agency at first, more or less
all by itself. Like Darwin’s biological materialism, Gibson’s
“matrix” evolves with only the illusion of a grand design: AI
is depicted in broadly humanistic terms, psychological and
sexual, but ultimately its “purpose” is nothing but evolution
itself.
At the time Neuromancer was publisher the interest
in AI had been steered primarily towards robotics and
gaming. Gibson’s “matrix” was more of a throwback to
the sorts of ideas contemporary with Arthur C. Clark &
Stanley Kubrik’s HAL in 2001: A Space Odyssey (released
all the way back in 1968, before the software revolution
that lent to Gibson’s idea a potent realism versus Clark
& Kubrik’s cosmo-metaphysics). But even in 1984, the
fluid code-world envisaged by Gibson remained hidden
1

William Gibson, Neuromancer (New York: Ace Books, 1984) 69.

Linda Dement, Typhoid Mary (1992)

from view, somewhere between pure sci-fi & Cold War
deniability – GPS was still purely military and the World
Wide Web was almost a decade away, let alone all the
rest of it. Like the “matrix,” the public face of robotics was
broadly humanistic: the problem of general intelligence had
always been less about grasping what intelligence is, than
in how it could be represented to humans (the curse of
Turing endlessly revisited upon the “vanity of man”).
In Gibson, a frequent fallback is also gender: elements
of the “matrix” marry and give “birth” to more evolved
forms; its processes are intersected by libidinous drives
as much as by the operations of “higher reason.” The
basic premise here is that humanity is a catalyst for the
evolution of technical artefacts emerging from a parasitehost relation towards “god-like” autonomy of purpose.
“Man” in the service of the machine, but also “man” as
technologically coevolving. The machine as the symbiotic
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means of abstraction from evolutionary (which is also to
say, biologic) dependence. As humanity labours under the
illusion of evolving itself, it unconsciously becomes that
embryonic mass from which an ideal artificial intelligence is
to be born, re-enacting its (humanity’s) own creation myth
in reverse, becoming God.
This is hardly a new idea. The myth of the demiurge,
the maker-of-man, and by declensions “man” the maker
of golems, robots, Frankensteinian monsters… It’s the
ancient dream of a detachable autonomous ego, capable
of imbuing inorganic matter with the characteristics of
intelligence (or “intelligent design”); a dream which, in
a type of Freudian reprise to the aspirations of Reason,
has always been accompanied by the perverse fantasy of
the rise of the bionic genital. From the very beginning the
concept of “mind” has evoked visions of bondage and ideas
of subjectification that find a sexualised expression. The
procedural logics of rationalism are like ritually entrained
fetish scenarios: bodies as virtual hardware, stripped-out
and hacked back into the collective gender cortex. If the
Golem represents the crude duality of the artificial body
in bondage to reason, Fritz Lang’s 1927 film Metropolis
establishes the aesthetic sublimation of this duality in the
figure of the fetish machine.
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1. The first thing we notice about the Golem is the immaculate
nature of its conception: a thing of mud and Cabbalistic
mumbo codework (the “shem” of the inseminating wordsoul [the kernel] placed in its mouth; the inscription/erasure
of “(e)meth” on its forehead [the halting machine]), but
still immaculate, of course, motherless. Like dear darling
Adam with a gausian blur in place of a navel: the original
man-of-clay, the thing-as-such, das ding-an-sich, and its
creator – the archetypal Frankenstein, the mad Rabbi, the
monotheic ego-machine – GOD by any other name, etc. Or,
like sexless Athena, born fully-fledged from the forehead of
Pure Reason, armour-clad, a type of vestal-warrior in the
cause of the divine calculus. The Golem is all brawn, Athena

“Fembots in Las Vegas,” The Bionic Woman (1976)

all brains: but that isn’t the be-all of this particular trope.
There are other binaries: the detached autonomous phallus,
for example, and the mechanised vagina; the bionic “man of
the future” and the “bionic woman” or fembot, something
out of pre-feminist antiquity dressed up with futuristic bells
and whistles, a sex machine with dodgy thousand-year
warranty (like some hydraulic vagina dentata: you get your
hard-on and castration anxiety wrapped up in one package,
the eternal 2-for-1).
Add them together and you end up with that most
utopian of all Oedipal mummy-fantasies: intelligence,
beauty & an insatiable desire to fuck. The reciprocal figure
is rather less flattering, being nothing more efficacious than
a mechanised human dildo: that complex bit of sublimated
libido we find in Gustav Meyrink’s 1915 symbolist rendition
in Der Golem, for example. Or the one we find in Thomas
Pynchon’s “rocket man” in Gravity’s Rainbow. Or in the
original Frankenstein (a.k.a. A Modern Prometheus). In
the hands of Mary Shelley, this man-monster becomes a
manifestation of its “creator’s” sexualised guilt: not simply
a rampant phallus, but a reviled creature built of offended
vulnerabilities; not simply a gravity-defying superman, but
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the apotheosis of what’s “all too (hu)man.” Or, to paraphrase
the Tyrell Corporation motto in Ridley Scott’s 1982 film
Blade Runner, “More (Hu)man than (Hu)man.” (The [anti-]
Oedipal parody of fucking the Creator [in the eye], because
hopelessly longing to be fucked by the Creator – not once,
but again and again [those Replicants want to be just like
“us” after all].)
The phallic trajectory of this desire is a constant
feature of the Golem myth. At the beginning of Meyrink’s
novel, its protagonist Athenasius Pernath finds himself
accidentally wearing a stranger’s hat and immediately
his entire being rigidifies, becomes trancelike, guided by
a convulsive tension, as if he’d been transformed into a
kind of mindless prophylactic engorged with libido. This
is Pernath’s “channelling” of the eponymous Golem. The
French philosopher and sometimes pornographer Georges
Bataille evokes a comparable trance-like experience in The
Tomb of Louis XXX, where the metaphoric implications of
Pernath’s state are made explicit:
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I […] entered a state of torpor, wherein I suddenly felt
myself become an erect penis. The intensity of my
conviction rendered it difficult to deny. The previous day
I had had the same kind of violent feeling, the feeling
that I was a tree and, without being able to oppose the
idea, in the darkness, my arms extended themselves as
branches. The idea of being — my body, my head — a
large hardening penis was so crazy that I felt like laughing.
The comical idea even came to me that so hard an erection
— the entire body tensed as a hard tail — had no other
point than orgasm!2

2. The story of Rabbi Loew and the Golem comes to us as a
retelling of the immaculate father-son progeniture of the Old
Testament – the libratory fantasy of the “man-made-God”
as counterpoint to that of the enslaved phallus (as a species
of machine, it is imagined the genitals can be controlled,
brought under the spell of organised labour, disciplined
2
Georges Bataille, Louis XXX, trans. Stuart Kendall (London: Equus,
2014) 67.

according to a schedule of productivity: a “beneficial”
machine in place of a “hazard” machine). Revisited in
the technological context of the Post-Enlightenment, we
can recognise in this the conventional narrative of the
domination of a disembodied Reason over bodily/collective
libido (for which the reproductive function of the genitalia
is first and foremost a rationalisation) mediated by this
notion of a subservient Golem as, in fact, the archetypal
subject. The autopoietic potential of the Golem-machine, to
begin to think for itself, nevertheless adverts to a dilemma.
Where the escaped Golem represents a nightmare scenario
of the machine-as-hazard (a mindless slave revolt – a
veritable zombiegeddon of disembodied genitals ranging
abroad under an autonomous motive force, running amok,
but essentially dumb), Lang’s Metropolis invites the viewer
to imagine (quel horreur!) an industrial proletariat in process
of seizing the means of production itself, in full awareness
of what it is doing: rationalism’s ultimate nightmare.
The dominant phallocentrism of this allegory invites still
further critique, one whose trajectory describes a forcefeedback from Metropolis to the Wachowskis’s 1999
reworking of Gibson’s “matrix” (with its dangerously sexless,
latex fetish-doll character, Trinity, as the film’s token female
hacker). In the mid ’80s and early ’90s, during that period
in which the internet entered popular consciousness but
hadn’t yet become the nauseatingly commodified non-space
it is now, a new wave of artists and theorists emerged in
tandem with Gibson’s fictional explorations of “cyberspace”
and effecting a critique of the predominantly male myth of
divine Reason traversing “the human” (which – unmoored
by the ever-increasing pervasiveness of “technology” –
descends into a kind of paranoiac nihilism reminiscent of
entire swathes of science fiction).
3. In 1983 Donna Haraway began writing A Cyborg
Manifesto, a rejection of humanist distinctions between
animal and machine, and biology and gender. The cyborg,
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a radical form of “theorized and fabricated” hybridisation of
“machine and organism,” harks back to the constellations
of Deleuze and Guattari’s “desiring machines” as described
in their 1972 investigation of “capitalism & schizophrenia,”
Anti-Oedipus, and the late ’60s militant anti-fascist feminist
performance art of VALIE EXPORT. The cyborg is, in
Haraway’s words, “the illegitimate offspring of militarism
and paternal capitalism, not to mention state socialism.”
Its autonomy, however, serves to render the “paternal”
inessential, in a movement that re-inscribes and recodes
Old Testament sublimation of the “mother” (as speciesgenerative “machine” – a primal punishment by man’s God,
we mustn’t forget, who wasn’t “created” from clay, but
from Adam’s superfluous rib: a two-fold prosthesis of man).
With its rejection of the paternalistic Oedipal creation myth,
Haraway’s cyborg remains the contrary of the traditional
Golem figure, that robotised upholder of patriarchal rule
(who also happens to be a domestic slave, but like Lenin’s
proletariate resolutely retains its dream of masculinisation).
The cyborg has no sentimentality for “man’s” creation
myth or his fantasmatic reinscription of the family drama
of his God. The cyborg, Haraway concludes,
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does not dream of community on the model of the organic
family… The cyborg would not recognise the Garden of
Eden; it is not made of mud and cannot dream of returning
to dust.3

Emerging from this intersection of cybernetics, philosophy
and gender critique, “Cyberfeminism” was a term first
coined in 1991 by Sadie Smith (co-founder with Nick Land
of the Cybernetic Culture Research Institute, Warwick, UK)
and the Australian artist collective VNS Matrix (comprised
of Josephine Starrs, Julianne Pierce, Francesca da Rimini
and Virginia Barratt). In a reply to both Gibson and Haraway,
VNS Matrix published a Cyberfeminist Manifesto for the
3
Donna Haraway, ‘A Cyborg Manifesto: Science, Technology, and Socialist-Feminism in the Late Twentieth Century,’ Simians, Cyborgs, and Women: The Reinvention of Nature (London: Routledge, 1991) 150; 151.

VALIE EXPORT, Aktionshose:Genitalpanik (1969)
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21st Century, in which they set out the terms of a project
for “attack[ing] the patriarchy within… its bases of power:
the creation of rules for communication and the exchange
of information”:
WE ARE THE MODERN CUNT… THE CLITORIS IS A DIRECT
LINE TO THE MATRIX…

VNS Matrix took issue with Gibson’s hypermasculinised
cyberjocks and the “TRANPLANETARY MILITARY
INDUSTRIAL DATA ENVIRONMENT” they were shown to
inhabit, along with the highly caricatured nature of gender
and ethnic types in Gibson’s “sprawl” trilogy (Neuromancer,
Count Zero, Mona Lisa Overdrive). In a review of VNS
Matrix’s 1991 multimedia installation, ALL NEW GEN,
code-poet and “netwurker” Mez Breeze wrote:
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[Gibson’s] novels are essentially revamped detective/thriller
novels, which employ weird plot divergences and characters
caught up in ‘the matrix’ – a term commonly interchanged
for cyberspace. When a Gibson character ‘jacks into’ the
matrix, donning obligatory headgear and virtual reality
gloves as he does so, the cowboy (for inevitably the hero is
mostly male) has to battle a corporate entity and regain his
position as an information paragon. He ultimately achieves
this aim, albeit in a convoluted fashion, and reinstates his
own hero status. This template of the machismo cyberjock
completing their own version of the traditional hero’s
journey narrative is one that cyberfeminists object to, and
combat within their own art practices.4

All New Gen, in a parody of typical console games of the
time – like Nintendo’s Gameboy – required the player to
renounce his/her typical gender affiliation in order to access
the gamespace. Logging into All New Gen, the player
was first asked: “What is your gender? Male, Female,
Neither.” The only right answer was “Neither” – anything
else would send you into a loop that ended the game. The
4
  Mez Breeze, ‘Attack of the Cyberfeminists,’ Switch. Electronic Gender:
Art at the Interstice (1997).

game itself was situated within a transgendered vision
of the (unmanned) future. Fighting for “data liberation”
with “G-Slime” shooting from their clitorises, “cybersluts”
and “anarcho cyber-terrorists” were meant to hack into
the databanks of Big Daddy Mainframe, “an Oedipal
embodiment of the techno-industrial complex, to sow the
seeds of a New World Disorder and end the rule of phallic
power.”5
Like some mindfucked, post-op Gameboy, All New Gen
was populated with comically exotic analogues to the usual
gaming stereotypes, including:
1. BIG DADDY MAINFRAME – the enemy who must be
infiltrated through DATA LIBERATION
2. RENEGADE DNA SLUTS – who are watched over by
ORACLE SNATCH. They call themselves PATINA DE

5
Claire L. Evans, “‘We Are the Future Cunt’: CyberFeminism in the 90s,”
Motherboard (November, 2014).
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PANTIES, DENTATA & THE PRINCESS OF SLIME. They
must battle Big Daddy Mainframe and his agents through
the contested zone in order to release the :
3. VIRUS OF THE NEW WORLD DISORDER
4. CIRCUIT BOY – a dangerous technobimbo (and one
of Big Daddy Mainframe’s agents). The DNA Sluts must
disarm him by removing his three dimensional detachable
penis, and by doing so, turn it into a cellular phone.
5. A BONDING BOOTH – where G-SLIME (fuel required by
the player) is replenished if stocks run low.

The game’s motto (echoing William Burroughs) was “BE
AWARE THAT THERE IS NO MORAL CODE IN THE ZONE.”
4. VNS Matrix’s vision of transgendered cyberspace finds
echoes in the recent evolution of the Anonymous movement.
The term “anonymous” is ideally keyed to the tabula rasa
implied in All New Gen’s “neither,” in which “hacker”
avatars are free to occupy a gender “interstice,” despite
the prevailing machismo of “hacker” culture. Writing on
the genesis of Anonymous and Lulszec (and with echoes
of the case of Private Bradley/Chelsea Manning), Parmy
Olson noted this “contradiction” with regard to a seeming
prevalence of real-life transgendering among long-term
habitués of sites like 4chan:
There was not much research on hackers who were trans
but plenty of anecdotal evidence suggesting the number
of transgender people regularly visiting 4chan or taking
part in hacker communities was disproportionately high.
One reason may have been that as people spent more
time in these communities and experimented with “gender
bending” online, they could more easily consider changing
who they were in the real world. Lines between the online
and offline selves could become blurred, and some people
in these communities were known to talk about gender as
just another thing to “hack on” … If people were already
used to customising a machine or code, they might have
come to see their own bodies as the next appealing
challenge, especially if they already felt uncomfortable
with the gender they were born with.6
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Parmy Olson, We are Anonymous: Inside the Hacker World of Lulzsec,

Hacking, as a term for a type of cyborg/sexual insurgency,
recodes the MATRIX (“WOMB”) according to the overriding
insistence that “Biology is not Destiny.” The “matrix” is
trans-sexed in the same way as the body is prosthetically
reorganised. And just as the body itself gets reconceived
as a prosthesis of the “matrix” (rather than vice-versa),
so gender gets conceived “prosthetically” as a distributed
network of codes. The trans-hack is always/already
reappropriated to the Matrix.
Contemporary with VNS Matrix is the work of Australian
artist Linda Dement. Dement’s Cyberflesh Girlmonster
installation at the 1995 Adelaide Festival developed out
of her earlier Typhoid Mary interactive CD (1992) and
depicted “bodies that matter” as re-coded in a macabre
Frankensteinian comedy of gender panic, refiguring Martha
Rosler’s Body Beautiful, Beauty Knows No Pain series (19661972). The artist invited thirty women to “donate” parts
of their bodies, which were scanned to create both visual
& auditory analogues. From these, conglomerate “bodies”
were assembled, animated and made interactive, becoming
part of an ongoing morphological process. Dement’s work
anticipates the work of Taiwanese artist, Shu Lea Cheang,
whose video I.K.U. (2000) refigured Wim Wenders’s Wings
Anonymous & the Global Cyber Insurgency (New York: Little, Brown,
2012) chap 6.
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Shu Lea Cheang, I.K.U. (2000)
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of Desire (1987) by way of inter-gendered cybersex-avatars
roaming Tokyo’s non-spaces like celestial data-gathering
sex-algorithms in an Earth-bound proto-social-media space,
interfacing with unsuspecting users who experience
commodified pleasure while their sexual genome, in a
manner of speaking, is harvested. Call it data-rape: only
in place of viral algorithms embedded in mass distributed,
freely downloadable porn – agents of alienation – here
there is promise of transcendental socio-sexual liberation.
Cheung produced a reversioning of I.K.U. in a series of 2009
performances entitled U.K.I. (featuring Radíe Manssour and
Diana Pornoterrorista), in which the pop futurism of the
original is back projected onto a neo-punk post-industrial
wasteland of I.T. trash, in which it is the datasphere
itself that is, so to speak, fucked and sex/replication is
bound to the evidence of technological obsolescence and
consumption. This preoccupation is extended in Cheang’s
present explorations of viral sex (“AIDS ZERO”) and gender
conspiracy (“gen-fluid”) in FLUIDØ.
But perhaps one of the most radical and insistent
exponents of interactive body-transformation is the

performance artist Stelarc. Since the ’80s, Stelarc has
explored the possibilities of human cybernetics in a series
of dramatic works, from the robotic third-arm prostheses of
Evolution and Ping-Body, to the actual surgical implantation
of a “third ear” in his left forearm in 1997. His most
striking work, however, is a 2005 collaboration with Nina
Sellars, entitled Blender. For Blender both artists undertook
liposuction operations, using the resultant bio-materials
as the substance of an installation piece: 1.6 metres high
and “anthropormorphic” in scale and structure. Every few
minutes Blender automatically circulated or “blended” these
bio-materials via a system of compressed air pumps and a
pneumatic actuator.
The mixture included 4.6 litres of subcutaneous fat taken
from Stelarc’s torso and Nina Sellars’ limbs, zylocain (local
anaesthetic), adrenalin, O+ blood, sodium bicarbonate,
peripheral nerves, saline solutions and connective tissue.
Installed under a single spotlight & swathed in chiaroscuro,
Blender was also wired for sound, amplifying, distorting and
delaying the audio produced by the blending mechanism
itself. The project (which has its contemporary analogue in
the Tissue Culture & Art Project of Oran Catts, Ionat Zurr
& Guy Ben-Ary) was an inevitable outcome of Stelarc and
Sellars’ longstanding fascination with “alternative corporeal
architectures” and the blending of contemporary technology
with corporeality, dressed-up in the mystique of the divine
melodrama of creation (the work itself resembles some sort
of cryogenic altarpiece, the sacred relics in process of rebecoming, God by unholy alchemical transmutations about
to rise from the dead).
Underlying this drama, Blender reprises the dream (or
nightmare) of inanimate matter (body waste, effluvia, Gslime) made animate by means not of the Divine Word but
of some (diabolical) apparatus injected with code. The vision
of God as abomination, the Resurrection as horrorshow.
Like growing a brain in a jar, or a foetus, or conjuring a new
species from an evolutionary cyberswamp – a “matrix” of
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Nina Sellars & Stelarc, Blender (2005)
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mutated cell-structures becoming the 3D-printed armature
of a future (malevolent!) artificial intelligence in the form,
perhaps, of Megumi Igarashi’s coded vagina invading the
internet like some sort of porno-viral space monster and
replicating itself endlessly in the flesh. In short, a succubus
machine. If the Golem belonged to an allegory of the
productive harnessing of the formless, of the ordering of
chaos, of creation as work, it also pointed “ahead” to a
general evolutionary potential – one far removed from the
sublime conception of a transcendental nicety (the everbenevolent “God machine”). Instead there is only the
radical materiality of transmissional codes, the reproductive
potential of form detached from “evolutionary purpose” –
which is also to say, a potential of agency that resembles
us only insofar as we remain integrated into its circuit.
* Presented as a lecture at Café Neu Romance: International Robot
Performance Festival, National Technical Library, Prague, 28 November
2014. First published in VLAK magazine, 2015.

David Vichnar

DISRUPTION NECESSARY FOR BUSINESS
KATHY ACKER’S TERRORIST AESTHETICS

1. Ever since 2001, a spectre seems to have been haunting
Europe – the spectre of terrorism. In 2015, this spectre
appears to have materialised, at least in Western Europe
(or France, or Paris), more palpably and violently than it
has for a while. The year so far has run a full (and vicious)
circle, opening with the ignominious shooting at the Charlie
Hebdo office, and now drawing to its end in the aftermath
of the November 13 carnage in central and north Paris. As
this essay is written, French president François Hollande is
rallying support for his declared war on the so-called Islamic
State, invoking for the first time in EU history Article 42.7
of the Treaty of European Union, which requires EU member
countries to do their utmost to help when one of their own
is the victim of armed aggression. This despite the fact
that, a) according to Europol statistics, in the last decade,
less that 1% (to be exact, 0.7%) of terror attacks in Europe
have been committed by Islamists;1 and b) the post-2000
decade-and-a-half has seen the lowest number of terrorism
victims and casualties when compared to the two previous
ones (starting in 1970),2 neither of which, although far
bloodier and more violent, apparently warranted similarly
extreme measures.
Still, once again, “all the powers of old Europe”
seem to be entering into “a holy alliance to exorcise this
spectre,”3 including, of course, the powers mightiest of
all, those of the “mass deception” of political propaganda
and misinformation. In campaigns waged via social media
(such as “Je suis Charlie” or “Je suis Paris”), expressions
1
As reported here: <http://www.counterfire.org/news/17599-graphic-islamist-terror-accounts-for-only-0-7-of-attacks-in-europe>.
2
Official statistics can be found here: <http://qz.com/558597/chartedterror-attacks-in-western-europe-from-the-1970s-to-now>.
3
Karl Marx & Friedrich Engels, “The Communist Manifesto, The Marx-Engels Reader, ed. Robert C. Tucker, 2nd edition (New York: Norton) 473.
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of sympathy for the victims become barely distinguishable
from thinly veiled nationalism, chauvinism and xenophobia
– the kind of “with us or against us” mentality fostered
by the George W. Bush administration ever since 2001.
On those very social media, which (as journalist Glenn
Greenwald, Edward Snowden’s confidant, has shown)
have ever so often come to serve the very opposite of their
supposedly liberating function.4 In her little-known text
“On Violence” (which masquerades the false authorship
of Murasaki Shikibu, author of The Tale of Genji), Kathy
Acker has a (female) victim of (male) violence prophetically
meditate on terrorism as “the last enigma of our society”
(the setting is Japan of 1008 AD, but that matters little):  
Terrorism is the last enigma of our society, our society of
devaluation and truthful appearances: The State, England
for instance, believes that the lies propagated by all the
organs of information on the subject of terrorism are
sufficient to inform, that is, control, the whole population,
for the population, as a whole, has no other sources of
information.5
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“To inform is to control” – over the past fifteen years,
Acker’s literary and activist legacy of “terrorist aesthetics”
has been revisited by critics and scholars curious to examine
what can be gleaned for our present-day coping with the
socio-political realities imagined or intuited in her fiction.
“Imagined” or “intuited,” however, has oftentimes been
taken to mean merely “anticipated,” “fictionalised,” without
any rapport to the particular socio-political present of Acker’s
texts. True, Acker hasn’t—despite all her (an-)aesthetic
provocation, systematic criticality, and programmatic
Not least because of “QUANTUMHAND,” a program through which, as
Greenwald has shown, the NSA set up a fake Facebook server to intercept connections by means of a launching pad to infect a target’s computer and exfiltrate files from a hard drive (for more, see Gleen Greenwald,
“How the NSA Plans to Infect ‘Millions’ of Computers with Malware.”
The Intercept: <https://theintercept.com/2014/03/12/nsa-plans-infectmillions-computers-malware/>).
5
Kathy Acker, “On Violence,” Review of Contemporary Fiction 9.3 (Fall
1989): 28.
4

oppositionality—managed to elude inclusion within canon
and with it precisely the kind of institutionalisation and
officialdom she sought to do away with in the first place.
Thus, for instance, in a 1991 interview, critic Sylvere
Lotringer spoke of Acker’s “terrorism” exclusively in
connection with her practice of plagiarism: “Hijacking
a copyright, no wonder they got upset […] Terrorism in
literature.”6 And it’s equally true that as a writer she could
“only” ever wage her wars through words, not bombs:
When I use words, any words, I am always taking part
in the constructing of the political, economic, and moral
community in which my discourse is taking place. All aspect
of language—denotation, sound, style, syntax, grammar,
etc.—are politically, economically, and morally coded […]
The only possible chance for change, for mobility, for
political, economic, and moral flow lies in the tactics of
guerrilla warfare, in the use of fiction, of language.7

But in so much of post-2001 criticism, Acker’s “terrorism”
is taken as a de-historicised, or pre-historical, metaphor
preceding the now-lived “real thing” – as if the reality of
the 1980s were any less “terroristic” than post-2001.
Thus, for instance, Christina Milletti in 2004, while
analysing Acker’s so-called “terrorist aesthetic”, states
that “not so long ago, Acker’s deployment of terrorism
would have been a less difficult or at least, rhetorically
speaking, a less thorny project to scrutinize,” taking
the “difficulty” and “thorniness” of the subject at face
value. Then she goes on rather queasily to quote Peter
Widdowson’s attempt, in 1987, “to recuperate the notion
of ‘terrorism’ as a position from which to challenge—with
a positive scepticism—every facet and feature of our
culture,”8 a terrorist stance which she says “once offered
Kathy Acker, “Devoured by Myths: An Interview with Sylvere Lotringer,”
Hannibal Lecter, My Father (New York: Semiotext(e), 1991) 13.
7
Kathy Acker, “Postmodernism,” Bodies at Work (London: Serpent’s Tail,
1997) 4-5, my emphasis.
8
Christina Milletti, “Violent Acts, Volatile Words: Kathy Acker’s Terrorist
Aesthetic,” Studies in the Novel 36.3 (Fall 2004): 353.
6
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the possibility of evaluating Western, capitalist hegemony,”
but now has become an “increasingly rigidified conceptual
paradigm designating specific cultural and political praxes:
non-Western, non-Christian, non-democratic, etc.”9 As if
Empire of the Senseless hadn’t been published in 1988, the
deadliest year in terms of terror attacks in Europe over the
past half-century, followed in 1989, by a similar statistic for
the U.S. To define Acker’s “aesthetic terrorism” as merely
her plagiarist writing practice, as Lotringer does, is to miss
its effects on the discursive systems of power regularly
targeted in her work, it is to reduce her “guerrilla warfare”
to empty formalism. To posit with Milletti Acker’s terrorist
writing as somehow “easier” or “less thorny” in the late 80s
than in the early 21st century is to subscribe to a historical
amnesia vis-à-vis the tight grip held over the period by
Reaganism and Thatcherism, it is to bypass the profound
controversies and contentions Acker’s fiction gave rise to
facing these ideologies, it is participate, paradoxically, in
the “rigidification” (which Milletti herself seems to criticise)
of terrorism as conceptual paradigm.
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2. Acker’s radical feminism grew out of her fusion of the
discordant, irreverent punk rock music and subculture
(her noms de plume, which were also her stage names,
included “Rip-Off Red” and “The Black Tarantula”), and
her theoretical/philosophical training and sophistication.
Punk rock gave Acker, as she confided to Ellen Friedman,
a sense of community, and her introduction to the work
of Foucault, Deleuze and Guattari gave her a language for
expressing her group’s ideas and values: “For the first time
we had a way of talking about what we were doing.”10
A critical term often used to describe Acker’s practice
is the Situationist détournement, or re-functioning by recontextualizing, by alienation. As Jeanette Winterson
Milletti, “Violent Acts, Volatile Words,” 354.
Friedman, “A Conversation with Kathy Acker,” The Review of Contemporary Fiction 9.3 (Fall 1989): 16.
9
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observes in her introduction to Essential Acker, as “a
woman,” Acker was “locked out of tradition and time,”11
and consequently Acker’s strategies of plagiarism have
been seen as her revenge upon the male-constructed and
dominated tradition and her attempt at re-appropriating, reinscribing herself within it.12 However, the very notion of
“plagiarism,” when applied to Acker, is faced with at least
two serious issues, as another of Essential Acker’s editors,
Amy Scholder, has observed:
1. she’s open about it, and 2. she alters those texts (at
times they become unrecognizable), or she embeds chunks
of another work into a new context, one that’s so unfamiliar
that the pirated text’s meaning is radically distorted. Let’s
call it appropriation, for lack of a sexier term – the music
industry came up with “sampling” years after Acker tried
it in literature.13

The formal ingredient of Acker’s subversiveness, plagiarism,
is coupled with her thematic concern with pornography
and sexual explicitness. This for chiefly two reasons, one
loosely biographical,14 the other conceptual – not only does
Acker believe that “desire is the only honest part of us”
and that “art is authentic desire,” but for Acker, writing
porn is also stylistic challenge, “using language, pushing
limits, turning on.”15 This “turning on” has seldom to do
with titillation or physical gratification, and much more
often revolves around an economic transaction and power
Essential Acker – The Selected Writings of Kathy Acker, eds. Amy
Scholder & Dennis Cooper (New York: Grove Press, 2002) vii.
12
“Acker saw herself as dispossessed – from her homeland, because of
its politics, and from literature, because she was a woman. […] Acker
took revenge on a male literary tradition by raiding it mercilessly; her socalled plagiarism is a way of appropriating what is otherwise denied. As
a woman, she can’t inherit. As a pirate, she can take all the treasure for
herself” (Essential Acker, ix).
13
Essential Acker, xi.
14
As Scholder points out: “At a pivotal time in her life Kathy worked in a
strip club in NYC’s Time Square. The experience of the sex industry and
the stories she heard from the other girls would find their way into almost
everything she wrote” (Essential Acker, xii).
15
Essential Acker, xiii.
11
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struggle. Thus in the early I Dreamt I Was a Nymphomaniac
(1974) Acker writes,
I absolutely love to fuck. These longings, unexplainable
longings deep within me, drive me wild, and I have no way
of relieving them. Living them. I’m 27 and I love to fuck.
Sometimes with people I want to fuck; sometimes, and I
can’t tell when but I remember these times, with anybody
who’ll touch me. These, I call them nymphomaniac, times
have nothing to do with (are not caused by) physical
pleasure, for my cunt could be sore, I could be sick, and
yet I’d feel the same way. I’ll tease you till you don’t
know what you’re doing, honey, and grab; and then I’ll do
anything for you.16
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I Dreamt I Was a Nymphomaniac was followed, in 1978,
by three short novels—Florida (a brief satire of the film Key
Largo); Kathy Goes to Haiti (relating the sexual exploits of
a girl visiting the island); and The Adult Life of Toulouse
Lautrec by Henri Toulouse Lautrec—in which Acker pursued
her practice of open plagiarism/détournement and by which
she attained a modicum of notoriety as cause célèbre.
Acker’s staple style is a pastiche combining sensationalised
autobiography, political tract, pornography and appropriated
texts to generate visceral prose in which characters—often
famous literary or historical figures—easily move through
time and space while frequently changing personalities and
genders. Deliberately non-chronological and usually evoking
a quest theme, her largely plotless stories progress through
disjointed, jump-cut sequences that juxtapose excerpted
texts from various sources.
3. During the early 1980s, Acker moved to London, where
she maintained a steady output of novels including Blood
and Guts in High School (1984), My Death My Life by Pier
Paolo Pasolini (1984), Don Quixote: Which Was a Dream
(1986), and Empire of the Senseless (1988), the first
two of which developed an anti-rationalist, anti-capitalist
critique, paving the way for a practice of a full-fledged
16

Essential Acker, 42.

aesthetic terrorism in the last. Already with Blood and
Guts, Acker immediately achieved the status of literary
celebrity, an indeed precarious one given her lifelong antiestablishmentarianism of any—and particularly literary—
kind. The English edition of Blood and Guts in High School
(1984) includes the shorter novel My Death My Life by Pier
Paolo Pasolini, later republished as part of Literal Madness
(together with earlier novels Kathy Goes to Haiti and
Florida); this practice of rewriting/republication and selfplagiarising all part of Acker’s strategy bringing about the
peculiarly volatile textual status of her fictions.
Another of her fictitious autobiographies, My Death My
Life reconstructs the 1975 murder of the Italian writer and
filmmaker through a series of loosely related vignettes,
including Shakespearian parodies and an obscene epistolary
exchange among the Bronte sisters. In Part One, “Sex,”
these are juxtaposed with meditations on language,
capitalism, and materialism:
What is language? The discovery of the urban peripheries
has so far has been essentially visual – I’m thinking of
Marcel Duchamp’s rationality or autism […]. Wittgenstein
seems to understand language as function, therefore,
without psychology […]. The question is: Does capitalism
which must be based on materialism or the absence of
values stink? The question is: What is art? Is art worth
anything in the practice of art making (of values) or is it
craft?17

One of the foremost literary “values” whose “absence”
Acker not only contemplates but enacts is, most evidently,
authorship, or authorial ownership, which most usually
functions as a form of rational causality, determining
meaning and thereby legislating a certain sense of how
reality works or should work. How Acker goes about this,
how her plagiarism serves to depersonalise her confessional,
and her confessional personalises her plagiarism, is brought
Kathy Acker, Literal Madness – Three Novels: Kathy Goes to Haiti, My
Death My Life by Pier Paolo Pasolini, Florida (New York: Grove Press,
1994) 219. Referred to as LM in all subsequent in-text citations.
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into relief in passages such as, “I keep trying to kill myself
to be like my mother who killed herself. I kept working
on the ‘Large Glass’ for eight years, but despite that, I
didn’t want it to be the expression of an inner life” (LM,
222). Even at this moment of apparent full self-disclosure
(her real-life mother did indeed commit suicide), Acker is
speaking through the work of Marcel Duchamp. In Acker’s
sexualised pastiche of Hamlet and Romeo and Juliet,
the rhetoric of rational argumentation and the discourse
of romantic courtship intersect with profane slang (cf.
“Romeo: If you were the woman I worship, my lips would
be pressed on the dripping red-violet of your cunt-lips.”
[LM, 210]), and these are also constantly interspersed with
ruminations on language:
How available are the (meanings of the) specifics of all that
is given? Language is a giveness like all other givenesses.
Let the meanings not overpowering (rigid) but rather within
the contexts, like Hamlet’s father’s ghost who tells the first
meaning, interpretation of nothing, be here. (LM, 200)
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In Don Quixote: Which Was a Dream, Acker casts Don
Quixote into the role of a woman on a quest (quoth
the cover blurb) “to defeat the evil enchanters of the
modern American life.” In Acker’s version of Miguel de
Cervantes’ classic, Don Quixote becomes a young woman
whose insanity—which manifests itself as compulsive
perambulation, alternatively down the streets of St.
Petersburg and NYC, with London in between—was brought
about by having undergone an abortion. On her roving, she
unmasks the contemporary world’s many F’s (for fakes
and fictions), insisting on conceiving of identity as an
internalised fictional construct. Her tool is, again, language
as the foundational site of power in Western civilization.
Her focus is social, portraying a society so blind to its own
incarceration by greed and corruption that it requires an
outside perspective to determine what is still human (this
outsider comes in the character of Godzilla). Signification
itself is the subject of Acker’s examination, and throughout

Don Quixote, she relates language to the formation of
gender identity, exploring the historical creation (by means
of stories and texts) of a female identity that, synonymous
with female sexuality, has been—in the psychoanalytic
discourse—described as incomplete, lacking, more object
than subject. Acker challenges gender dualism by having
her female protagonist variously appear in the text as
“knight” and “night”: the former ambitious, systematic,
and male (desiring subject), the latter obscure, unknown,
irrational, and—by extension—female (desired object). It is
this ambiguous gender position that enables Acker’s Don
Quixote’s quest for love: “Finally Don Quixote understood
her problem: she was both a woman therefore she couldn’t
feel love and a knight in search of Love. She had had to
become a knight, for she could solve this problem only by
becoming partly male.”18 In sentences, further on, like “since
a broom’s sweeping hisandorher bald pate, heandorshe is
a which,” or “he whom I love is my eyes and heart and I’m
sick when I’m not with him, but he doesn’t love me; he’s
my I’s; I see by my I’s; he’s my sun. My son lets me see
and be. Thus he’s my and the @,”19 Acker is not exploiting
puns simply to form sentences with multiple possible
meanings, but more ingeniously to disrupt purposefully the
illusion of narrative coherence or message.
4. Having tackled the issues of authorship & propriety in
My Death My Life, and feminine stereotypes and social
exclusion in Don Quixote, Acker’s oppositional, antirationalist project moves in Empire of the Senseless from
the level of signifier or narrative convention toward a more
sustained focus on disenfranchised groups themselves. In
so doing, as Acker confided to Friedman, the text takes on
patriarchy as such, attempting to “kill the father on every
level” while also imagining a post- or non-Oedipal society:
Kathy Acker, Don Quixote: Which Was a Dream (New York: Grove
Press, 1986) 29.
19
Acker, Don Quixote, 75; 101.
18
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It was the structure which really interested me—the threepart structure. The first part is an elegy for the world of
patriarchy. I wanted to take the patriarchy and kill the
father on every level. And I did that partially by finding
out what was taboo and rendering it in words. The second
part of the book concerns what society would look like if it
weren’t defined by oedipal considerations and the taboos
were no longer taboo. I went through every taboo, or tried
to, to see what society would be like without these taboos.
Unfortunately, the CIA intervenes: I couldn’t get there. I
wanted to get there, but I couldn’t. The last section, “Pirate
Night,” is about wanting to get to a society that is taboo,
but realizing that it’s impossible.20
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Empire of the Senseless recounts the picaresque adventures
of Abhor—“part robot, and part black”21—and her male
accomplice, Thivai, as they look for meaning and legitimate
modes of expression amid war and revolution. The two
become terrorists wreaking havoc, fighting and killing,
resisting an institution of power disseminated by the media
and governed by money, so that “Empire” refers equally to
systems of representation and the Western hegemony that
governs them. Indeed, Thivai’s initial remark, “money is a
kind of citizenship” since “Americans are world citizens,”
comes to fruition later in the novel when he makes precisely
this link: “What is language? […] Does language control like
money?” (ES, 38, 164)
The Empire’s opening section, “Elegy for the World of
the Fathers,” revolves around Abhor’s family history,
especially—most disturbingly and memorably—around her
incestuous rape from her father:
At the moment my mother was whining, daddy was
smelling my cunt. “I’ve reached my best moment now!” he
explained. Now I was sure what he was referring to. ‘This
is the moment of truth!!! … I’m going off off off jacking it
off!!! […] God almighty!!! … nothing matters!!! … you’re
my God!!! … my daughter: I worship you!!! … I beg you
Friedman, “A Conversation,” 17.
Kathy Acker, Empire of the Senseless (New York: Grove Press, 1988)
3. Referred to as ES in all further in-text citations.

20
21

to do it, show I can please you!!! … now look at it it’s big,
in my corkscrewing hand!!! … kiss it!!!’ […] I licked up his
sperm. (ES, 15)

Abhor’s reaction to this is typically complex: “Part of me
wanted him and part of me wanted to kill him” (ES, 12).
The point being that either and both of these two—desire
for the father, and patricide—present a taboo for Western
culture, which has punished women for both. This is the
first instance at which Acker explores the divergent and
yet related responses of submission (desire) and revolt
(hatred). Instead of enforcing the patriarchal neither/nor,
Abhor’s way out of this order, as Joseph Conte has shown,
is “her willingness to contemplate both the unthinkable
desire for her father and the resentment for his unspeakable
violation of her. She sees her oppression and her freedom
in the same figure.”22 Together with the breach of the basic
civilisational taboo occurs a disruption in signification and
communicative function of language:
This is what daddy said to me while he was fucking me:
‘Tradicional estilo de p… argentino. Q…es e.mas j…de
entablar g … amistades o t… tertulias a … es m… similar a.
estilo t…: se c… la c… con l. palma de la m… y s. apoyan
l… cinco d… se s… y s. baja l. mano, l… de e … manera y
. el c … se h … hombre. origen e. profundamente r… y s.
han h … interesantes t… en l… jeroglificos e … y m …  Es
e.mas r … para d … de l … comidas p… no c… la de …’ He
had become a Puerto Rican. (ES, 17)

The next time Abhor experiences a strange attraction
to the forces of control and obedience is during her
encounter with right-wing political oppression: “I saw
a torturer. He was spending most of his time sticking
electrodes on the genitals of men who protested against
the government. He was paid to do what he was told to
do because he had a job. I saw I wanted to be beaten up.
Joseph Conte, “Discipline and Anarchy: Disrupted Codes in Kathy Acker’s The Empire of the Senseless,” Revista canaria de estudios ingleses,
39 (1999): 16.
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I didn’t understand” (ES, 51). Again, money underwrites
this unidirectional social transaction: the torturer operates
within an economy of instruction, one is simply paid to
do what one is told and does what one is paid for. In the
ensuing revolution taking Paris by storm, Algerians lead by
a one-armed proletarian guerrilla called Mackandal wrest
the city from the control of President François Mitterrand,
the bourgeoisie, and the French government: “Paris was
in chaos. Thousands of Algerians were walking freely.
Ragged. Dirty. Sticks. Dolls. Voodoo” (ES, 67). Algerians,
one of the many representatives of the French colonial
other, have been picked as Acker’s “terrorists of choice”
out of her conviction that the only remaining source of
resistance to Western capitalism and its globalised/
globalising culture is the Muslim world: “I thought, for
Westerners today, for us, the other is now Muslim. In my
book, when the Algerians take over Paris, I have a society
not defined by the Oedipal taboo.”23 The revolution is, in
any case, successful, and triumphant Algerians destroy
the structures of oppression. This takes place on the level
of the signifier, as well, as in a sub-chapter called “1.  
A Degenerating Language” where she interpolates text
in Persian, an invasion of the Western linguistic system
by an Eastern writing which few Westerners are able to
read except in translation. Abhor speaks to her boss in
Arabic when she realizes that communication with him
has become impossible – which Acker provocatively
refers to as “a sign of nothing” (ES, 53), making her text
unreadable.
5. The second part, “Alone,” explores Acker’s idea of such
society, and the figure for individual freedom from social
restraint is the pirate: “Sailors leave anarchy in their drunken
wakes” (ES, 113). Abhor’s on-and-off partner Thivai takes
over and forms a group of pirate renegades, disposing
of a whole array of sexual taboos: child prostitution,
Kathy Acker, “A Few Notes on Two of My Books,” The Review of Contemporary Fiction 9.3 (Fall 1989): 35.

23

intergenerational sex, interracial sex, brother-sister incest,
homosexuality, rape, etc. This drunken anarchy produced
by these (more often female than male) pirates can of
course become creative as easily as destructive – but
Acker advances an aesthetic and political theory of creative
disruption. Taking the example of the Algerian revolution
of the mid-50s to the early-60s, Acker observes: “Such
an act constitutes destruction of society, thus is criminal.
Criminal, continuously fleeing, homeless, despising
property, unstable like the weather, the sailor will wreck
any earthbound life” (ES, 114). But the act of revolution
entails turning criminal revolt into nation-building, which
the Algerians fighting the war for independence to dislodge
the French from North Africa actually managed. It is at
this point that Acker begins to formulate her anti-imperial
manifesto of “defense against institutionalized meaning”
– what she rather confusingly terms the language of the
unconscious and describes as:
That part of our being (mentality, feeling, physicality)
which is free of control, let’s call it our “unconscious.”
Since it’s free of control, it’s our only defense against
institutionalized meaning, institutionalized language,
control, fixation, judgement, prison. [...] What is the
language of the unconscious? (ES, 133)

This passage marks a shift in Acker’s strategy between
Pasolini and Don Quixote on the one hand, and Empire.
Abhor (quite possibly speaking for Acker) explains further:
Ten years ago it seemed possible to destroy language
through language: to destroy language which normalizes
and controls by cutting that language. Nonsense would
attack the empire-making (empirical) empire of language,
the prisons of meaning. But this nonsense, since it
depended on sense, simply pointed back to the normalizing
institutions. […] [A]n attack on the institutions of prison
via language would demand the use of a language or
languages which aren’t acceptable, which are forbidden.
Language, on one level, constitutes a set of codes and
social and historical agreements. Nonsense doesn’t per se
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break down the codes; speaking precisely that which the
codes forbid breaks the codes. (ES, 134)

Here, Acker explicitly refers to Brion Gysin’s/William
Burroughs’s famous cut-up technique, which her earlier
fiction, in its excision of classic texts, perpetuated at
least on the conceptual if not practical level. But now that
nonsense is found out to “point back to the normalizing
institutions,” to disobey the laws of language doesn’t
mean escaping from the prison house in which it holds its
speakers, nor does breaking the societal rules imposed by
patriarchy entail acting in a truly “liberated” fashion. Closer
to (Acker’s) home, the binary opposition also imperils
avant-garde writing; as long as it’s simply the negation of
conventional discourse, it’s defined by its opposition to the
institutional code and cannot possibly aim to eliminate it.
So instead of deconstructing or intervening, Acker prefers
instead to attack the codes themselves through speech
that is not unintelligible but forbidden; to speak, as it were,
the unspeakable.
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6. In the third and final part of Empire, “Pirate Night,” Acker’s
renegades go on a quest after a “society that is taboo,”
that is established on the very ground of transgressive
acts. This section begins by plagiarising Huckleberry Finn,
and so Thivai and his gay friend Mark (Huck and Tom)
go to elaborate lengths to liberate the imprisoned Abhor
(Jim), who is part black and referred to as a “runaway
nigger” throughout. Acker’s détournement, here, consists
in replacing racism with sexism as the enslaving practice
from which her protagonist must liberate herself. Having
escaped from prison, Abhor determines to form a motorcycle
gang and is unafraid to posit its only ethical principle rather
melodramatically as the “dictate of the heart”:
the problem with following rules is that, if you follow
rules, you don’t follow yourself. Therefore, rules prevent,
dement, and even kill the people who follow them. To ride
a dangerous machine, or an animal or human, by following

rules, is suicidal. Disobeying rules is the same as following
rules cause it’s necessary to listen to your heart. (ES, 219)

Acker here espouses an essential principle of anarchism:
that the impulse to personal freedom, though not without
its destructive seductions, is more likely to induce salutary
and creative behaviour, whereas authoritarian strictures
imposed on individuals more often lead to violent and
destructive behaviour. Empire ends with Abhor again
stealing a text and reading it so as to confound rationality.
When Thivai raises the objection that Abhor cannot ride
without knowing the rules, she performs her own and
performs her own creative misreading of a copy of The
Highway Code, weaving a narrative around the list of
warning signs in the Code, and turning the destructive
commodities (“radioactive, spontaneously combustible,”
“corrosive” etc.) that embody the worst extremes of purely
instrumental reason, into a tale of liberation, of outlaw Arabs
and motorcycles. Critic Nicola Pitchford ties this passage to
Acker’s overall programmatic “feminist postmodernism”:
“Abhor takes the rule book and makes it her own, as she
takes the phallic sexual power of the motorcycle and the
outlaw status of the biker and makes of them her dry-land
version of the pirate.”24
Still, Empire of the Senseless concludes on a provisional
note, as Abhor receives another reminder that she cannot,
in rejecting rationalism, risk falling into its dualistic
opposite, irrationality. Abhor gives up her biker dream of
an alternative community, since each useful myth must
be discarded as its context changes, beginning yet again
the strenuous and perennial struggle against hegemonic
rationalism while maintaining a non-essentialist allegiance
to gender differences. That these differences are textual
and contextual is underlined by the drawing of a tattoo
that is the text’s last image – the entire book, at the start,
Nicola Pitchford, Tactical Readings: Feminist postmodernism in the
novels of Kathy Acker and Angela Carter (Lewisburg: Bucknell University
Press, 2002) 102.
24
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dedicated to Acker’s “tatooist.” The image shows a rose
pierced by a knife, wrapped by a banner upon which is
inscribed “DISCIPLINE AND ANARCHY.” The tension
between the discipline of life in a dualistic, gendered
body and the anarchy enabled by recognizing that body
as a construct pervades Acker’s writing throughout. This
is, on the metafictional level, also evident in the tension
between the discipline of any individual, complete and selfcontained text and the anarchy of the contextual mutations
that Acker makes of them.
After and together with the many other textual
subversions and destabilisations, the tattoo can be both
an artistic expression and an identification mark.   Both
an embellishment of the body through design and an
ineradicable injection of poison ink under the skin, the
tattoo, Conte reminds us, has an age-old socio-political
history, always part of its more oppressive practices: “The
Romans used the tattoo on the early Christians, and the
Nazis on European Jews to identify and control the heretic
and pariah.”25 However, Acker’s sailors welcome their
identifying marks of difference and outcast status – again,
Acker’s détournement consists in turning the kind of writing
which facilitated the control and purging of the undesirable
into an expression of group identity. The iconography of the
concluding image suggests that the competing principles of
discipline and anarchy, in which the sword of pain pierces
through the rose of pleasure, bind the cords of discipline
and untie the knot that restrains anarchy. As Acker confided
to Friedman,
The most positive thing in the book is the tattoo. It concerns
taking over, doing your own sign-making. In England […]
the tattoo is very much a sign of a certain class and certain
people, a part of society that sees itself as outcast, and
shows it. For me tattooing is very profound. The meeting
of body and, well, the spirit – it’s a real kind of art, it’s on
the skin.26
25
26

Conte, “Discipline and Anarchy,” 22.
Friedman, “Conversation” 17-18.

7. It might be worth reminding ourselves that “terrorism”
is a notion whose meaning is as shady as it is contested.
Ever since 1937, the League of Nations (now the UN) has
busied itself with proposing and passing an acceptable
definition binding on all member states. The situation after
9/11, emblematic of which was a “Debate on Measures to
Eliminate International Terrorism” that produced a heated
open discussion regarding the term without any clear
conclusion, suggests that not until the present has the UN
quite managed to define the term once and for all.27 And
today, perhaps more globally even than in the immediate
aftermath of 9/11, “terrorism” is used as an umbrella
term to protect as well as to disenfranchise, bringing such
oxymora as “fight for peace” and “no freedom without
security” back from the ash heap of communist history into
present-day currency.
“Terrorism” seems to have fascinated Acker, at least
in her 1980s creative period, as a conceptual field located
in socio-political and linguistic/discursive crossfire, within
which she can explore the language/power coupling vis-àvis subject formation. As she told Trevor Dodge,
As far as I know, “terrorists” are people who use chance
methods to hurt people in a society in order to get the rest of
that society to realize a particular political situation. I’m not
sure you do that with books. I’ve never taken someone by
chance and hurt them, or killed them, in a way that would
wake a society up. […] What I was doing was taking books
that are part of the culture, and, basically, the word would
be “deconstructing” them. And I’m not the first author to
have done that. That’s what I did for many years until I
got sick of it. I thought there wasn’t much need anymore
in this society to deconstruct, and what was really needed
was to find ways to construct. Ever since Empire of the
Senseless, I’ve been into methods of construction. 28

For more, see Milletti, “Volatile Acts, Volatile Words,” esp. 355-7.
Trevor Dodge, “I Lost My Soul in San Francisco: An Interview/Journal
Entry Starring Kathy Acker, Portland and Pussy” (1996), online at: http://
www.mekons.de/portland.htm.
27
28
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Drawing on an extraordinarily wide range of sources and
a very complex methodology of writing which rejected
conventional morality and traditional modes of literary
expression, Acker’s iconoclastic fiction (an amalgam of
extreme profanity, violence, graphic sex, autobiography,
fragmented narrative, and recycled texts) was meant to
pose a challenge to established literary forms, categories of
literary authorship, propriety, etc. This strategy of writing,
in turn, called for developing unconventional strategies of
reading; critic Peter Wollen recalls Acker’s pronouncement
to the effect that none of her readers is expected to
read any of her books cover-to-cover, which to his mind
suggests the notion of reading as “perpetuation of Acker’s
creation.”29 As long as her writing was the result of her
reading, then so should any individual reading of her work
perform its own rewriting.
This writing methodology and its destabilising effects
accounted for the many scandals, censorships and
suppressions surrounding Acker’s texts, but they have
also brought about her success, her celebrity status, and
her inclusion within the canon. Her, for some paradoxical,
achievement has been read as a case in point of “the ways
in which capitalism informs publishing to the extent that
a writer who ‘blasphemes’ against every conventional
value imaginable can be safely incorporated into consumer
culture.”30 Joe Moran’s study of “celebrity authors” makes a
convincing case for Acker’s marketability in a late- and postThatcherite/Reaganite world—in both purely commercial
and academic-critical terms—because for one, her novels
and her public persona presented an intriguing combination
“In other words, you can make your own montage, you could appropriate and re-order, just as Kathy Acker had appropriated and re-ordered
the writing of others […]. Leslie Dick once remarked that Kathy Acker’s
writing was an extension of her reading, that her plagiarism was a way of
reading, or re-reading, appropriating and customizing what she read, writing herself, so to speak, into the fabric of the original text” (Peter Wollen,
“Kathy Acker,” Lust for Life: On the Writings of Kathy Acker, eds. Amy
Sholder, Carla Harryman, Avital Ronell [London: Verso, 2006] 1).
30
Martina Sciolino, “Confessions of a Kleptoparasite,” Review of Contemporary Fiction 9.3 (Fall 1989): 63-4.
29

of poststructuralist intellectualism with streetwise, punk
rebellion and ill-disguised, confessional autobiography.
This blend of theory, social concern and trauma narrative,
Moran argues, “suggests that the self can be reinvented at
the same time as it points to the existence of an innate,
deep-seated identity.”31 For all her attempts at the contrary,
Acker has gone down in recent literary history as one of its
most easily definable and identifiable (read marketable and
profitable) personae.
This, perhaps, is Acker’s ultimate terrorist (i.e.
aggressively disruptive of the status quo) act – neither its
adumbration of the “language of the unconscious,” nor its
articulation of “the anarchic dictate of the individual heart,”
but its foregrounding of the processes whereby it will be
re-appropriated by the contexts, relations and institutions it
seeks to oppose. Even Acker’s own anti-business revolution
was ultimately “good for business”:
“Any revolution, right-wing left-wing nihilist, it doesn’t
matter a damn, is good for business. Because the success of
every business depends on the creation of new markets.”
He drummed his left finger into the table. “Do you know
what human death means? It means disruption.”
Drum. Drum. “Disruption is good, necessary for
business. Especially comic books.” (EA, 182)

Capitalism can indeed profit even off that which strives
to annihilate it. Acker’s desensitising aesthetics is acutely
aware of this. Her work not only anticipates, through its
many own plagiarisms, the ultimate theft which won’t be its
to inflict upon others. Her writing also actively participates
in the expropriation to which it will be subjected once the
empire of the senseless decides to strike a perfect, all too
perfect balance with it.

Joe Moran, Star Authors: Literary Celebrity in America (New York: Pluto
Press, 2000) 144.
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Matt Hall

NO SAFE HARBOUR

ICONOGRAPHY & VIOLENT TRANSGRESSION
IN ANDREA BRADY’S SAW FIT
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Appearing at the conclusion of Brady’s 2005 Embrace,
and in the 2013 Reality Street production of Cut from the
Rushes – which collated the collections Embrace as well
as Presenting – is a poem of accusation and complicity
which seems to be leveraged against feelings of linguistic
distrust. While inevitably drawn as one of the focal points
upon which critical reviews of Embrace focused, the poem
‘Saw Fit’ originally appeared in IRA QUID (Quid 13) in
2004, a slender issue containing five poems. There is pride
displayed in the face of Sabrina Harman, whose goading
smile and thumbs-up flits on the issue’s otherwise empty
page. The iconicity of the female soldier displaying the
“jouissance of torture”1 replicates the emotive feelings of
shock, horror and complicity that the release of images
from Abu Ghraib had on the public. As one of the emblems
of the torture enacted by US military command, Harman’s
smile display a grinning barbarity equal only to the caustic
transformation of language under which the black site
prisons of Europe and the Central Baghdad Prison at Abu
Ghraib were created, legislated and operated.
The table of contents page renders parodic the demands
and expectations of a poetic response to the release of
photographs exposing torture as a standard operating
procedure at Abu Ghraib, with a didactically primed:
“WHAT YOU GET.”2 The contiguities established between
the poems position them as activist poetics, chary of
the dangers of nationalised disloyalty, but written from
a self-awareness of linguistic and geopolitical complicity
and complication. Never has an event driven the poetic
1
Butler, Frames of War: When is Life Grievable? (London; New York:
Verso, 2010) 29.
2
Keston Sutherland, Quid 13 (2004), my emphasis.

forces of J.H. Prynne, Keston Sutherland and Andrea
Brady into such close confines (despite the tendency to
discuss these three as figures of a larger coterie sharing
narrow processional, poetic and political commons).
Sutherland’s ‘Song of The Wanking Iraqi’ renders the
most direct exposition of torture through, as Justin Katko
argues, “the catalytic dynamism which draws a repeated
and ambiguous ‘it’ into a complex identity”: an amalgam
of abused detainees, torturers and the viewer.3 With
Sutherland’s poem, and in parallel with his earlier ‘Stress
Positions’, Prynne’s poem ‘Refuse Collection’ presents
an engagement with corruptible public language in which
complicity is overdetermined and which signifies conditions
of shared guilt. As addled by a positional complicity and
enacted in a similar manner Prynne’s poem follows a
pattern he highlighted in Sutherland’s work, in which:
Excess and degraded speech slide rapidly across registers
that are riddled with disorder, yoked by violence and
impacted into a blitz of damaged lexis and syntax. The
narrator’s luridly partitioned body-image is split into
numerous factions of agency, hemmed into states of
sexual trauma and negotiation, all barraged by scads of
hyper-obscure data. There is a rapidly intermittent genderswitching of copulative attachment, as reflexive images are
distorted by frustration of desire and intact personhood.4

The contention here is that due to the veridical nature
of the event as one which ruptured and changed public
consciousness, Prynne, Sutherland and Brady have published
poems which display contiguous elements because their
poetic reactions were driven by a singular event. In this
case, the exposure of torture at Abu Ghraib was an imagederived event in which exculpations of guilt and breaches
of juridical law were exposed in sadomasochistic displays
3
Justin Katko, ‘On “Song of The Wanking Iraqi,”’ Cambridge Literary
Review 1.2 (2010): 171-197, 174.
4
J.H. Prynne, “Keston Sutherland: Hot White Andy,” Hot Gun! 1 (Summer
2009): 78-83, 79.
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of torture and degradation. The impact of the publication
of these photographs and the voyeuristic intensity with
which they were staged and created by soldiers jostling
for hierarchical power collate a number of positions the
poems critique. While seeking to discuss the poems as
unifying elements of activism we hope to draw focus on the
complexities and depth of Brady’s ‘Saw Fit,’ reading its use
of literary antecedents through a hermeneutic model and
attempting to expose acts of sexual torture as inscribing
the historical body and creating an iconicity of the female
torturer through the process of transforming divine symbols
of sovereign power.
In reading the front matter of Brady’s ‘Saw Fit’ the
reader becomes aware of the porousness evoked by the
polyvocality of the poem’s title. As with Prynne’s ‘Refuse
Collection,’ ‘Saw Fit’ appends a number of meanings over
the text, both patent and latent. As a stark condensate
of public language given to belated subjective judgement
about the necessity of a prior action, ‘Saw Fit’ is exactingly
specific, and also speaks to the exculpation of guilt rising
from within the hierarchical ranks of military command.
‘Saw Fit’ in this case speaks to the manner in which
Attorney General Alberto Gonzales and President Bush’s
administration doctored legislation and amended the
Geneva Conventions to create an extra-judicial “unlawful
combatants” category for captured prisoners in Iraq and
Afghanistan. Brady’s title also draws parallels with the
depictions of action in the staging, creation and publication
of sexualised images of torture, as re-enactments of prior
trauma. The staging of torture and the jostling for power
among the military command recasts some of the ‘DIY’
aspects apparent in Prynne’s poem.5 ‘Saw Fit’ is also
evocative of a punishment “fit to measure” or, as Prynne
phrases it, a “sadism cut to measure” (6), which speaks
5
J.H. Prynne, “Refuse Collection,” Quid 13: IRA QUID (2004): Citations
of lines from the poem are given parenthetically, supplying the stanza in
which the quoted phrase appears. In J.H. Prynne’s Poems (3rd edition)
published by Bloodaxe, ‘Refuse Collection’ appears on pages 577-581.

to the provisional nature of decisions made regarding the
treatment of prisoners. That a punishment could be tailormade or bespoke extends the discrepancy between the
presentation of abuse and the deployment and enactment
of military controlled systems of dominance, exploitation
and degradation. Curiously, the title plays on the images’
enactments of dehumanisation as justification for such
treatment. This replicates the syllogistic premise Prynne
deployed in his work on the Vietnam War, Wound Response,
as well as which is deployed in ‘Refuse Collection’ making
the “[e]ntire violation  / natural” (8), and in which torture is
justified as an “ac[t] of self-defence” (8).
The titular ‘Saw’ also complicates claims of bearing
witness, extending culpability from the military command
to the broader populace for their democratic support of
Western governments supporting the occupation. As the
past participle of ‘to see,’ ‘Saw’ evokes a change in the
threshold between past and present. The temporal frames
established between the title and the epigraph (which
is staged through legal language to explicate corporate
responsibility for future wrongs) flesh out the position in
which victims and female torturers are cast and recast in
a performative space, where subjects become emblematic
signifiers. The poem’s casting of Lynndie England as icon,
speaks to publication evidencing events of sexual torture
as a position of historical transformation. For the sake of
this analysis we shall consider the body as a medium of
historical residence, upon which enactments of torture
redefine the conditions of life, just as the exposure of torture
transformed collective consciousness about the ‘War on
Terror’. The transformative procession between ‘see’ and
‘saw’ may enact the same inscriptive historicising. For
Peter Brooks, the enactment of sovereign power in war
indicates “the collapse of the old order and its laws, its
social orderings, and its very systems of meaning, [and
therefore] language must attempt to work directly on the
external world, including physical bodies that ultimately
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compose the body politic.” 6 Thus the colonisation of Iraq,
and the deployment of sovereign law, demonstrate that
“the discourse of law is not merely abstract, but reality
itself: the idea embodied.” 7
That Lynndie England is cast as the subjective centre
of Brady’s poem further highlights the threshold where the
body becomes a historic signifier. It shall be related that
the iconicity that Brady extends to England represents the
concretisation of the body as constituted by the voyeuristic
gaze and also constitutive of the capacity for sovereign
power to historically inscribe the body. If, as Elizabeth Grosz
categorises it, the body is “a concrete material animate
organism of flesh, organs, nerves and skeletal structure,
which are given a unity, cohesiveness and form through the
physical and social inscription of the body’s surface,”8 then
the form of emblematisation is an act of historic inscription.
This transformative process also has the added implication
of splitting the representation of the subject into past and
present. This point may also represent an internalised bridge
between past victimhood and the capacity to enact violence
upon detainees. Given in this manner, the mirror stage may
represent the transformation of one historically inscribed
identity into an icon defined by acts of violent transgression.
Equating the public release of documents evidencing torture
to the bifurcation of England’s subjective past from present
reinforces the power of images to create an event in which,
following Derrida, we experience a rupture and redoubling
of the subjective.9 As it enframes the thematic concerns
of the poem this period of transformation between subject
Lynndie England and the iconicity of the “Leasher Girl” (5)10
6
Peter Brooks, Body Works: Objects of Desire in Modern Narrative
(Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1993) 56.
7 Brooks, Body Works, 56.
8
Elizabeth Grosz, Volatile Bodies: Towards a Corporeal Feminism
(Bloomington, Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 1994) 382.
9
Jacques Derrida, “Structure, Sign and Play in the Discourse of the
Human Sciences,” trans. Alan Bass, Writing and Difference (University of
Chicago Press, 1978): 278-293.
10
Andrea Brady, “Saw Fit,” Quid, 13: IRA QUID (2004): Citations of lines

is an event by which the historic circumstances of Abu
Ghraib are inscribed upon the body politic.
The epigraph to Brady’s poem reads:
There are statements made herein which may not address
historical facts and, therefore, cannot be interpreted to be
forward looking statements as that term is defined in the
Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995.

While the incorporation of scientific or legal language is
not uncommon practice for Brady, Prynne or Sutherland,
this usage has a peculiar resonance within the poem. While
the title represents passing judgement on a prior action,
the epigraph utilises a legal doctrine to mitigate corporate
risk against future actions. Reflecting again on the transom
between past and present, the poem’s first non-italicised
line “Gitmo in legal twilight” (1) signifies the operational
departure between action and ramification by which the
poem explores the implications of torture as a subject.
Established in 1995 the Private Securities Litigation
Reform Act’s ‘bespeaks caution doctrine’ provides juridical
protection for forward looking statements. This practice
parallels establishing a statuary safe harbour which “can
render a forward looking statement non-actionable in a
private securities lawsuit if the statement is accompanied by
cautionary language identifying important factors that could
cause actual results to differ materially from those in the
forward looking statement.”11 Where the ‘bespeaks caution
doctrine’ is applied, protection is granted the organisation—
baring the purposeful deception of its audience. As the
poem focuses upon strategies of war and occupation, the
utilisation of the ‘bespeaks caution doctrine’ draws into
focus the deployment and engagement of logistic and military
from the poem are given parenthetically, supplying the stanza in which the
quoted phrase appears. In Brady’s Cut from the Rushes the poem appears
on pages 58-61.
11
Morris Freo, Amanda Paracuellos and Kelly Howard 2006, ‘When a
Company’s Forward-looking Statements Finds No Safe Harbour: Bespeaks
Caution Doctrine Proves Alternative Protection,’ Crowell Morning: <https://
www.crowell.com/documents/DOCASSOCFKTYPE_ARTICLES_404.pdf>.
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information control systems as deployed by CACI (formerly
Titan), who were instrumental in establishing control and
command of information in Iraq, and who enacted such
“safe harbour” doctrines within media releases announcing
contracts to their shareholders.12 That CACI’s motto is
‘Ever Vigilant’ recalls the paradigmatic use of sloganeering
in Prynne’s ‘Refuse Collection’ and may account for the
linear fragmentation Brady presents in lines of ‘Saw Fit’.
CACI’s by-line of ‘Ever Vigilant’ presents an engaged service
which seeks to “keep our Armed Forces informed, equipped
and mission ready,”13 plays on the syllogistic premise for
wartime engagement. What Brady is asking here is can the
use of legal frameworks exculpate guilt? If it is forthright
that legal ramifications can be escaped in this way, is
there a possibility of escape from individual or collective
complicity? Just as the time of exception for Agamben was
a decree of poetic language, CACI’s ability to create a safe
harbour while supplying tactical information instrumental in
the enactment of torture posits a similar linguistic turn.
‘Saw Fit’ stands aside the preceding sections of
Embrace, in its utilisation of public language: reportage, filmediting shorthand, interviews, and mimetically paraphrased
commentary upon the release of images documenting
torture. Circumscribing the transformative passage from
private citizen to public figure, ‘Saw Fit’ utilises a mediaderived language to embellish these oppositional aspects.
As Tony Lopez and Anthony Caleshu conclude in their
introduction to Poetry and Public Language,
Over and over we find a useful tension between the public
and the private spheres, which correlates with the tension
between specialised and restricted language-sets and the
more general language or ‘ordinary language’ that seeks
to encompass the whole range of human knowledge or
experience. There is by now a long-established serious
12
CACI 2002, ‘News Release,’ CACI: <http://www.caci.com/about/
news/news2002/01_28_02_NR.html> [accessed September 1, 2015].   
13
CACI 2015, ‘CACI Mission Statement,’ CACI: <http://www.caci.com/
job/mission.shtml>.

doubt as to whether such a unified knowledge is possible
and yet it is not clear how poetry is possible unless such
an imaginative synthesis is available. The turn to ‘public
language’ – as subject, as axis to understanding, as screen
between the individual and the world – is explored, for
better or worse, as a turn towards social experience.14

A good deal of this analysis functions on the transformative
relation between subjective identity and iconography as
it relates to human presences and representations. The
implementation of public language registers an image-based
presentation of the media-story of Abu Ghraib, as well
as creates for the reader an experience through language
wherein compounding identities, hierarchical structures of
command, and individuated wills are positioned against
familial remembrances. The poem mimics a pattern of the
intractability of memory gone Mainstream. The embedding
of quotations and misquotes also replicates the enmeshed
media blitz, where promotional information for Titan/
CACI’s military-industrial information supply is positioned
against quotations from The Tempest and family interviews
erode to the chatter of combatants about the onslaught of
their torture.
Holding the work of Sutherland, Brady and Prynne
against one another, the result is a cascade of proximity.
Sutherland’s overtly graphic ‘Song of the Wanking Iraqi’
represents scenes of torture through a meta-structural
distance, where images of torture, held in stasis, are
alludingly contrasted with images of the Holocaust and
hovering portraits by Renoir. Prynne’s ‘Refuse Collection’
functions much closer to Brady’s work, with the advent
of a more populous group of subjective identities and
categorical discourses through which the aporia of identity
is slurred. Brady’s utilisation of legal and economic
discourses and the language of reportage are formally close
to Prynne’s usage, yet Brady’s ‘Saw Fit’ hinges upon the
Tony Lopez and Anthony Caleshu, “Preface,” Poetry and Public
Language, ed. Lopez and Caleshu (Exeter: Shearsman, 2007) 11-13, 13.
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transposition of England as moving from the private sphere
into a public emblem of US dominance. The blanching of
identity in Prynne’s poem functions as an encompassing
veil of culpability, through which viewers of the images
are also cast in guilt by association. Brady is also weary of
painting a singular individual guilty and her poem extends
an understanding of the malformation of Lynndie England
as icon of US guilt in war crimes, exposing (from the inside)
the corruption of command within the military hierarchy.
Prosodically, Brady’s poem consists of twelve stanzas
(excluding the epigraph), ranging in linear length from
five to eighteen lines. ‘Saw Fit’ opens with a conditional
stanza of phrastic assemblage, while collating many of the
thematic and evidentiary concerns that the poem will focus
on. The poem begins at a removal from the action, in a
world mediated by image-control, the netting gives way
and we are exposed to the ruthless dictates of command
upon which torture was enacted at Abu Ghraib.
Gitmo in legal twilight, red and green hazard
net the sea
scape beyond enduring
freedom, the nightly movie. Montage of flag,
soldier, airplane. Get more for your
money with American
express more blood from your nipples give her
more gas the Cuban answers. Our new targets
in this big hot war give more
in the presence of such women. (1)

The poem’s opening stanza may be read as a microcosm
of the entire poem, and can be analysed to expose the
degree to which imitation lays the dictates for exposure to
the experience of life at Abu Ghraib. The blanching deixis
which eradicates the subjectivities of torturers and victims,
positions the voice of authority in the mouth of “the Cuban”
(1), —a figure masked by cipher—whose very identity has
been defined in his connection with Guantanamo Bay. The
instability of image-complexes articulated through line
breaks such as “sea / scape” (1) speaks to the capacity
for control given to image-staging, but also highlights
forces of editorial excision. Paralleling Fredric Jameson’s
argument on cognitive frameworks, Judith Butler writes of
these excisions that, “just as the ‘matter’ of bodies cannot
appear without a shaping and animating form, neither can
the ‘matter’ of war appear without a conditioning and
facilitating form or frame.”15 Acts of excision which Brady
highlights range from editorial control of media images to
the hooding of detainees are all designed to signify the
forces of sovereign power enacted without constraint.
Where Brady’s “enduring / freedom” (1) is balanced against
Prynne’s “Call-sign Freedom” (4), Brady’s “American /
express” (1) jars against the complexities of econometric
language the poem elsewhere incorporates. Brady’s
repetition of commands is instrumental in displaying the
ties between torture and capital: “get more for your /
money” (1), “Get some booth time” (2), “Get more get out
of it” (8), and “She’ll make her money back / get more out
of the birth” (12). In Brady’s ‘Saw Fit’ there is a plasticity
encompassing objects of desire, where money, information
and female sexuality are comingled in objects of desire.
Not only do these commands provide a direct impetus to
commit acts of violence they also expose the manner in
which authority was imbued within dialogic statements. For
Blanchot, the derangement of the command and its relation
to atrocity plays out at the point where “[t]he language of
15

Judith Butler, Frames of War, 29.
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being is a language which subjects and reverts to being,
saying obedience, submission, expressing the sovereign
audience of being in its hidden-disclosed presence. The
refusal of being is still assent; it is being’s consent to
refusal.”16 At the heart of this statement by Blanchot lies
the true impetus of the commands in ‘Saw Fit, in that
they are ciphers of authority representing a departure from
language’s semantic dimension while still emphatically
reliant upon language’s ability to signify. For Prynne,
emphatic language is “a marker for the boundary of one
discourse, where it is momentarily exceeded by another”,17
which is signified in ‘Saw Fit’ through the interrogation of
the formulaic language of authority. As we talk about the
function of command within ‘Saw Fit’ we are talking about
expressions of authority given at a position of removal,
through which identity is excised from action. This again
reinforces Brady’s notion that control of identity is defined
by control of the information.
That the poem’s opening stanza concludes with the
female divine/beloved depicted as an agent of violent
torture is indicative of a media-derived image through
which the machinations of geopolitical war as well as
systems of sexual dominance are perpetuated. As with
Prynne’s ‘Refuse Collection’, Brady makes the argument
that bodies in times of exception entail the presence and
possibility of will, and therefore are taken as the target of
transgression. For the US command the dismissed need
for enemy identification, when operating outside of the
rules of law, make the marking of a “new target” (1) a
process of inscription. The process of creating “targets”
is a pattern of marking predicated upon the understanding
of the body as a “structure of repressive signification,
which requires subjugation and the inscription of the
Maurice Blanchot, Writing the Disaster (Lincoln: University of Nebraska
Press, 1986) 88.
17
J.H. Prynne, “English Poetry and Emphatical Language, Warton Lecture
on English Poetry, 1988,” Proceedings of the British Academy 74 (1988):
135-69, 168.
16

body for the creation of new values.”18 ‘Saw Fit’ also
extends the question of the valence of identity in which
subjective identification is an effect and end-result of the
military function, “without a name or a number could
any of them exist” (5). As it functions, the construction
of military identities, as well as enemy recognition, is
always a performative procedure.19 The transformative
process of iconicity that England undergoes, depicted as
“mother of all” (2) and the “Madonna of the spectacle”
(12) is also defined by the inscription of the body with
certain ineradicable historic signifiers. As an emblem for
US dominance and degradation, the photos of England,
who “signs the gun, thumbs up, cigs, [who] plays the
cock tease” (4) is captured in the midst of her own
performance, an icon of sexual proclivity and sadism; the
grinning hometown girl dragging a detainee around the
floor on a leash.  
Judith Butler, “Foucault and the Paradox of Bodily Inscription,” Journal
of Philosophy 86.11 (Nov 1989): 601-607, 603.
19
Slavoj Žižek, Welcome to the Desert of the Real: Five Essays on
September 11th and Related Dates (London; Verso, 2002) 110.
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Whenever we are dealing with a poem which functions
upon its use of public language, there is a positional
immunity which the author performs and through which they
must extract themselves. In a poem in which positions of
exemption and positions of rhetorical privilege are conditions
of the authorial voice, the balance between proximal
involvement and personal risk is balanced. For Prynne, this
has meant that a position of self-removal is necessary to reauthenticate the poem’s ontological commitment in relation
to truth. In ‘Poetic Thought’ Prynne argues that “poetic
thought does indeed demand the unreserved commitment
of the poet, deep-down in the choices and judgements of
dialectical composition; but before the work is completed
the poet must self-remove from this location, sever the
links, not by ruse, but in order to finally test the integrity of
the results.”20 Where Prynne calls for authorial removal from
the poem this equates to authorial identity as being removed
from the poetic so that ontological truth remains sutured
to the event and not the poet and his or her expression.
As Michael Peverett argues, Brady’s own poetic seems
to be considered in a similar manner, where “the poem
cancels the author’s ‘ethical priority’ in favour of a shared
complicity.”21 While the integrity of these poems seeks to
foreground a relationship to language over the privilege of
exemption, it also begets questions about the potentiality
of authorial removal from the poem’s language use, as if
authorial identity and individual consciousness were not
also conditioned by one’s experience of language.
The conflicting positions of Wilkinson and Morris centre
around the possibility of utilising public language as a form
of shared culpability while claiming a distanced exemption
from this effect in the shaping of identity. As Wilkinson
argues in ‘Off the Grid,’ an essay from the British Issue of
J.H. Prynne, “Poetic Thought,” Textual Practice 24.4 (August 2010):
595-606, 598.
21
Michael Peverett 2015, ‘Andrea Brady: Cut From the Rushes’ Intercapillary
Space: <http://intercapillaryspace.blogspot.com.au/2015/09/andrea-bradycut-from-rushes-etc.html>.
20

the Chicago Review, and which was later utilised in The
Lyric Touch:
By contrast Brady’s book finishes with her crudest,
bitterest, and most tabloid-contingent of lines; she ends
by defiling the elegance of her own prosody, loosening its
stays, while challenging the reader to detect the paper trail
of patriarchal authority even in this alienated poetry. The
extent of her risk is shown by Morris’s response, where in
a tone of more-sorrow-than-anger she deplores the poem’s
collusiveness with a viciously sexist pillorying of Lynndie
England. The riposte of Morris’s increasingly agitated
criticism is precisely that the poem – and the poet—knows
very well that its loathing is shadowed by collusion, just
as every act has been anticipated or even scripted by the
interests it opposes.22

Complicity and the possibility of exception are positions
impossible to exhume from the conditions of the reading
public. All readers live within the spectrum of being influenced
by and resisting codifications of sexualised female images
and while the poem’s re-inscription of these frameworks
may be only a pattern of replication for Wilkinson, the
poem doesn’t exempt itself from a charge of, if mimetically,
confining female identity under layers of oppression. As
Preverett argues, “desire and the satisfaction of desire
play a part in the content of the poems”23 and thereby
regulate large questions as to the nature of desirability
displayed in iconographic images of female dominance. As
Morris argues, Brady’s ‘Saw Fit’ “successfully critiques the
political and social mechanisations that turned England into
an Abu Ghraib Girl, while at the same time slamming her
relentlessly (she cannot say / “I am a survivor”    oop oop).
The subject of the poems seems to have given the author a
direct means of channelling a waiting well of fury about the
inequality of women and their own passive collusions with
John Wilkinson, ‘Off the Grid: Lyric and Politics in Andrea Brady’s
Embrace,’ Chicago Review 53.1 (2007): 95-115, 110.
23
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that inequality.”24 The problematic nature of using public
language and media-derived image complexes upon which
to structure the poem is that the differentiation between
collusion and resistance is intractable by design.
At this threshold between private self and public figure,
as between subjective poet and activist poet, is a bridge
defined by intermediality. Considering this transformative
point as an intermedial node returns us to considering
the poetic threshold of the event as a transformative
procedure. Following Derrida, we may consider the event
as enacting a process of desubjectivation, in which the
event to which the poet responds ruptures and redoubles
the subjective, thus resulting in the complex balance
between individuated self and public self.25 The porosity
of the threshold between public and private memory also
takes place throughout the broader arc of the poem, with
the erosion of home movie scenes giving way to the
voiceovers of investigative journalists, where overlays of
editorial and media-control preside. As juridical language
has slowly infiltrated the poem’s everyday language the
affective porosity of historical memory also creates an
archive which is intermedially placed. Brady undertakes
a strategy in which the porousness of thresholds infects
the more obvious examples of poetic as well as public
language. That “She is the mother of all ‘persons / in
my higher command’” (2) exposes the maternal identity
as involved in the corruption of the ecumenical and the
‘Promised Land’ of the Middle East (reading Genesis 3:20
and Galatians 4:26).   That she is the mother of those
with more authority relates to the “collapsed pyramid of
accountability” (2). The most apparent manner in which
public language infiltrates private language is given in
the poem’s third stanza. A collapse of public and private
24
Marianne Morris, ‘Behind the veil’, Jacket 29 (2006): <http://
jacketmagazine.com/29/morris-brady.html>.
25
Jacques Derrida, “Structure, Sign and Play in the Discourse of the
Human Sciences,” trans. Alan Bass, Writing and Difference (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1978) 278-293.

language is utilised by Brady in her representation of
England, infecting the memories from childhood friends:
“Her best friend Destiny Goin talk to her, didn’t see how
their future lay” (3), to figures of command:  “Guarantors
of arousal, / she I guess you’d call her The
whip-kitten
who let us watch” (3). The syntactic structure of the lines
stutters and slips through this passage, and the extended
use of multiple spaces divides content—extending to the
final line’s tabulation—emphasises the break between
public and private. England ends the stanza labelled,
seemingly by a comrade with whom she would have been
jostling for hierarchical power: “The whip-kitten who let us
watch” (3). The intermittent exchange between public and
private image and discourse extends to the corruption of
memory as well. The broken syntax and lineation of:
“very, very sorry
we are not home”
they are
tacked to wire netting.
Terrie
believes her daughter was at heart (3)

adds to the breakdown in identifiable speaking position,
juxtaposing an answering machine message against the
moralising tone of a journalist’s voiceover. In the same
manner the extended use of quotations where not necessary
and absent where expected falsifies the semiotic function
expected by readers, rendering all depictions of England an
amalgam of conflicting informational threads.    
The poem moves from representations of intact
personhood to disseminated subjects, linguistically enacting
the elisions of subjectivity enacted through sovereign
power:  
From wonderbread Fort Ashby her people raised her up, poor short-shackled to a
trailer behind the saloon and sheep-farm (2)

Dissemination crumbles and shifts subjectivities to the point
where England’s passage between sexualised female icon
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and pregnant maternal symbol is flaunted. Familial bonds
are also eschewed in lines such as:
The father was “not the person who left
Union Town,” who jumped out of the laundry
room, dragged his wife in her quilt to the top of the stairs,
secreted video cameras around the splitlevel. A true crash edit [.] (6)
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This stanza implicates both England’s father, as well as
Corporal Charles Granger, who would eventually be named
as the father of England’s child. The ambiguity also drives
implications of a cyclic pattern of domestic violence as
familial inheritance. The quoted lines “she wouldn’t even
drag a dog on a leash     let alone a human” (6) stands out for
the manner in which the personal, internalised propensity
for sexual violence is shaded by public perception, just as
in the scene above, domestic violence often crosses over
into the arena of voyeuristic spectacle. However, the world
saw England as defined by her acts of violent transgression.
As with enemy recognition, the emblematisation of
England through her transgressions against detainees is a
performative procedure which is, by definition, static and
unyielding.
‘Saw Fit’ exemplifies the transformative power of
language which repositions England as a public figure and
emblematises her. This analysis has highlighted aspects
of the iconographic nature of England’s image, yet further
thought should be given to the overlay of beloved as an
atavistic construct. The cover image for IRA Quid renders
Sabrina Harman (as photographed by Charles Granger)
reorientated vertically, smirking and giving the thumbs
up. Excised from the cover—in a reductive collage typical
of Quid covers—is the body of Manadel Al-Jamadi, who
was murdered during an ‘advanced’ interrogation at Abu
Ghraib. The impact of the excision leaves the viewers
faced with a smiling icon of US imperial dominance and
the eradication of circumstance and setting. This may be

indicative of the gravity of the circumstances themselves
but it also transfigures the manner in which we identify
with the torturer and the dead detainee, and the manner
in which the confluence of enjoyment and the exercise of
sovereign power create an iconic image.
Reading Brady’s portrait of England in a similar manner
helps underscore her identification as pinned against a
series of signifiers: ecumenical, virginal, sexualised and
predatory. Cognisant of these complications Brady points
out, “She cannot say / ‘I am a survivor’” (12). The definition
of England as icon is in opposition to her past, thus her
depiction as beloved, as worthy of desire, is unified with
her ability to wield power. She is the “Madonna of the
spectacle” (12) who has created “her own performance
for her boys” (12), a performance which reproduces power
dynamics in which sex and violence are codefined: she
plays a snuff film seductress in which acts of violence
were divinely ordered. The image dump was a way of
reproducing the spectacle, a way of getting “force tactics”
into the mouth of the media. The event of exposing torture
at Abu Ghraib was both a means of speaking out as well
as a way of initiating the world into the barbarity of US
aggression. The construct of a sexualised female emblem
enacting violence was “beamed back for teasers in prime”
(8). England’s depiction as the “mother of all” (2) and the
“Madonna of the spectacle” (12) speaks to the hope for the
US military’s connection with the divine, enacting the wrath
of God in acts of oppression and torture. “The persistent
social networks” (10) by which images of exploitation and
detainee abuse would have originally circulated, began to
redefine the image of England according to backchannel
argot: “Leasher Girl” (5), “The whip-kitten who let us
watch” (3). That England’s iconic status enables references
from Christian iconography to gonzo pornography defines
the emblematisation as atavistic and atemporal.
Mimetic of the image-complexes in which the media
spectacle is constructed upon historic antecedents, the
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poem too utilises antecedents to circumscribe notions of
barbarity and primitivism through the performative procedure
of enemy recognition. As with Prynne’s poem, Brady’s
reference to Caliban, the incorporative phrasing from The
Tempest, and the repetitive evocation of the “vast of night”
(4,10) function as signifying a time of exception. In this time
of exception, the inscription of the historical on the material
body functions as the definition of a new subject. The
“rotted wounds” “inside the body” (11) speak to the fertility
of decay, whereas the bodily and carcareal implications of
“to pen thy breath up” (11) speaks of the body as a medium
which is destroyed and rewritten according to the writing
instrument. The utilisation of antecedents establishes a
point of intertextual transposition, a new backdrop against
which the icon can be read. The longest paraphrased
segment from The Tempest is found in Brady’s eighth
stanza, and extols an exoticised and fetishized depiction of
the foreign lands. That fetishistic description is taken from
Caliban’s speech to Stephano (3.2.138-143) and mimics
the slumberous delirium from which the detainees will seek
to wake. This transpositional ekphrasis has the advantage
of a complete dilation of the personal pronoun from the
speaker; systematically reducing Caliban’s “I cried to dream
again” (3.2.143) into the anonymity and voicelessness of
detainees “crying to dream again” (8).
The poem’s construction upon literary antecedents adds
a level of depth and complexity to the poem in creating a
time of exception. The fourth stanza expresses the routine
and patterned acts of transgression which typify the time
of exception for which “the vast of night” (10) describes an
atemporal zone in which a paralytic darkness obfuscates the
rule of law. For Agamben, this time of exception represents
“a dis-applicando of the conventions of war and functions as
a scheduled operation in which a severing of the connection
between violence and law saw prisoners reduced to the

terms of bare life.”26 This reductive pattern is evoked in
the image’s ghostly spectrality which asks “without a name
or a number could any of them exist” (4). “The state of
exception is not a special kind of law (like the law of war);
rather insofar as it is a suspension of the juridical order
itself, it defines law’s threshold or limit concept.”27 Brady’s
repeated use of the “vast of night” (4,10) is indicative of
the pattern of systematised abuse within Abu Ghraib, where
violent transgressions were enacted.
The performative flourish with which power was
enacted by the military unit is precisely where sovereign
punishment is enacted in ‘Saw Fit,’ in that the displays of
violent transgression are acts of marking and defining the
body. Transposed lines from The Tempest form Brady’s
representation of detainees:
				
Squatting and hooded,
		
lactic acid pouring through thighs		
cramps and side-stitches
that shall pen thy breath up. (4)

What this segment of the poem inaugurates is a subjective
redefinition through acts of violent transgression. For
Grosz, “power is the condition of possibility of these true
discourses, the motivating force behind their profusion
and the energy which inscribes them on bodies and
pleasures.”28 In ‘Saw Fit,’ as with ‘Refuse Collection,’ the
torturous treatment of prisoners is a display of sovereign
power which aims to “coagulate corporeal signifiers into
signs,”29 to produce a meaning extending beyond the
temporal constraints of domination. The intention behind
the degradation of the body is to imbue the perceptual body
with permanent marks of domination, “a semiotic process
26
Giorgio Agamben, State of Exception, trans. Kevin Attell (Chicago:
Chicago University Press, 2005) 88.
27
Agamben, State of Exception, 4.
28
Grosz, Volatile Bodies, 146.
29
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in which the body is newly emblematised with meaning.”30
The inscription of torture is therefore the means by which
the body enters into meaning; it becomes a vehicle for
and symbol of historical signification. The inscription
of the body is an act of transgression which makes the
flesh reflective of a particular type of body, in this case
primitive and beyond compassion. The iconography of
Lynndie England is therefore that which “opens the rotted
/ wound” (11). England stands as symbolic construct for
the semiotisation of the body, a tool which makes the body
a vehicle of signification, reinforcing Leland’s argument
that the iconographic can be extended to represent “a
consubstantiality, as it were, of signifier and signified.”31
Brady supplants the image of the stoic, military hero
whose photographs were “posted on walls of honor at the
courthouse in Keyser and the Wal-Mart in LaVale” (3), with
the dirt-poor realities of military life and a commodity-image
of hypersexualised violence.
Brady’s invocation of Pound’s ‘The Return’, through
the tabulated and underscored line “The Swift-to-Harry” in
stanza seven, implicates Titan/CACI as the arbitrators of
violence alluded to through the Pound reference. The final
lines of Pound’s ‘The Return’ confer upon expressions of
dominance a relational bracketing of divination and collate
a number of positions through which we must read images
of visionary iconicity in the guise of England. Pound’s poem
concludes:
Haie! Haie!
		
These were the swift to harry;
These the keen scented;
These were the souls of blood.
Slow on the leash,
pallid the leash-men!32
Brooks, Body Works, 55-6.
Blake Leland, ‘Psychotic Apotheosis: Visionary Iconicity and Poet’s
Fear in Ezra Pound’s “The Return”’, Twentieth Century Literature 38.2
(Summer, 1992): 176-193, 180.
32
Ezra Pound, and Richard Sieburth, ‘The Return’, Ezra Pound: New
30
31

As Leland explains, at this position in the poem “[r]hythmic
iconicity mimes the threat of the Poet/hunter’s own bestial
metamorphosis and violent dissemination when into the
field of the ‘single figure’ the energy of the hunt irrupts.”33
That the icon is a figure of control and containment links
the icon Lynndie England with the driving compulsion
which creates from “the souls of blood”34 a unifying, divine
victimhood. The equation of the poem’s concluding lines,
“Slow on the leash, / pallid the leash-men!”35 to the iconic
image of England needs little explication for its exactitude
of reference. The photograph of England dragging a beaten
detainee across “the enamelled tiles” (2) and the Titan
consultants’ use of dogs as interrogatory threat,36 form a
symbolic passage from victimhood to dominance through
which England’s iconographic status is defined. In the
mirror image, sovereign power is represented in the “dogs/
gods [as] the forms taken by the blood, that is the driving
propulsions and energies of the body. These dogs/gods are
the visionary manifestation of the body’s inchoate energy;
its limitless signifying desire seeking a limit in an Icon of
divine energy.”37
As Leland argues and is demonstrative of Brady’s
invocation of Pound, “Iconicity is the necessary leash that
both joins and separates these dogs/gods, these divine/
bodily energies.”38 The transformative process of Lynndie
England, from dirt-poor teen to “Leasher Girl” (5) “who lets
us watch” (3) entails the collapsing of borders between the
divine and bodily energies, a summoning of the public virgin
/ private whore dichotomy evoked by the representation
of England as beloved. The moment of transformation for
Selected Poems and Translations (New York: New Directions, 2010) 31.
33
Leland, ‘Psychotic Apotheosis,’188.
34
Pound, ‘The Return,’ line 18.
35
Pound, ‘The Return,’ lines 19-20.
36
Bear in mind also the description of England’s “short-shackled” (2)
childhood.
37
Leland, ‘Psychotic Apotheosis,’ 188.
38
Leland, ‘Psychotic Apotheosis,’188.
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Brady is defined in the “Lynch mirror” (12); evoking the
surrealist trauma of David Lynch’s films as well as playing
on racist violence given as a historic symbol of oppression.
The collapse of personal reflection into symbolic construct
replicates “the ascension of the symbolic-linguistic field in
which the imaginary moment becomes the moment of the
sign. That is to say, it is possible to read the Mirror Stage
in linguistic terms: the imago of the totalised, coherent,
visionary self-gazed at in the mirror becomes the signified
for the relatively incoherent collection of energies, impulses,
rhythms—signifiers—which move through the body of the
gazer.”39 Thus the voyeuristic consumer of these images
also partakes in the creation of a performative field in
which England stands as an icon for the transgressions of
sovereign power.
The performance and production of the icon of Lynndie
England, she with “no high intelligence value” (12), is
that which assures that acts of violent transgression can
be pinned upon the “Madonna of the spectacle” (12).
England’s transformation into an icon by a voyeuristic
public, and the transitive passage from private subject to
public object solidifies her status as a representation of
collective complicity, yet also as the scapegoat, for those
“above her, men, hooded / [who] leave no paper
trail
through the wreckage” (12).      

39

Leland, ‘Psychotic Apotheosis,’ 182.

Lisa Gye & Darren Tofts

Dictatorship™

Mode d’emploi for an anti-body politic 

An unexpected visitor. Unspoilt and innocent. His mind is
surrendered willingly to an elder’s request, emptied as so
much detritus on to a table. The older, wizened intelligence
is made of paper imprinted with words; oblique, unreadable
text in the unforgiving impression of type. The child’s
vacuous, eviscerated noodle is refilled with other stuff, his
mind branded with different orthographic traces, indelibly
and irretrievably marked as something he is not, his face
bookmarked in the image of another.
This reading of the Quay Brothers 1984 panegyric to
the Czech animator Jan Švankmajer may seem an unusual
way to commence a discussion of the perverse locutions
and syntax of corporate porn. As a fabulation, though, it
reveals how in the empire of signs, dogma, like dust motes
in the air, is insidiously designed by unseen hacks to stick
to the eye and infest the mind. Švankmajer’s designer of
mindsets selects items from specimen to create an inventory
of jargon that will soon solidify into received ideas.1 These
characters are anachronous ciphers of the spectacular
presence of Facebook’s ubiquity, whereby its prosthetic
nature as a continuous extension of the self is persistently
mediated through and as the face: anything can be posted
to it from anywhere. Švankmajer’s characters, their cortex
made of paper, suggest the complete embodiment by
and interpolation in the culture of printing, but they also
anticipate the body electric in their cranial paper signatures’
proximity to the face not only as avatars, but the intimate
and close fitting apparel of social media. And there is no
casual malice at work here in the new world of hyperconnectivity. It is facetiously intentional. The insidious
branding of behaviours and signals in corporate media,
1

The Cabinet of Jan Švankmajer, 14 minutes, Kino Video, 1984.
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like the iconic cumshot in a stick movie, is designed to hit
you right between the eyes, get under the skin and, like
a defrocked priest with a hard on, insist how you should
behave and think.
The year of the film’s making is suggestive of another,
more brutal form of totalitarianism in the reformation of
language and thought in George Orwell’s “Newspeak.”
Corporate sloganism is its twenty-first century non-fictional
equivalent, its purpose to “provide a medium of expression
for the world-view and mental habits” of the organisation.
But more insidiously, it was designed perfidiously to “make
all other modes of thought impossible,”2 to “diminish the
range of thought... by cutting the choice of words down
to a minimum.”3 So consider this, cobbled together out of
a number of university corporate branding documents from
across the world:
2
3

George Orwell, Nineteen Eighty-Four (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1974) 241.
Orwell, Nineteen Eighty-Four, 242.

•

When we speak about big ideas, our brand should feel
innovative and creative;

•

Our brand language uses different verbal elements
to express the Core and Formal tones of our brand –
Enlightened, Positive, Thoughtfully Provocative;

•

Our Brand Belief - People who bring ideas to reality can
make the world a better place;

•

Use clear and precise language. Less is more;

•

Lead, Engage, Innovate, Make an Impact;

•

As we communicate to both internal and external
audiences, we keep in mind brand attributes, words
that help to convey our university's personality – a
global vision, a progressive history, a beautiful campus,
limitless opportunities.

The implicit injunction to avoid anything negative perfectly
rehearses the practice of crimestop, a term from newspeak
that aims to prevent thoughtcrime:
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Crimestop means the faculty of stopping short, as though
by instinct, at the threshold of any dangerous thought. It
includes the power of not
grasping
analogies,
of
failing to perceive logical errors, of misunderstanding the
simplest arguments if they are inimical to Ingsoc
(or English Socialism) and of being bored or repelled by
any train of thought which is capable of leading in a
heretical direction. Crimestop, in short, means protective
stupidity. But stupidity is not enough. On the contrary,
orthodoxy in the full sense demands a control over one’s
own mental processes as complete as that of a contortionist
over his body.4
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In the discourse of corporate sloganism (the contemporary
equivalent of Ingsoc) design plays the insidious role of
making something that is utterly appalling both utilitarian
and appealing, rather like Samuel Beckett’s gorge-rising
4

Orwell, Nineteen Eighty-Four, 169.

image of a necktie on a throat cancer. This icon of
abjection suggests the vanitas and futility of the human
condition, as well as the disease’s metaphor of a ghoulish
wraith, coutured as the power-dressed corporate spectre.
Haunting institutions as well as public space, it perfidiously
attempts to seduce the gaze in the manner of a car crash.
Avoiding such propaganda is one thing, despising it is
another, particularly the sado-masochistic death drive of
unavoidable looking, suggested by the eponymous narrator
of J.G. Ballard’s Crash: “After being bombarded endlessly
by road-safety propaganda it was almost a relief to find
myself in an actual accident.”5 But gazing at corporate
porn is an inverse scopophilia, inducing loathing rather than
desire.
The 1873 coinage “porniatria” meant a hospital for
prostitutes specifically and more generally a quarantined
place for ladies of the night whose behaviours were beyond
5

J.G. Ballard, Crash: A Novel (London: Picador, 2001) 39.
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the pale. In contemporary usage porniatria connotes the
semiotically charged gathering places within institutions
of higher education and the corporate sector. Such atria
are marked by a distinctive “Third Reich” style of fascist
billboard signage that dictates the values, principles and
behaviours to be aspired to and expected of the institutions’
citizens. As with the 10th century governmental pornocracy
of whores in Rome, monolithic posters of thought leaders
are emblazoned on the walls of institute buildings.
Pimped by unseen lanyard wearing panders in secure
“keep the riff raff out” panic rooms, the mortuary pallor
of these automata can’t conceal their moral emptiness.
Like Orwell’s ubiquitous Big Brother, they are always out
of sight, watching us. The effects on the salacious and
verbose body politic are outwardly marked, literally, on the
corporeal body in the form of the institution’s logo as well
as mandatory institutional power dressing. The corporate
slogan associated with a University coat of arms, for

instance, is a veiled palimpsest of fascist insistence on
obeisance and obedience, the ill-fitting and perfidious stitch
of Roland Barthes’s “vestimentary sign.” The most erotic
part of the image, we know from Barthes, is “where the
garment gapes”6. Contrariwise, in the corporate worlds
of universities, big business and industry, the poster boys
and girls conceal their underlying banality in the brash
photoshopped veneer of flesh smelling of formaldehyde.
Power dressed in Reichstag chic, these Senior Marketing
Executives are drilled in the abject art of scarring the iris
of the public gaze. In corporate argot this is known as
“branding.” And as with Guy Debord’s spectacle, corporate
insignia are so persistent and ubiquitous that we no longer
see them.
In a sizzling essay on the “The Slow Death of the
University,” Terry Eagleton eviscerates corporate ideology
6
Roland Barthes, The Fashion System, trans. Matthew Ward and Richard
Howard (London: University of California Press, 1993) 213.
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with admirable restraint and understatement: “Philistine
administrators plaster the campus with mindless logos and
issue their edicts in barbarous, semiliterate prose.”7 As an
analogy to illustrate the point he recalls his own experience
of visiting a South Korean university, the president of which
waxes strategically, singing the praises of its top business
school and institute for management studies. Eagleton fails
to take the bait and notes instead the lack of “critical studies
of any kind on his campus.” The President is not amused
and Eagleton, it would seem, was presciently thinking in
advance of this essay, summing up his countenance: “He
looked at me bemusedly, as though I had asked him how
many PhD’s in pole dancing they awarded each year.” Not to
be confused with the seasonal and fertility connotations of
the long history of Maypole dancing in Europe, pole dancing
in its contemporary eroticised vernacular anticipates the
next stage of evolution in a world of corporate spectacle
and self-congratulatory priapic celebration.
As pernicious as corporate branding programs are, with
their supercilious and silly “values” and “personalities,”
they continue to behave as if we really believe them. In
the spirit of Eagleton’s satirical act of surrender to the
corporate University, we wonder what might happen if
we took the lessons learned from all of this and actually
applied them to the image problems of others that require
“brand recuperation.”
The text in the accompanying images was taken directly
from a variety of university corporate branding documents
in order to demonstrate the “flexibility” of the language
used in the corporate branding environment.

7
Terry Eagleton, “The Slow Death of the University,” The Chronicle of
Higher Education (April 6, 2015): <http://chronicle.com/article/The-SlowDeath-of-the/228991>. Further references to this text.

Ian Haig

Visceral Bodies
Technological Bodies/Meat Bodies/Corporeal
Bodies/Inside Out Bodies/Mediated Bodies/Abject 
Bodies/Diseased Bodies/Internet Bodies/Evolving  Bodies/De-Evolving  Bodies/Screen  Bodies/
Mutant  Bodies/Video  Bodies-Simulated  Bodies
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Jaromír Lelek

AESTHETIC PORNO TERROR

OR, HOW TO SUCCEED IN THE DIGITAL PORN &
THE DIGITAL JIHAD CORPORATE INDUSTRIES,
RESPECTIVELY
Disembodied human sexuality escapes the flesh and is
uploaded to the cloud only to return back a packaged product
to be marketed to excite viewing pleasure through perverse
imagery and proxy caressing. The shy suggestion that we
might lose the use for prostitutes is unimaginable, and yet,
in the digital adult video industry of today, with the Oculus
Rift virtual reality glasses and the hands-free fleshlights –
the so-called “teledildonics” or “cyberdildonics” – controlled
from afar, human agency is less and less necessary. As has
been written in the Economist in a piece entitled “Naked
Capitalism,” the porn industry of today is going through
some rapid changes, especially “the fusion of real and
online worlds through virtual reality and robotics.”1
Is it still masturbation if an agent pleases you using a
remote-control-dildo wirelessly connected to the fleshlight
(a ‘pocket vagina’) implanted on/in your organ, while you’re
watching – or rather experiencing – a pornographic movie
through the immersive Oculus Rift virtual reality glasses?2
The effect of which is so convincing the tested subject
admitted a dislodging sensation of confusion: whose organ
was whose and if s/he him/herself, POV perspectivised,
wasn’t featuring in the movie? “Porn,” indeed, “is a pioneer
in virtual reality” (VR),3 as it has been historically the
technological driving force behind every major advancement
across all the media; from paperback, to photography, to
“Naked Capitalism,” The Economist 2015, <http://www.economist.
com/news/international/21666114-internet-blew-porn-industrys-business-model-apart-its-response-holds-lessons> [accessed 26 Nov 2015].
2
The Digital Love Industry, dir. Adri Murgia (2015), <http://www.vice.
com/video/love-industries-digital-sex-669>.
3
  “Naked Capitalism.”
1
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telephone to the cable television.4 Of course it does not
touch the beautiful, passionate sex of a person with whose
soul one is ‘deeply intertwined’ but, at the same time,
it is no secretive rubbing as our grandfathers practiced
– nowadays, there’s an entire technological spectrum to
jerking off. One wonders, when other bodies aren’t needed
to have sex – when the spectacle of sex is mediated with
such sophistication and immersive artifice – if the body
itself is needed?
The ’80s saw a boom of bad scifi movies populated
with a petri dish of good, new ideas. One of these was
Douglas Trumbull’s Brainstorm. The lead, Christopher
Walken, is a member of an expert scientific team that
makes the discovery of a machine capable of recording all
of the sensory perception of one agent, and store it onto a
videotape, available to other agents for an instant replay; or
rather, re-living, re-experiencing. The sensory perceptions,
as the potential of the machine is further developed, are
expanded to include higher brain functions like intricate
thoughts and tangled emotions, and thus making it truly
possible to ‘get into someone’s head.’
The applications are enormously varied and the movie
illustrates and debates that rather neatly, as when the
‘wild card’ of the scientific team, played by Jordan
Christopher (who does most of the ‘living’), records his
having sexual intercourse. (At that time, luckily, there
were still people who would do the ‘living,’ a couple of
decades later in such a universe, perhaps, there might
only remain the passive receivers selecting lives to play in
a similar manner as we select our favourite songs to play.)
Another member of the team, after much deliberation and
persuasion, decides to play that reel. And it works; the
patient feels as if he was having sex. He then goes on,
with an all too apparent sense of shame, to cut out solely
the orgasmic part for constant replay and engages in that.
4
Kate Darling, inaglobal.fr 2015: <http://www.inaglobal.fr/en/economie/
article/digital-age-innovation-challenges-and-strategy-online-porn-industry-7493> [accessed 1 Nov 2015].

They find him in the morning strapped to the machine,
convulsing spasmodically.
According to the OED, Vicarious means, “Experienced
imaginatively through another person or agency.”5 And
so the question remains: Was this really imaginative?
The patient just plugged in the tape and let himself be
overwhelmed with floods of giddy sensations to the point
of sensory overload. It is only imaginative, of course, in the
sense of being reproduced via the projecting faculties of the
human brain. Yet, certain tendencies can be discerned as
intimating that the glorious power of the human brain might
one day atrophy to a passive 4D 4K player. As the writer of
the screenplay for the Brainstorm correctly predicted, once
humans have the tech to ‘experience’ living without leaving
their armchairs, why then bother going out at all?6
“All that once was directly lived has become mere
represetation”7: thus Guy Debord in 1967 delivered a
scathing commentary on the society he lived in and, with
even greater accuracy and prophetic charge, the society
of today. Talking pure appearance, Brainstorm was shot
4d, http://www.oed.com/view/Entry/223102?redirectedFrom=vicarious#eid
Mike Judge’s Idiocracy (2006) or Andrew Stanton’s WALL·E (2008)
illustrate this premise rather neatly.
7
Guy Debord, The Society of Spectacle (New York: Zone Books, 1994) 5.

5
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conventionally at 24 frames per second on 35 mm film,
though Trumbull continued this process of shooting special
effects work in 70mm, or Ultra Panavision 70. Trumbull
commented that, “In movies people often do flashbacks
and point-of-view shots as a gauzy, mysterious, distant
kind of image”, and then he goes on to say, “and I wanted
to do just the opposite, which was to make the material of
the mind even more real and high-impact than ‘reality.’”8
“[T]o make the material of the mind even more real and
high-impact than ‘reality.’” Trumbull conducted viewing
experiments and this assertion proved correct: 70 was the
tech to pursue. At that time, and still today, theatres won’t
be convinced of its epic scale and marketing potential
so that they would invest into the obscure technology,
championed only by a select number of cinophiles. In light
of the upcoming release of Quentin Tarantino’s Hateful
Eight, which was shot using Ultra Panavision 70 lenses
and cameras, Tarantino told Variety.com in his rather brisk
manner, reaffirming the esteemed position the particular
film technique has had, that “the 70 is the 70.”9 The
Master, dir. Paul Thomas Anderson (2012), achieves an
astounding level of scope and detail via the 65/70mm
photography and print technique, as it has been reviewed
on the in70mm.com site, solely dedicated to movies shot
in that manner: “elements merge to offer a film which is
incredibly seductive and almost hypnotic in a slightly weird
way… close-ups in 65/70mm are perfect to see every
nuance on their faces.”10 The width of the projection is
unprecedented (twice the size of a regular screen) and the
immersive quality is transporting. As Charles Bramesco
wrote in light of the release of the Hateful Eight, “70mm is
Douglas Trumbull int. by Matt Patches, Vulture.com 2015 <http://
www.vulture.com/2014/12/douglas-trumbull-profile-highlights-2001-close-encounters-tree-of-life.html>.
9
Schauburg Born, in70mm.com, 2015: <http://in70mm.com/news/2016/
hateful_8/index.htm>.
10
Ramon Lamarca Marques, in70mm.com, 2015: <http://in70mm.com/
news/2012/the_master/review/index.htm>.
8

far from a fetishized obsolescene. It’s a hyper-leap forward
in every component of the sensory experience.”11
There are many critics deploring this hyper-real, sharp
look, opining it resembles videogames and soap operas a
bit too much – that it lacks the ‘cinematic feel.’ However,
ISIS actors and camera men and directors (read jihadists),
do not aim at producing feature films; they crave to affect,
disturb and terrorize through the lens. Jamie Dettmer of the
TheDailyBeast interviewed Margaret Bruder, who teaches
at Western Kentucky University, about the film craft of The
Flames of War ISIS propaganda movie. Bruder argued that
“the film at times echoes Nazi propaganda, especially the
work of Leni Riefenstahl, director of Olympia and Triumph
of the Will, which also employed unusual camera angles,
abrupt transitions and extreme close-ups.” Bruder goes on
to say that, “In The Flames of War there is heavy use of
slow motion and image manipulation to glorify the fighters
and make their deaths aesthetically pleasing.” 12 In other
11
Charles Bramesco, “Now’s the Time for Theatres to Recommit to the
Glory of 70mm,” AVclub.com, 2015: <http://www.avclub.com/article/
nows-time-theaters-recommit-glory-70mm-229124>.
12
Margaret Bruder int. by Jamie Dettmer, mobilevideodiy, 2015:<http://
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words, the struggle to make senseless slaughter look cool.
Edmund Burke comes in handy when talking pure appeal
of terror. He was the first English philosopher to theorise
the physiological distinction between the beautiful and the
sublime, the former originating from sensations of pleasure,
the latter from pain. Burke writes that “Astonishment is that
state of the soul, in which all its motions are suspended,
with some degree of horror. In this case [of the sublime],
the mind is so entirely filled with its object, that it cannot
entertain any other, nor by consequence reason on that
object which employs it.” It is affected and compelled
by it, while stripped of the critical capacity to reflect
upon it – terrorized. Burke lists thus elicited sensations
besides astonishment, “the inferior effects are admiration,
reverence and respect.”13 When explicating the sublime,
Burke rather discusses grand movements of nature like
an epic thunderstorm, but his discussion touches on all
phenomena that are much more powerful and threatening
than ourselves; anything where the promise of pain is great.
In a ‘normal’ viewer of the ISIS propaganda videos, these
emotions do not of course occur (or shouldn’t), nonetheless
to the eyes and ears of a frustrated, young, gullible
individual who craves to do something radical against the
abject living conditions somewhat imposed by the Western
mingling, these sublime frames bathed in blood have the
hypnotic allure of Pied Piper’s lute.
Since we are living the society of spectacle, where the
sum of social interaction is mediated through images, the
‘battlefield’ of cyberspace and social networks must have
been conquered should the jihadists be able to successfully
transpose their ‘sanctified’ war on the infidels into the 21st
century. Although the company had existed previously,
the al-Hayat Media Center (HMC) has skyrocketed to
fame since its establishment as the house studio for ISIS
mobilevideodiy.com/lesson/isis-using-hollywood-film-techniques-in-quotflames-of-war-quot>.
13
Edmund Burke, A Philosophical Enquiry (New York: OUP, 2008) 53.

video production. The group has moved from recording
events with cell cameras, to becoming a media strategy
organization whose task is to shape the group’s upcoming
messages to the world, and to convey the message of the
Mujahideen, who, “with their blood are marking a new era
of victory for the nation in history.”14 Here is an analysis
and an all too vivid depiction of a scene from one of the
ISIS videos taken from a site called Al-akhbarEnglish.com,
All sounds were intentionally muted to create an atmosphere
of anticipation. This is how ISIS wanted it, and this is
how we unconsciously deal with it. The knife grazes the
prisoner’s neck. The sound of tearing flesh can be heard
clearly. The sound bite was obtained from foreign videoediting sites, and was masterfully inserted into this scene.
Plenty of blood is seen, and even heard, pouring. In slow
motion, the leader of the slaughterers stares at us. It is
not a common stare. It is the look of death, which cannot
be explained. But it came in response to a strict directorial
command, whereby the man was directed to look at the
camera before slitting the man’s neck. The scene ends
with a shot of the heads placed on the bodies they were
severed from.15
Islam Sakka for Al-Akhbar, mintpressnews.com (7 Feb 2015): <http://
www.mintpressnews.com/slaying-slaughtering-burning-isis-cinematic-caliphate/201952/>.
15
Al-Akhbar English 2015: <http://english.al-akhbar.com/node/23629>.
14
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The fusion of scripted action and absolute carnage is
beyond eerie. The videos watch like footage of someone
who is roaring drunk with having just learned how to edit.
However, still in certain sense, and in comparison to any
other terrorist footage that had been recorded prior to
these, “The video-maker demonstrates advanced editing
skills, alternating between close-ups of the pilot’s confused
face and long-shots of him looking down at his feet.” In the
wake of the Olympische Sommerspiele 1936 in Berlin, the
first ever televised Olympic games, the movie Olympia was
proudly produced under the Reich Chancellor’s supervision.
The director Leni Reifenstahl (who cashed in $7 millions for
the gig, halting the production of German movies at that
time as she contracted nearly all of the notable camera
men available) introduced a score of revolutionary film
techniques which would later be established as industry
standards. These techniques included, as was mentioned
above, unusual camera angles, smash cuts, extreme closeups (porn aficionados will know), placing tracking shot rails
within the bleachers, etc. Even Burke somewhat predicted
the utility of quick cuts in rendering something strongly
affecting. He analyses Milton’s description of Satan in
the Paradise Lost and how it affects the reader: “The
mind is hurried out of itself, by a croud [sic] of great and
confused images; which affect because they are crouded
and confused.“16
This essay does not set forth the similarity of the digital
porn industry and of the digital Jihad industry in terms
of their respective adverse effects on society; rather,
the debate zooms in on the tech and film techniques
that enable these particular media entities to draw their
audiences in – either in terms of virtual reality masturbation
2.0 or in terms of affecting a following – through highly
immersive representation; they thus achieve monstrous
de-sensitization. The essential significance of polished and
immersive film craft for the successful promulgation of
16

Burke, A Philosophical Enquiry, 57.

both pornography and terrorism is utmost (and the twain
have been liasoning for quite some time now; as in other
relevant iterations like corporate porn17, democratic porn
– sleazeball realms of kindred aesthetics). When Abu Bakr
al-Baghdadi appeared in 2014 on the pulpit of the Great
Mosque of al-Nuri in Mosul, to deliver a Ramadan sermon,
the streaming was in HD, of course. Rather an upgrade
since the only available footage available prior to this
broadcast had been a “grainy mug shot” from a stay in
U.S. captivity at Camp Bucca during the Iraq occupation.
As Graeme Wood wrote in an insightful article on the
‘philosophy’ of ISIS, “upgrading his resolution from grainy
to high definition, and his position from hunted guerrilla to
commander of all Muslims… the inflow of jihadists that
followed… was unprecedented… and is continuing.”18

Covered, for instance by Lisa Gye & Darren Tofts in this volume in their
corporate dictatorship manual, “Dictatorship™.”
18
Graeme Wood, The Atlantic Monthly (March 2015): <http://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2015/03/what-isis-really-wants/384980/>.
17
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This all is not to assert how wonderful the ISIS tech
is, but rather to stress that conventional war is obsolete
war; if the West wants to tackle this threat successfully,
it must tackle it head on on all fronts capitalizing on
a deep understanding of what they’re about; which
means launching a discrediting campaign themselves,
communicating their message straight to the jihadi troops
themselves19 and poking fun at their efforts in the cyber
realm.20 Once Baghdadi, one of the ‘art directors’ of
the bunch, is removed the caliphate will lose its official
status and subsequently disintegrate since their The Noble
Quar’an-based claim on the mandatory influx of martyrs
will lose its compelling force and its ‘legally-binding’ status
for ji-curious Muslims.
In the case of pornography, what the discussion brought
forth were new definitions of and trends in ‘autoeroticism,’
where the agencies and the loneliness aspect get muddled,
because of remote control ‘teledildonics,’ virtual reality
spectacles and artificially intelligent programmes posing as
girlfriend substitutes.21 This essay does not claim it is going
to be the prevailing mode of sexual engagement, or that
there’s a sexual revolution in the making, but only wishes to
illustrate how perversely innovative the human animal can
be and how these innovations blur the distinction between
(realities) doing it alone or with somebody, because now,
as with virtual communication, you can be alone and at the
same time be doing it with somebody, sort of.
19
The Guardian offers some useful, ‘expanding-our-common-home,’ empowering tips in this regard, however in its usual obsequious manner, cf. The Guardian (Nov 17 2015): <http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2015/
nov/17/the-guardian-view-on-defeating-isis-winning-hearts-and-minds>.
20
Which sometimes takes such hilariously ludicrous shapes as the Duck/
Goat Face Photoshop Campaign.
21
Especially popular in Asia, where the men date their Tamagotchi’s, and
if they do manage to get a girlfriend, and it so happens that they’re on a
business trip, they prefer venting on a sex doll, lest they should commit
an act of adultery…<http://www.bbc.com/news/magazine-24614830>;
<http://www.scmp.com/news/china/article/1766085/its-better-cheating-my-wife-sex-dolls-fill-need-chinas-lonely-men>; <http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3309431/Chinese-man-dying-cancer-wants-weddoesn-t-want-leave-bereaved-widow-marries-SEX-DOLL-instead.html>.

Casey “Růža” Carr

PARALYSIS BY (SCHIZO)ANALYSIS
OF MARTYRS, WIDOWS & PROSTITUTES
OR JUDITH AS JIHADIST

I am standing one meter before Caravaggio’s Judith (15981599) at the Palazzo Barberini, Rome. Three days prior, the
Islamic State released a trailer for an upcoming beheading.
For some reason, the link now produces an Error 404. This
may coincide with a night operation yesterday near Kirkuk to
save dozens of hostages, as well as the discovery of mass
graves.1 Naturally, the feeling of seeing any Caravaggio ‘in
the flesh’ leaves the viewer in an almost terrorized state,
as the voyeur witnessing some conspiratorial act in the
dark crevices of a room he or she shouldn’t be in. Whether
it be St Matthew transcribing, David holding the head of
Goliath, or the dripping head of Medusa, quite appropriately
depicting an act which immediately transforms the viewer
into a solid block of stone, they all carry this form of virulent
seduction. One wants to keep the image fresh in the mind,
take it behind the corner and stroke their existential fears
out privately, until the viewer – the subject – can claim
personal agency in the painting. He enters the frame without
touching, however unwelcomed as the actors continue their
deed. Nobody is allowed to yell for help, thus achieving the
ultimate bystander effect.
There is something deeply disturbing about the image of
Judith beheading Holofernes, an Assyrian general enlisted
under the historical king Nebuchadnezzar. Caravaggio
depicts the torrents of blood in straight, linear currents
shooting from the jugular as Judith delicately slides the
scimitar across his neck. Last week, the Islamic State
filmed a swift, public beheading by drone. Azrael, the
Angel of Death, is all too often a drone. Judith though
1
Martin Chulov, Fazel Hawramy, and Sabrina Saddiqui, “US Forces Rescue Iraqi Hostages Facing ‘imminent Execution’ by Isis,” The Guardian
(22 Oct 2015): <http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/oct/22/usspecial-forces-free-kurdish-hostages-isis-iraq>.
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does so with grace, and therein lies the real horror and
terror. Anyone familiar with beheadings, as Caravaggio
may have witnessed, should be fully aware the difficulty,
both mentally and physically, of finishing the act through
to the end. The passage directly from the Book of Judith
tells that “twice she struck at his neck with all her might,
and cut off his head.”2 The key differentiation between fear
and terror is the point to which the fear incapacitates the
subject experiencing it.3 Judith does not hesitate and, as
we know from the story, she finishes through to climax,
slips his severed head into her maid’s knapsack, and
walks home. For all she knew, it could have been a suicide
mission. The blood spills onto the pillow as Holofernes
grips at the bedsheets. He is drunk with wine trying to
seduce the beautiful Judith, oblivious to the fact that she
hath seduced him.
Judith is beautiful, young, exaggerated by her peasant
period blouse not unlike the Bavarians’ dirndl worn by
bar wenches delicately (or not) toting anywhere from six
to ten liters of lager. My association of Judith with ISIS
beheadings is not unfounded. The archetypal femme fatale
lurks deep in the undercurrent of both men and women’s
minds alike. The femme fatale is often depicted as the
calculating, wise widow or wicked stepmother in the guise
of the innocent, beguiled virgin in distress, sometimes
regarded as a witch. Judith was both the widow and the
seductress. This unfathomable fear and foreboding for the
dominant female psyche has been the cause for several
misogynistic cultural trends such as witch hunts. The
archetypal figure displayed frequently in ancient Western
myths by Amazonians or Sirens is always shown defeated
by superior masculine qualities and trickery represented
by dominant alpha-male patriarchs. It is claimed the
expression of female sexuality is repressed in these stories
13.8 Book of Judith, “Apocrypha.”
Charles Webel, Terror, terrorism, and the human condition (New York:
Palgrave Macmillan, 2012). Webel has written extensively on the condition of terror on the individual and global level.
2
3

and to avoid several inexhaustive Foucauldian and feminist
analyses, a discourse on the veil (i.e. niqab, hijab or burka)
should not consist between forms of oedipal repression
and objectification of the female, ergo the dichotomy of
whether “to veil or not to veil,” but instead should focus
on the use of the veil as an expression of productivity (or
sexuality). A relevant summary of the former argument is
brought up by Naomi Wolf’s 2008 article4 ‘Behind the veil
lives a thriving Muslim sexuality.’ Jihad, the struggle, is
waged in the vagina, as well.
There was a legitimate rumor in 2008 circulating
through from Mosul to Tikrit that the expired wife of Uday
4
Naomi Wolf, “Behind the Veil Lives a Thriving Muslim Sexuality,” The Sydney Morning Herald (30 Aug. 2008): <http://www.smh.
com.au/news/opinion/behind-the-veil-lives-a-thriving-muslim-sexuality/2008/08/29/1219516734637.html> [accessed 24 Oct 2015].
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Hussein had established a prostitution ring enlisting over
300 widows ready to strap up explosives under the black
niqab. This was definitely one method of deterring soldiers
from bedding with local prostitutes more persuasive than
syphilis – perhaps a lesson from Vietnam. A simple search
today shows that this threat has expanded well-beyond
imagination under the current regime, with memes and
tweets bearing quotes such as ‘till martyrdom do us part.’56
At the time, it was still uncertain whether this was a gang of
12-year old boy recruits or war-weary widows. The worst
faction of martyr-widow-prostitutes known to the Russians
in their counterterrorism efforts in Chechnya and Dagestan
was dubbed the Black Widows or Shahidka,7 the brides of
Allah. The Parable of the Ten Virgins8 refers to the brides
of Jesus Christ waiting to enter heaven, five prepared with
lamps full of oil, whereas five were not. It was this image,
the blood, oil and cum-curdling name of Birds of Jannah,9
running through my head(s) as I looked on Judith’s furled
brow. Virgins and widows – they’re all the same.
The veil hides, fogs, and conceals. The day Judith
marched into the Assyrian camp was the day she ceased to
mourn her husband’s death thereby doffing her sackcloth
smock for the fine-tailored vestments she wore when
her husband was alive. The veil differentiates between
protected (wife) and unprotected. Widows of martyrs
receive even more incentives, benefits and support from
the community, especially under ISIS, which is a major
5
Erin Marie Saltman and Melanie Smith, “‘Till Martyrdom Do Us Part’: Gender
and the Isis Phenomenon,” Institute for Strategic Dialogue (2015): 1-80.
6
Ellie Hall, “Inside The Chilling Online World Of The Women Of ISIS,”
BuzzFeed (12 Sept. 2012): <http://www.buzzfeed.com/ellievhall/insidethe-online-world-of-the-women-of-isis#.ttXkDbVMk>.
7
Anne Nivat, “The Black Widows: Chechen Women Join The Fight For Independence – and Allah.” Studies in Conflict & Terrorism 28.5 (2005): 413-19.
8
Matthew 25: 1-13, King James Version.
9
Flora Drury. “ISIS Launch Manhunt after British Birds of Jannah Escape Their Jihadi Husbands in Mosul.” The Muslim Issue (12 May 2015):
<https://themuslimissue.wordpress.com/2015/05/12/isis-launch-manhunt-after-british-birds-of-jannah-escape-their-jihadi-husbands-in-mosul/>
[accessed 24 Oct 2015].

pull factor for disenfranchised Western girls.10 Another link
worth mentioning is the etymology of the word randy in
English; rand is used to define widows including all others
outside of wedlock (i.e. prostitutes) depending on the
various Hindi, Urdu, and Punjabi labels for these women’s
roles. It fuses together associations between the different
classes of female bodies, into a compressed, monolithic
archetype of the multiple facets of a woman. The widow
and the prostitute are metaphorized in liquid terms, as the
Christian and Jewish book of Proverbs warns: “for the
lips of a strange woman drop as an honeycomb, and her
mouth is smoother than oil.”11 The beheading is another
10
11

Saltman and Smith, “Till Martyrdom Do Us Part,” 16
Proverbs 5:3, King James Version
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demonstration of the outpour of blood. The archetypal
witch or virgin is seen often as both the menstrual (wet)
and menopausal (dry), exemplified in a familiar Czech Easter
tradition. The Islamic State cleanses and moistens the dry
Middle East as a torrential, health hazardous Daeshbag,12
not recommended by doctors. The veil can separate the
social, public sphere from the privatized, human condition
of menstruation13 and therefore sexuality. Perhaps Judith’s
desire for Holofernes’s blood is the metaphor of every
woman’s realization of menopause. The veil is unique in
that it also unveils.
A commonly disputed saying attributed to Mohammed
the Prophet declares “the ink of the scholar is holier than
the blood of a martyr.”14 The ink flows from the pen, the
blood from the martyr, and, relevant to the discourse, the
transparent or coagulated secretions of the prostitute.
These all swirl in radical, complex forms around the pool of
modern terrorism. The untold narrative is that of the widow,
who may possess all of these flows at once. Deleuze &
Guattari draw straight from Nietzsche’s Genealogy of
Morals when addressing the meaning of these flows in that
they are inscribed directly on the body, which constitutes
a system of cruelty, a terrible alphabet. “Perhaps indeed
there was nothing more fearful and uncanny in the whole
prehistory of man than his mnemotechnics (...) Man could
never do without blood, torture, and sacrifices when he
felt the need to create a memory for himself (as cited in
Deleuze & Guattari).15
The concept of the ‘body without organs’ in Anti-Oedipus combines this homogenous host of flux and the singularity of the egg. We might go further, drawing from the
Sufi poet Rumi’s poem title birdsong beginning from inSee #daeshbag, derogatory name for the Islamic State
 ضيحor haidh (pronounced “hide” in English) is the Arabic word to distinguish menstrual blood from other kinds of blood.
14
Al-Din, Kamal Khwajah, The Islamic Review 22 (1934): 105
15
Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari, Anti-Oedipus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia (Minneapolis, University of Minnesota Press: 1983) 145.
12
13

side the egg,16 and consider
the body without organs (as
it pertains to the narrative
of terrorism) as being represented in the body of the
martyr-widow-prostitute,
both unborn and birthed, the
one who sacrifices/reproduces his- or herself for multiple
causes through multiple mediums (and orifices). Judith
as the Jihadist. This marks
an obfuscating blend of the
Freudian thanatos and eros,
between the life-bearing and
death-giving forces. The martyr-widow-prostitute seeks
death through acts of sex
and reserving expressions of
sexuality. She (or he) is the
crux of flux between multidirectional flows of blood.
Each time the Hydra is decapitated, two more grow in
its place .
Contemporary Jihad, mirroring the unveiled Whore of
Babylon, flows from every
orifice of the weary womb,
as an organ without bodies,17 and impregnates evJalal al-Din Rumi, Maulana, and
Coleman Barks, The Essential Rumi
(New York: Harper, 1995): 274.
17
Slavoj Žižek, Organs without
Bodies: Deleuze and Consequences (New York: Routledge, 2004):
“involve[s] two privileged psychological stances: the generative
16
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erything around it. For every decapitation, two arise. The
West reacts both more and less. Jihad flows under the surface of Capitalism, challenging it, brewing as schizophrenic
bursts of a repressive regime.18 The terror boils and convects within a repressed cist below the threshold. Death,
here, is like a seed sown from Osiris’s pouch (likewise Onan,
who spilled his seed to not impregnate his brother’s wife)
into the furrows of the underworld (or oil reserves19). When
Nepthys (Naphtha or oil, odd resemblance), the neglected
goddess, seduces Osiris disguised as Isis20 (the real one)
thereby giving birth to Anubis, she becomes the body without organs that all life and death must pass through. Long
before the Greeks, we were moving toward a spectrum of
death and sex beyond Oedipalization, that of dismemberment at the loss of Isis (and not strictly the loss of Osiris).
The martyr and the widow both played by the seductress,
the goddess of Death.
Caravaggio violently depicts beheadings in at least four
of his paintings, an appropriate fetish of modern Jihadi
movements. This is where thanatos and eros, or Anubis
and Isis, spin out of the vortex, from canvas to cortisol,
becoming convoluted and fractalized into purely fluidic
pools. We have both the desire to repulse yet retain the
158

Event of Becoming relies on the productive force of the ‘schizo,’ this
explosion of the unified subject in the impersonal multitude of desiring
intensities, intensities that are subsequently constrained by the Oedipal
matrix; the Event as sterile, immaterial effect relies on the figure of the
masochist who finds satisfaction in the tedious, repetitive game of staged
rituals whose function is to postpone forever the sexual passage a 1’acte.
Can one effectively imagine a stronger contrast than that of the schizo
throwing himself without any reservation into the flux of multiple passions, and of the masochist clinging to the theater of shadows in which
his meticulously staged performances repeat again and again the same
sterile gesture?”
18
Nicholas Michelsen, “Addressing the Schizophrenia of Global Jihad,”
Critical Studies on Terrorism 2.3 (2009): 453-71.
19
See also Reza Negarestani, Cyclonopedia: Complicity with Anonymous
Materials (Melbourne: Re.press, 2008).
20
The execution of journalist Daniel Pearl in February 2002 uncannily
mimics the tale of Osiris, both beheaded and dismembered, the pieces
retrieved several months later, setting the stage for sensationalized, videotaped beheadings in Iraq through the following decade.
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image of the beheading and bring it into our private and
dark domain, a memory stained forever. Likewise, Judith
is guilty of committing her act to history by saying “Listen
to me, I intend to do something, the memory of which will
be handed down to the children of our race from age to
age,”21 which is something that Isis (the other one) knows
too well in their violent depictions of beheadings, readilyaccessible for free online. They are becoming more and
21

8.32 Book of Judith, Apocrypha
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more graphic to meet the hyperreal special effects of film.
In dealing with this medium of Jihad, Michelson states
that these “narratives do not flow unchanged through
the virtual network of Jihadi authorities” as “they are
constantly mutating through combination with disparate
social, political, and cultural desires.”22 To deal with such a
threat as the martyr-widow-prostitute and beheading is not
to engage with binary (or fascist), seductive argumentation
that brings one into bed with the enemy; instead it is to
create open channels where the current of fascist thinking
continues to flow without taking root (in Latin radix, as in
radicalization).
Many studies have been conducted to explore the
convergence of sexuality and violence. In exemplary cases,
it’s been assumed there is some normative acceptance
of sexual violence in wartime, however contested and
explored in Elizabeth Wood’s case study of Tamil Tigers
in Armed Groups And Sexual Violence: When Is Wartime
Rape Rare?23 in which this former terrorist organization has
particularly engaged in very few acts of sexual violence
against the civilian population. Tortured and maimed
victims of the Japanese massacre of Chinese civilians at
Nanking24 in December 1937 were even photographed in
pornographic positions. The draw to commit violence and
express sexuality is a double-edged sword, not a scimitar.
Why do those who participate in atrocities feel the need
to document their horrors, and even worse, who is the
audience?
The martyr and the prostitute both have in common
their aspect of being on display, painted in an eerie red
light. Thus it is natural that both become enhanced in the
Michelsen, “Addressing the Schizophrenia of Global Jihad,” 465.
E.J. Wood, “Armed Groups and Sexual Violence: When Is Wartime Rape
Rare?” Politics & Society 37.1 (2009): 131-61.
24
On the Rape of Nanking cf. Randall Collins, “Forward Panic,” Violence:
A Micro-sociological Theory (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2009).
The photo on the page opposite shows a Chinese woman, raped and killed
by Japanese soldoers at Tai’erzhuang.
22
23

new media of today. Both captivate and entrap their viewer
into a position of immobility (dry) and mobilization (wet).
Both in their relationship to the state, are personae non
gratae, outcasts: the martyr as resistance to regime and the
prostitute as a mockery of institutionalized monogamous
sex (excluding the few locations where prostitution is
legal and monitored). Here is where “voyeurism and
fantasy worked together through various representations
and practices organized within diverse pedagogical sites
to render subjects willing to surrender their potential as
agents to the state and, more recently, the demands of the
market,” as Henry Giroux notes in Beyond the Spectacle
of Terrorism. The state feeds and needs both, as “the
mythic threat of terrorism and violent crime provides the
state with the legitimating power to increase its security
and militaristic directions.”25 The femme fatale entrenches
its patriarchal misogynistic rulings (such as US de-funding
Planned Parenthood as a way to avoid the terrorist sabotage
of abortion clinics). Nowhere has this become more clear
Henry A. Giroux, Beyond the Spectacle of Terrorism: Global Uncertainty
and the Challenge of the New Media (Boulder: Paradigm, 2006) 20; 28.
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than in Iraq, where the “real-life horror has become the view
fare of choice, supplanting the explosion of pornography
that filled the post-Saddam Hussein vacuum.”26
Just as in fascism, the militarized state and its pimp,
Capitalism, require the [cabaret] stage set by Jihad (Other)
in order to mobilize the stagnant masses. Control via media,
a market of fear, is no longer the monopoly of the state,
however. It has become decentralized. The strategy of
terror beyond the application of the state immobilizes the
consumer to violently politicize, the immobile pawn forced
to mobilize by hand (to manstuprare). The black widow
ensnares its prey within the world wide web of spectacle
and voyeuristic subjugation. Jihad as the politicization of
Western consumers has ridden in on the stained white
horse of internet pornography, as Giroux states “the
spectacle of terrorism confronts the subject not with the
obligations of consumption but with a fear about her own
freedom, a freedom that is now a permanent task rather
than a right.”27 A freedom forced upon the subject is not
a freedom at all. Žižek states this “objective violence is
precisely the violence inherent to this ‘normal’ state of
things. Objective violence is invisible since it sustains
the very zero-level standard against which we perceive
something as subjectively violent.”28
Intelligence analysts muster for every newly released
beheading video, trying to track down the exact geospatial
coordinates, whereas in pornography, consumers (especially
Praguers) couldn’t care less for the proximity of location,
even though it might be their own upstairs neighbors (only in
Žižkov). Just like the generalized scenes and tropes utilized
by the porn industry, Jihad has been deterritorialized and
26
Giroux, Beyond the Spectacle of Terrorism, 32. Real-life horror is traumatized Iraq’s preferred TV viewing, Violence Replacing Porn: ‘“Soon after the regime fell, porno discs were all the rage,” said Attallah Zeiden,
co-owner of a secondhand bookshop in Baghdad’s old city. “Now it’s
beheadings.”’
27
Giroux, Beyond the Spectacle of Terrorism, 36
28
Slavoj Žižek, Violence: Six Sideways Reflections (New York: Picador,
2008) 2.
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unveiled. Though in the public sphere, porn and beheadings
remain largely censored or taboo. The more head(s) of the
Hydra you sever, the more Jihad multiplies. Al-Baghdadi’s
many wives are even more terrifying than he himself,
raising sons who point their fingers like Socrates in the face
hemlock. These wives will be much worse as widows to a
martyr. A raid in May this year was conducted to attempt
a rescue mission of a captured American turned sex slave,
which if more evidence arises, will unveil the misconstrued
sexual vices of the Caliph himself.

To counteract these flows, to become agents, the
medium of the public sphere must be opened up, not
upskirted, to break the hegemony of the state versus
Jihad, where fetishized subjects slip between the fingers of
giants. Beyond the blood, oil and ink of such necropolitics,
the most recent participants in the flows of terror are
the electrical currents scouring trenches in motherboards
across the organless internet. Both Giroux and Michelsen
push for newly devised media, suggesting open-source
information and communications technology (ICTs) to be
set loose to engage Jihad, however entangled with the state
it is (Anonymous avoids confrontation by disabling jihadi
Twitter accounts). A fractalized response of this nature to
the beheadings that has continued throughout the year is
the millions of memes developed to mock Jihadi John’s
execution of the two Japanese citizens, Kenji Goto29 and
Haruna Yakuwa in January 2015.30 Mocking may not be
the appropriate response to Jihad, yet it is the beginning of
the unveiled, randomized, productive fluidity necessary to
regain agency from the dichotomous war waged between
state and Jihad. The martyr, the widow, and the prostitute
must resist fusing into the single archetype of the beautiful
Judith, as the body of organs must move beyond an organ
without bodies to meet the platform of digital Jihad.
164

29
Goto’s own tweet, “Close your eyes. Bear it. If we become angry and
yell, we are doomed. This is like prayer. Hate is not what humans should
do. Judgment lies with God. That is what I learned from my Arab brothers” was retweeted 40,000 times after his death. <https://globalvoices.
org/2015/02/07/hate-is-not-what-humans-should-do-slain-journalist-kenjigotos-words-live-online>.
30
see #ISISクソコラグランプリ
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Thor Garcia

HIDE IN ‘PLANE’ SIGHT
CANNIBALS ON THE LOOSE!

I was broke again and had gone over to Eugene Keaks’. Gene
had opened the bottle and poured the drinks and started
showing the film. It was my day off – bright and warm
outside, birds could be heard, but Gene had pulled the blinds
and shut off the lights. He insisted. He didn’t want anybody
“spying” – this thing was “illegal in 36 states.” On the TV
screen, a woman dressed in a pink bikini was smashing a
succession of cockroaches with black high heels.
“OH, THE POOR THINGS!” Gene screeched. He giggled
and sipped from his glass.
The blond beauty snuffed out beetles and grasshoppers,
twisting her toe, grinding her heel, flicking her tongue at
the camera. Slow-motion shots showed her ass quivering in
slow motion as she squished. An underneath shot through
the glass caught bugs as they exploded and ripped.
“OH, NO! OH, NO!” Gene shrieked.
The film cut to a different girl, a redhead in a blue and
yellow cheerleader’s uniform. She blew a few kisses at
the camera, then stomped on a lizard with her Reeboks.
A salamander wandered out, and then a very small green
snake appeared. It slithered along, its little head just off
the glass. The cheerleader did a striptease, throwing off
her skirt and sweater. Finally she was wearing only white
panties, a bra and the sneakers.
“I HATE SNAKES!” squealed Gene.
I had met Gene while temp-working at Lisberger-Knox
BioPrep, a company that sold and distributed medical
supplies – stocks of rubber gloves and cotton balls and
syringes, but also parts for heart pacemakers and stents,
defibrillators, machine insulators, so forth. Gene’s job was
to organize the shipping forms, to figure out what was
being shipped and to print out the right address labels for
the boxes. It was my job to stick and tape the labels on the
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boxes, then move the boxes to the loading platform. Gene
must have looked into my torn and ragged soul and detected
another victim, because from the first day I worked at the
place, he was inviting me over to his apartment to “watch
movies.” I said no for about the first two weeks, but the
next Friday I found myself without any money.
“O.K., Gene, look, I’ll come over but I’m going to want
something to drink. A lot to drink. You got anything or am
I going to have to bring it myself?”
“Oh sure, I can buy it. What do you want?”
“A bottle of vodka should be fine.”
“Oh, no problem.”
“A big bottle, Gene, not one of the little ones. I like to
get drunk. Really drunk.”
“Oh that’s fine, you can drink all you want at my place.
I live alone…”
Gene had a long skinny neck and was severely slump
shouldered, as if the weight of his head was going to
collapse his chest in on itself. He had sharp elbows, bony
wrists, fingernails which he would eat off until the sides of
his fingertips were raw and red. His teeth were grey, his
hair a pile of brown mud. He was a member of the group
of guys who never seem to notice that a layer of dust and
food particles has settled upon their eyeglass lenses.
The second time I was there he started telling a story
about how he had been “unjustly” fired as a stock boy at a
Rosemary West clothing outlet. It had been “the best job in
the whole world,” up at the Bay City Oaks Mall. But one day
they had fired him, just let him go “without warning.” They
had claimed reasons of economy, but Gene wasn’t buying.
He mentioned a conflict with a certain woman supervisor.
“She hated me! She hates everybody!”
“It’s possible, Gene…”
Gene had one-bedroom place near Koreatown whose
walls were covered with posters for movies like House
of Whipcord and They Call Her One Eye, Galaxina and
The Possession of Nurse Sherri, The Toxic Avenger,

Frankenstein Created Woman, The Girl Slaves of Morgana
Le Fay, Creepozoids, SLUGS: The Movie, Vampyres, The
Stepfather, Malibu High, Revenge of the Cheerleader Nurses,
Naked Massacre, Zombiegeddon, The Lone Gunmen… He
also had several ring binders in which he kept autographed
portraits of stars such as Jessica Hahn and Beckie Monroe,
Chandra Huss, Julie Strain, Barbara Crampton, Milky
Blandot and so forth. He would go to conventions where
geeks would pay to meet these women.
“Doesn’t she have long nipples?” Gene would say,
grinning. “Beautiful long nipples. I’ve seen them in person,
as close as I am to you right now…”
“Nice, Gene, super cool…”
“She’s even better looking in real life, if you can believe
it…”
“I can believe it.”
Gene had another sideline in the field of presidential
assassinations and assassination attempts.
“Mnung could be a pretty good president… unless he
gets shot.”
“What do you mean, Gene?”
“Well… Presidents have a tendency to get shot, don’t
they?”
“Well… Yes and no. You make a good point, I guess.”
Gene proceeded to tell, in considerable detail, about the
1835 assassination attempt on Andrew Jackson. It turned
out that Jackson was saved because the two guns carried
by the assassin misfired. Both guns. I remembered hearing
something about this at some stage of school, but Gene
had the extra details, he assured me that both guns were
derringers…
Gene was also absolutely certain that John Wilkes
Booth, after shooting Lincoln, had caught his foot on an
American flag while jumping from the balcony to the Ford
Theatre stage, thus breaking his leg.
Gene would say: “Everything’s connected.” For example,
he said John Hinckley had known the Bush family, and
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wasn’t it “strange” that no one talked about how George
H.W. Bush took over as president after Reagan was shot
by Hinckley?1*
“Now, Gene…”
“Everything’s connected. Everything. Or it just
happens that way, right?” He grinned hideously. “Just a
coincidence?”
“Come on now, Gene.”
“There’s no such thing as coincidence!” he screamed.
Later, I took the time and looked it up. There seemed to
be some truth to it. It seemed the Bushes and the Hinckleys
had known each other, had some connection. I really wasn’t
sure what to think.
The first time I was over, Gene had thought I should
see Cannibal Holocaust. “This was banned in at least 50
countries!” he said.
We poured the drinks and he rolled the film. It sort of
dragged along for awhile, until somebody suddenly hacked
off a monkey’s face so they could eat the brain. It looked
real.
“It is real!” said Gene.
A short time later, they pulled a giant turtle out of the
Amazon and a guy hacked off one of its claws. The three
other feet flapped. That couldn’t have been special effects,
but I wasn’t sure if it was real till the guy cut off the
underneath half of the shell and you could see the turtle’s
heart and guts laying there, shaking. I was 100 percent
sure they couldn’t have faked that.
It had been altogether too much vodka and turtle guts. I
was ready to vomit and I got up to do so.
1
Ronald Wilson Reagan, the 40th president of the United States, was
shot in the chest by John Hinckley, Jr., on March 30, 1981, shortly after
Reagan assumed office. Vice President George Bush served as president
while Reagan recovered in the hospital. Reagan went on two serve two
full terms in the White House. Hinckley was reported to have been motivated by an “obsession with the actress Jodie Foster,” who had played
the role of a teenage prostitute in Taxi Driver, a 1976 Hollywood film
about a taxi driver who seems to plot the assassination of a politician, but
fails to carry it out. – ED.

“Wait, they’re going to eat it!” said Gene.
I didn’t wait. I barfed and came back out in time to
see a snake bite the guy who had chopped up the turtle.
Everybody freaked out. They chopped the snake in half,
then quickly chopped off the guy’s leg. It didn’t help. The
guy died and they covered him with leaves.
I sat down and guzzled more vodka. Little did I know,
things were just getting started. The smug Americans shot
a pig while cannibal villagers cowered. It looked real. The
Americans burnt down the cannibals’ hut to fake a tribal
massacre for a documentary they were filming. Weird hippie
flute music rolled. The American men gang-raped a young
cannibal girl, while the lone American woman protested
weakly and ineffectually. The girl somehow wound up with
a wooden pole shoved through her cunt and out her mouth.
The Americans called it a “punishment ritual,” giggled and
made smart-aleck comments and got it down on film for
their documentary.
Finally, the cannibals started picking them off. They
stripped the clothes off the blond American hippie, snipped
off his penis, hacked him into red chunks with their stone
knives. Little cannibal devils in Beatle haircuts stripped the
woman and raped her, then the cannibal women carried her
away and cut off her head. Crazy hippie flute music rolled.
I sucked vodka. The callow American film director got his
head lopped. Gene grinned. I sucked more vodka. I was
going to finish that bottle.
A turtle image flashed, the vodka exploded inside me. I
ran back to the toilet.
I came back out and picked up the video cover. Crazy
Italian communist devils had made this movie. I sat there,
my head spinning. Goddamn devils had trashed life, trashed
death, trashed hope. They had cruelly kicked people in the
head, and for that I supposed they deserved big medals.
“Gene,” I said Monday at work, “you can’t show people
that when they’re drunk! That movie’s a dangerous weapon.
I’ve almost gone insane…”
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Gene put his hand over his mouth and giggled. “That
was my 19th time!”
After I joined Cities News, Gene took it as an excuse to
start yanking my chain even harder.
“You claim to be a reporter – or are you one of them?”
he would egg me on. “You’re one of them! You probably
believe what they say. You probably think I’m crazy…”
“The hell,” I said. “I don’t believe a word they say.”
Once, during the break between Golden Ninja Warrior
and Bride of Chucky, I asked him, “So what about the
Boeing, Gene. Did it hit the Pentagon on 9/11 or not?”
“THERE WERE NO PLANES!”
“What?”
“EVERY PLANE SEEN ON TV ON 9/11 WAS FAKE!
THEY WERE CARTOONS!”
“Goddamn it, Gene. Come on, man. I’m seriously asking
you about the Boeing here.”
“Do you believe everything you see on TV? As long as it
looks sort of real and it’s on the news, you believe it?”
“Gene, Gene – that’s crazy. No planes? Cartoon planes?
What the hell are you talking about? I mean, nobody could…
it’s too… it’s too-too much. It’s way on the other side of
too-too much.”
Gene giggled, sipped vodka, bugged out his eyes. He
cackled.
“Don’t think they can’t do it? Anything can be faked on
TV. Who do you think’s running the TV signal? How do you
know the TV wasn’t on tape-delay?”
“My God, no planes. That would be the biggest fake-out
of all time. The absolute biggest. Kennedy assassination
and Bay of Pigs and Oswald be damned.”
Gene sipped, cackled.
“You’re one of them. YOU ARE! You’re one of them!
You believe whatever they say…”
“The hell I do.”
“It was easy,” said Gene. “They exploded the buildings
and then pasted the planes on to the videos. It would only

take a few seconds to do that. Then they showed it to
the world, and everybody instantly became convinced that
aluminum airplanes can knock down steel and concrete
towers! JUST LIKE THEY TOLD YOU ON TV! The World
Trade Center!”
“Goddamn it, Gene. I tell you, that’s monstrous. It’s
sinful to even think about.”
Gene cackled.
“Don’t you know that the only way to beat them is to
think as crazy they do? They call it The Big Lie. Ever hear
of the Big Lie?”
“Goddamn it, Gene.”
Gene giggled.
“They also call it Hide In Plain Sight. Everything there
is to know is right in front of us, right in front of our eyes.
They just control us so much we don’t even believe our
own eyes.”
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D. Harlan Wilson

REPERTUM

ONE
...by an abject mosaic of silence.
The detectives’ names belie their identities. They know
who they are and that’s good enough. Their names, like
their lives, are always-already numbered.
Detective #5: “It looks…I don’t know. Bloated. What’s it
made of?”
Detective #2: “Shut the fuck up.”
Detective #5: “Fuck you!”
Detective #3: “Rubber. I think it’s inflatable.” He reaches
out and touches the screenpole. “Nope. It’s not inflatable.
This here underpart isn’t inflatable anyway.”
Detective #5: “I’ll fucking kill you.”
Detective #2: “Fuck off. Fuckin’ retard.”
Detective #1: “All right that’s enough outta you two! So
what do we got here? This doesn’t look good.”
Detective #3: “I know. It looks bad.”
In the muted distance, a flag panics . . .
Detective #4 examines the bodies with a Geiger counter.
He gets to the far end of the lot and signals the other
detectives. Nobody acknowledges him.
Detective #4: “Hey!”
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Detective #2: “We see you!”
Detective #5 attacks Detective #2. They fight. Detective
#1 tries to break them apart. Detective #3 lends a hand.
Detective #5 and Detective #2 throw haphazard punches
and kicks. Alarmed, Detective #4 drops the Geiger counter
and jogs across the lot towards the screen. By the time he
rejoins his companions, all of them have collapsed from
fatigue.
Detective #4: “What’s going on over here? Didn’t you see
me over there? I was waving like crazy.”
Detective #1: “We saw you.”
Detective #2: “I said we saw you.”
A molting rattlesnake slithers by. Its skin is dappled and
flaking and opaque.
Detective #3: “Watch out!”
Detective #1 records the information on a legal pad.
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Detective #4: “Well there’s no radiation. Oops I forgot the
Geiger counter.” He jogs back across the lot, maneuvering
through the accrual of corpses, sometimes hopping over
them. Halfway there he falls over and dies.
Detective #5: “What’s his problem? Hey!”
Detective #2 attacks Detective #5. Striking one another,
they roll beneath the screen into a copse of weeds.
Detective #1 calls out to Detective #4. No answer; the
detective doesn’t move. Detective #1 calls out again.
Still no response. Detective #1 eyeballs Detective #3 and
Detective #3 eyeballs him back and neither of them seems
to possess the resolve to investigate the matter.

Hills like sleeping boars surround the Drive-In on every side.
Vast tarps of bright green pine trees make them look more
like paintings than actual landforms, but Detective #1 knows
that they’re real: he lives midway up the southernmost hill.
He can see his porch clearly. If he squints, he can see his
rocking chair.
Detective #1 musters courage and tells Detective #3 to
stay put. He dashes across the lot to see what happened
to Detective #4.
Detective #1 falls down and dies.
Terrified, Detective #3 gets a funny feeling and touches his
face. And dies.
Detective #2: “Wait.” Detective #5 punches him again.
Detective #2 punches him back, then stands in the foliage
and tells Detective #5 to calm down and listen.
Detective #5: “Listen to what.”
Detective #2: “That.” He points at the sky.
Detective #5: “What are you pointing at? There’s nothing
up there. I don’t hear anything.”
Detective #2: “I know. That’s what I’m talking about.”
Detective #5 rolls onto his elbows. “Fuckhead,” he says.
Detective #2 dies standing there. The corpse remains on
its feet for several moments before its knees buckle and it
collapses like a pillar of firewood.
The gray inkblots of stormclouds render the sky a canvas
of meaning and innuendo. A fluent ekphrasis rolls across
the landscape and devours the mise-en-scène.
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Detective #5 whispers Detective #2’s name aloud. He turns
his eyes to the sun, expecting to see spots.
There is only abjection.
It escorts him into the fold.
INTERREGNUM
...an anfractuous path.
The tile in the cavity poses like a rafter in the bathlight.
This doesn’t happen at all. There is no tile, no cavity, no
rafter and no bathlight. These accouterments do not belong
at a Drive-In.
Gray cacti rise from the dirt.
And I discover myself in the hearse.
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The driver revs the engine. He revs it again. He depresses
the foot-pedal to the floor. The engine is loud. He’s proud
of the loudness. He lowers the divider and leans his head
over his shoulder into the back of the vehicle. Screaming at
the coffin, he asks if I can hear all of that horsepower.
The coffin is soundproof. The occupant is dead.
Primordial fury. Simian angst. Troglodyte empowerment. It
all means the same thing. Consider the billions of planets
without apes.
TWO
Somebody finds Detective #5. They don’t know it’s
Detective #5. But there is a large, heavy number draped
across the swollen bur of his memory. The number 5.
Rwd 5 days.

“You have dirty eyes,” the optometrist tells me.
“I do?” I fondle my lids hysterically.
“Stop that.”
“How can you tell?” I ask. “About my eyes, I mean.”
The optometrist peers around the slit lamp at me. “There’s
oil. There’s crust. You need to wash your eyes better.”
I sigh in relief. “Oh. I thought you meant something else.”
“Wash your goddamned eyes.” He returns to the slit lamp.
“I did. I mean I do. I didn’t take a shower this morning.
Grease and bugs and stuff build up at night when I sleep.
Why is that? That’s normal, right?”
The optometrist makes a deflating noise.
“Doc?”
In the hallway, an optical hygienist pulls a string and a
bucket of dry corn dumps onto the floor. Food for the
office’s resident hen . . .
Rwd 2 days.
Pigeons follow him wherever he goes, but they never get
too close. Allergic to the pheromones, they often peck one
another to death as a means of sublimation.
He asks me a question. I don’t hear him. He asks it again.
“What’s playing?” I say.
“Convoy. The extended version. No cuts.”
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“No cuts?”
“It’s eight hours long. I hear there’s even footage of Kris
Kristofferson taking a shower backstage.”
“Kris Kristofferson?”
“Yes. He sings country music too and he’s a Rhodes
scholar if you can believe it. They don’t make them like
Kris Kristofferson anymore.”
A pigeon dies.
Rwd 1 day.
Soap gets in my eyes, flooding the tear ducts.
Rwd several hours.
We don’t shake hands outside the bar and we don’t trade
words. The greeting falls apart like a broken reverie. A
single pigeon remains. It only has one leg. It leans against
his shoe for support. It flaps its wings whenever it falls off
balance.
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The pigeon follows us inside, hopping forward on the leg.
The bartender leaps over the counter and kills it with a
broom.
We order Kentucky Bourbon Ale. He discusses Kris
Kristofferson.
“What about Ernest Borgnine?” I interrupt. “Isn’t Burt
Young in Convoy too? I like Burt Young.”
Confounded, he regards me with unblinking eyes and
rumpled lips.

And then I am alone. I finish my beer, his beer. I order
another beer. I only drink half of it before my rhetoric
takes a malignant turn and the bartender hits me with the
broom.
Rwd...
And then I am alone.
The sky is a glinting arras of prophesy. I watch the stars
through the sunroof during the previews. For once, I feel
like I belong underneath them.
A swollen moon hangs above the screen like an imposter.
People have put down picnic blankets in some of the parking
spaces. Most of them are families with children on leashes
tethered to the speakerpoles. I don’t know where their cars
are. I don’t know how they got here. The Drive-In has been
built inside the shallow basin of an old impact crater and
the nearest town is miles away. Wilting cornfields enclose
the crater. I don’t know where it came from. I don’t know
how it got here.
I open a Kentucky Bourbon Ale. I stole a six-pack from
the bar after I relinquished the bartender of his broom and
chased him into the sky.
I fade in and out.
During a fadeout, I hear this chorus:
Cuz we got a little ol’ convoy
Rockin’ through the night
Yeah, we got a little ol’ convoy,
Ain’t she a beautiful sight?
Come on and join our convoy
Ain’t nothin’ gonna get in our way
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We gonna roll this truckin’ convoy
‘Cross the U-S-A
Convoy!
During a fadein, Burt Young smiles a wry smile and beeps
the horn of his rig. This occurs shortly before the credits
begin to flow down the screen.
There is a commotion.
Empty bottles of Kentucky Bourbon Ale have accumulated
in the passenger’s seat and in my lap. They clink and clank
against one another as I blunder around the car and try to
get my bearings. In the back seat, I pound my fists against
the driver’s headrest and I punch my knees and thighs until
I’m confident in the bruises.
There is a commotion.
I consider returning to the driver’s seat. It will be too much
work.
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I peer out the window. I can’t see anything. The dealership
tinted the wrong side. I try to roll down the window. It’s
stuck.
There is a lot of commotion now. I lean forward and
blink at the movie screen out the front windshield. The
movie is gone. The screen is glowing and pulsing like an
electromagnetic earthfucker.
I search for an unopened bottle of Kentucky Bourbon Ale.
I can’t find one.
I end up in the passenger’s seat.
I try to open the door. It’s stuck.

Apoplectic, I ram the door with my shoulder until it springs
open.
I spill out of the car on a bed of empties. I curse god and
stand.
Not comprehending what I see, I fall down and die.
Fwd to dawn.
Detective #5 receives a crank call from Detective #2,
who has been drinking Kentucky Bourbon Ale all night
long. The latter detective can’t really formulate coherent
sentences or even fragments of sentences, and the tone
of his voice sounds like it belongs to somebody else,
but the former detective knows it’s him. He hangs up.
Moments later Detective #5 receives another call, this
time from Detective #1, who has slept well, more or less,
despite aggravating dreams, until he was awakened by
a crank call from Detective #2, followed by another call
from the Police Chief, who informed him that something
bad happened at the Drive-In, a kind of apocalyptic event,
and he and the other detectives needed to get over there
immediately, cordon off the area and investigate the crime
scene. Detective #1 said ok and the Police Chief breathed
heavily on the other end of the line before hanging up. He
tells Detective #5 to call Detective #3 and Detective #4
and fill them in. “I’ll take care of Detective #2,” he adds.
Detective #5 says ok, gets out of bed and pours himself
a glass of Kentucky Bourbon Ale. He guzzles it. The drink
eliminates the morning’s headache and he pours himself
another one, sipping it now, and struggling to remember
last night’s dreams, which abscond from his memory from
like a flying circus.
INTERREGNUM
A symphony of follicles erupts from the kinesthetic pores.
Idle trivia. An ape has risen from the soup and killed a
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screaming reptile. Nobody expected this to happen, least
of all Dr Repartum, whose instruments recoil at the very
mention of his signature.
Special effects oppose the ailing personality of the moon.
Empty skulls rain from the steel blue heavens like bullfrogs.
They explode against windshields and tarmac and earth.
In the aftermath, there is no corporeal record of their
aggression, let alone their existence. Even the bonepowder
evaporates into the interstitial clefts.
An ape cultivates an afro. Nobody expected this to happen
either. It is not the terrorist who killed the lizard. And the
afro isn’t a joke—the ape means it. Dr Repartum records
everything with a biometric scanner that creates a carbonbiased profile of the subject and hammers his identity to the
wall. He wants to know what the subject will do before he
does it. Diagrammatics allow him to tolerate the condition
of his soul and the arc of his triumph.
Less apes. More begonias.
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Dr Repartum prepares to euthanize the ape, but he gazes
into his soft black eyes for too long and is struck by an
assegai of pity; he can’t bring himself to do the right thing.
He strokes the ape’s ribbed forehead until his eyelids dither
and sag and close and he falls asleep on the rack, dreaming
like a shiner.
INTERREGNUM
...homicidal.
...nothing less than another incident of the spectacle
philosophizing reality.
And now this development of chaos, which is at the same
time an act of berserk superfluity. Those turkeys are made
of clay. Look at the wattles. I painted them red.

An infrared tripwire won’t compensate for the arcology
of Kingdom Come even if the right footprint sets off the
alarm. Legions of imaginary celebrities must be factored
into the equation. Let us begin with Charlton Heston, invoke
Marilyn Monroe, gesture towards Montgomery Clift, lift our
glasses to Judy Garland, tip our hats to Ronald Reagan,
throw a bone to Daniel Paul Shreber, make obscene fucking
motions at nobody in particular, and finally return full circle
to Charlton Heston. That’s more or less everybody and
everything always-already returns to Charlton Heston in
THE END, just as, in the realm of literary theory, everything
always-already returns to Kant (including that which
precedes Kant). Pretend this is a cautionary tale. No matter
what happens we must press forward and hunt down
every last interstice. At some point the roads will have to
be cleared of all detritus, rendering the tarmac altogether
unobjectionable. Fog billows across the broken motorways
and rubbled spires. Flying saucers chase bearded old men
across an achromatic canvas. The indentations await
a hermeneutic. The cabin teeters back and forth on the
edge of the cliff far beneath which lies the virulent surf of
history. The movie concludes with the antagonist being fed
to a herd of wild pigs. That’s called satisfaction. Another
movie concludes with the antagonist being fed to a heard
of wild pigs. Another movie does likewise. The feast never
reaches a terminal beach. In another movie, wild pigs eat
the antagonist. Everybody is terrifically satisfied now.
It happens again. Again. Nobody knew that satisfaction
could strike such a utopian chord. Those antagonists were
bad men. One likes to watch them get what they deserve
even if the sight of pigs eating people while they’re still
alive doesn’t contribute to the perceptual wellbeing of the
collective unconscious. Somebody raise the death ceiling.
Thank you. The ark of the covenant is full of dust and
devils. A poltergeist shits on all of the fiddles in Georgia and
infects the meatslab. The abdomen’s mouth spits impossible
gristle onto the counter, prompting the watcher to tear off
his face. Robots. Spaghetti westerns. The seismograph of
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existence spasms like an engorged bladder. I have been
here before. I will be here again, despite the cacti and the
nomenclature and the outbreaks of cant. A constellation of
stars lands on a butte. That herpetologist lost her arm in
a dispute with an anaconda on the coast of Trinidad and
Tobago. The deficiency fails to maintain my interest. My
soul is a receptacle of Fear and Trembling. The only things
that matter are the black bars concealing my eyes and my
log. This headache will culminate in pornographic desires
that unfold into an icecold sea. The cruiseliner splits in half
like a grin. I recollect something about a ring. Or a drag
queen named Ming. Campy troglodytes infiltrate the mildmannered diegesis in the absence of conflict and certain
pejorative antics. A splosh of blood douses the petals and
drowns the bees; as they die, their stingers gyrate in their
asses like crazed witches running on the fumes of instinct.
Only once do a pair of large hanging breasts bounce
across my body without organs. Then the plane crashes
into the Potomac River. Volcanoes erupt during the wuxia
sequence, spilling hot entrails onto the continuum. More
aircrafts crash. Four of them—an ultralight, a biplane, a
747, and a UFO. I ride piggyback on my fraternity brother’s
scoliotic ribcage, which squeaks as we jog forward,
dodging the explosions, like a rusted camera dolly. I fully
expect primates to emerge from the wreckage, but they are
human silhouettes clothed in finely knit suits, dark contours
emerging from the neckholes and the sleeves as if daring
somebody to question their authenticity. Casually they pat
and brush away the flames, then attack the spectators with
machetes and proboscises that extend from their hands and
heads. My fraternity brother buckles at the knees and they
capture me. They intend to eat and sacrifice me. But I’m
ready for them. “I assume everybody belongs to a coven,”
I inform them. The arc of my deployment reminisces an
object petit a sans honor, sans humanity. My earliest
memory implicates a clay doll that hurls itself into the walls
of the Chrome Hallway, trying to shed its Technicolor skin.
A handsome man kisses a beautiful woman. An eternal

recurrence. Every new millennium must inevitably become
an old millennium. I only think in terms of millennia and
moonlight. CLOSEUP on a pair of 3D glasses—only the
red lens, which appears to be on fire. Irishmen are tough
sons of bitches; even when you plunge sewing needles
into their eyes, they hold fast to their genetically inscribed
resolve. If you want to blow something up, don’t ask an
Arab to make the bomb. Ask an Irishman. Any Irishman.
In all likelihood his family has been actively perfecting the
art of bomb-making and blowing people up since the Dark
Ages. I am an agent of kung fu. I am a mushroom cloud of
afrofuturism. My father was a motion-captured Geat and I
have destroyed as many religions as I have PTA meetings.
A handsome man kisses a beautiful woman. Another eternal
recurrence. Now they’re rolling around in the virulent surf
of history. I already mentioned that surf. Repetition is the
paraphernalia of the pathological sublime. Anaphora is
another matter. Gangsters and cthulhus and AIs and hog
rippers and Kris Kristofferson and multitudes of surplus
affectations paddle down sinewy estuaries of dread and
ignore the barnacles in the smog. Again and again, biology
trumps religion. A woman’s ass makes more sense than
god. And now this breaking news: years ago, when I was
in Hong Kong sneering and oinking at the dragon ladies
that paraded up and down the boardwalks of Kowloon Bay,
somebody hurled a window air conditioner at me. It struck
me in the face and torn holes in my silkscreen cheeks.
Needless to say I was caught off guard, but the police
arrived on the scene quickly and wrestled my attacker to
the ground. I had been watching behind-the-scenes footage
of the 63rd President (by which I mean our 63rd attempt
to manufacture a simulacrum that doesn’t spend all day
looking at porn). Somebody cut that man’s head off. Thank
you. Now your own head. There. We’re all disinfected by
what we see. The best we can do is aspire to see nothing.
And to gargle with saltwater. Also: to keep the knuckles
from dragging across the slow glaciers of revenge. I only
drink beer that contains over 20% alcohol. This stipulation
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immediately relegates light beers and lagers and ales to the
wayside. Give me the moonshine. I’ll drink it straight from
the goblet of the Bailly crater.
THREE
Weird ejecta.
So many bodies have accumulated inside the bowl of the
impact crater that they have begun to spill over the lip,
roll down the escarpment and spread across the cornfields.
Military personnel observe the disaster area with expressions
that verge on the telemetric until their satellite cameras
succumb to the same as-of-yet-unknown phenomenon
that sucked the life out of countless movie-goers and the
cameras die in orbit and merge with the expanding shell of
hollow debris that surrounds the dimly illuminated planet.
The movie screen looms over the carnage, throbbing like a
diseased star.
Special ops combat teams, deployments of paratroopers,
wave after wave of brigade after battalion after legion—
they converge on the movie screen and die.
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The President decides to see what’s going on. “If Americans
continue to expire at such a spine-chilling rate,” he lipsyncs in an emergency address to the nation, “the global
economy will suffer the consequences.”
Slowly the camera ZOOMS IN on his pinched face and
CENTERS ON his round, unblinking eyes. As always, the
President’s iconic physiognomic stance denotes his token
emotional subterfuge. Beyond his ears and the imperial cliff
of his hair, the walls and windows of the oval office fall prey
to a mutant cinematography that stretches the geometry of
the real into tangled, emotive swaths of lines and curves
and colors. It looks like the President is free-falling through
the thin clouds of Mars. When his hair comes undone and

unfolds into the atmosphere, viewers begin to panic, but
the President maintains composure, and eventually the
camera runs out of film-tape.
CUT TO Air Force One. Interior.
In black-and-white monochrome, the death scene stretches
out for miles. Plastered to a window, the President observes
it through the Rutherford B. Hayes binoculars. One corpse
in particular captures his attention. He adjusts the lenses.
The corpse reposes atop a swell of other corpses, most
of them human, but there are a lot of dead pigs and hogs
too. He thinks: What’s the difference between a pig and a
hog? And a boar? It’s just a matter of girth and hair, right?
He adjusts the lenses. The corpse in question looks like his
sister, careworn and frenetic, slight of limb with a sunken
bust and hair like exiled sunshine. He adjusts the lenses.
It’s not his sister. He adjusts the lenses. He thinks: I am the
President of the United States of America. I should know
the difference between swine. I know the different colors.
One is pink. One is brown. One is somewhere in between
pink and brown. He adjusts the lenses. He thinks: P for
pink. P for pig. Yes. He adjusts the lenses. The eyes of
the corpse have withdrawn into the skull. Fleas play in the
sockets. There is a discoloration on the left eyelid, which
hangs onto the cheek like a shriveled udder. A chalazion.
He thinks: What does it mean? He adjusts the lenses. The
plane experiences turbulence. The binoculars drop into his
lap. He stares down at them, blinking at the serial number,
then leans over his chair and says to the Secretary of
State, “I need you to order some hogs for me. All variety
of swine. Hogs, pigs, boars…Are there more than three?
There must be. There must be hundreds of subspecies,
right? One wonders about all of these snouted, even-toed
ungulates.”
The plane loses altitude.
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The Secretary of State records the information on a legal
pad.
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“Wait,” says the President, trembling…He gets up and
lurches through the aircraft. Nobody is in the seats. It
appears the entire floor is empty. Even the Secretary
can’t be found, and the President was just talking to
him a few seconds ago. He checks the President’s suite
and the President’s office and the medical office and
the main galley and the conference room and the guest
compartment and the security compartment and the
press compartment. He finds his mother in the bathroom
shrieking like a possessed tribeswoman. Nobody else. He
calls upstairs. Nobody answers him. He goes downstairs
and follows the smell of fish and chips until he finds the
boiler room where the kitchen staff is monitoring a yak
fight. With pronounced hunchbacks, handlebar ears and
weeping willow fur, he wonders if they might be oversized
boars instead of yaks. They seem vaguely out of place.
Nonetheless the President lights a cigar and watches the
bovids maul and impale one another as the cooks and
waiters shout and throw cash into the ring. He notices
some cabinet members rooting in the shadows. No sign
of the Secretary of State. Between rounds, the First Lady,
wearing only a thong and heels, circles the ring with a
number-board and taunts the spectators, but everybody
looks away and pretends not to see her, embarrassed by
the whites of her armpits.
The plane loses altitude.
One of the yaks wins by slitting the throat of its opponent
with a sharpened hoof. The defeated yak’s legs shoot
outwards from its body as if yanked by strings and it slams
onto its belly with a vulgar groan. Blood pools from the
wound and fills the ring. A secret service agent passes the
President the Hannibal Hamlin heritage sword and he cuts
the head off of the victor. It isn’t easy. The yak struggles

and tries to get away, the sword isn’t particularly efficient,
and the plane is about to crash.
The plane crashes. Everybody goes up in flames.
Burning, the President finds an ax and chops his way out of
Air Force One. He can still hear his mother shrieking through
the hum of flames, louder now, then not at all. He falls onto
the wing, rolls off and lands on an undulation of rotten
bodies, all of which are soaked in gasoline and catch fire.
Everything the President touches catches fire. Shouting, he
stands and moves away from the wreckage of the plane,
clambering across the boulevard of death that stretches
out before him. Plumes of flame erupt in his wake as the
skin drips from his bones like wax. The pain is impossible,
dreamlike, but entirely palpable; every molecule in his body
feels it…even after they have left the body...
The movie looms over him. He has been here before. He
will always be here.
He thinks: That’s me on the screen. The Burning Man…
but it’s only the sun, lying on the beach like a sandweathered conch. The action rewinds to the beginning.
We move backwards through the opening credits and the
advertisements and the slow, colorful clash of primordial
amoebas. Overhead the sky echoes the repertum of a
dilated iris.
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